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~another new year begins"> -w~ a"'t~ \.m'-'..~~

.U/.12J Dold of the life we have m_a~~ \\)""t. \)~"'\.~~~~
new year. A chance for new
goals, new dreams, and new
hopes, but also new anguish,
new obstacles, and a lot of new stress
in our lives. How will we deal with it
this time? What choices will we make?
It's tough, isn't it? Everyday we
struggle with problems, frustrations.
and heartache that seem like they'll
never end. Our emotions are forever in
turmoil and sometimes we just want to
quit. We want to give up on ourselves
and our dreams, but for some reason
we never do.
What is it that has kept us going
from the beginning? At first, we
couldn't put our finger on it, but we

know what it is now. It is our future,
and it has finally come into sharp
focus. And now that it has, it seems
like our whole life has fallen into place,
at least for the time being.
We finally feel like we have a reason
to want to be here. We have a definite
goal, and now that we know where we
are going, it is our fire, our spirit, our
determination that will take us to that
place. But what then? What will

happen to us once we reach our goals?
Where do we go from there? Who
knows, but the possibilities are endless.
-

by Beth Graboritz

While enjoying all the fun at the SGA
pool party during Orientation, Reka
Schloegl sits on Ryan Giampietro's
shoulders to get a better view of the
women's bikini contest.
Al.IX PUECH

The Homecoming basketball game is
one of the few times where students
can get really crazy. Dale Dennis
takes full advantage of this time and
shows incredible school spirit with
his blue and gold outfit.
While at a Labor Day picnic with
other members of the Phoenix Yearbook, Matt Bielanski gets ready for a
fellow yearbook member to squirt
him with water during a bonding
game.

~s a way to pass time between clas;es and to take advantage of the
:>eautiful Florida weather, Torn Play~r often sits by the rnailroorn to prac·
tice songs on his guitar.

Opening 3

Just because Tropical De·
pression Gordon closed
down the University on November 16th, it doesn't
mean a group of students
can't get a little physical!
During a friendly game of
"mud football" Brian Han·
cock drives on through for
the touchdown as his team·
mate Brian Messer blocks.

4 Student Life
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ach person who comes to this campus is
planning for their future in some way. Professors
are looking to expand their knowledge by sharing
information and experiences with others.
Contractors and architects come on campus to
work on new buildings. Parents and prospective
students visit to see if Embry-Riddle will be the
school that suits their personal standards. Finally,
current students are striving towards an education
and friendships that will last a lifetime. These
students are spending their years here learning not
only topics related to their major, but also how to
make a difference, now and in years to come. With
all of the insight we gain, and the open mind we
obtain, we are planning for our futures.
- by Jessica Ross

Getting Ready
FortheFuture

0-Team Leaders Help Students and
Their Parents Learn About Adjusting
To University Life
ew experiences came to freshmen as they
arrived at Embry-Riddle for orientation.
Orientation is a learning experience
where people get a chance to explore the campus
and their new community. After receiving an
orientation packet, each student joined their core
group and 0 Team leader. After a few icebreakers,
students met new people and became familiar
with their surroundings.
Upon entering the library, students get into
"the line:· In this, one of the many seemingly
endless lines found on campus during orientation,
students accomplished a plethora of necessary
things, including being photographed for the
yearbook and then getting their student
identification picture taken.
Many events were scheduled during orientation
to entertain the students. The movie Son in Law
was played on August 25. Also, comedian acts
such as Taylor Mason and Geoff Brown put a
smile on everyone's face. The high point of
orientation was the SGA Pool Party. Free food and
prizes were the main attraction to the successful
event. fhe many contests added to the festivities,
including the first male best buns contest and
female bikini contest. !he raft race and egg toss
were also highlighted events.
Other important parts of orientation included
scheduling of classes, getting a meal plan and
participating in intramural games. Softball,
volleyball, and walleyball are some of the physical
outlets which a student can utilize. These activities
made orientation a fun filled event where students
got a chance to meet each other and have a good
time.
·by Christian Sarna

Sarah Summerson and Jen·
ny Endorph hurl eggs back
and forth during the Egg
Toss Competition up to a
distance of 50 feet. Jenny is
one of the few whose egg
did not make the flight.
Yoke's on her!
During the fall orientation
pool party, a Best Male
Buns Contest hosted by De·
an "Dino" Fantinato gets a
little revealing as one of the
contestants flaunts more of
his assets than expected.
ClfaSTIAN SAAN

CHRISTIAN SA~

6 Student Li~

Under the hypnotizing spell
of Tom Deluca, students
Noel Robinson, John Mulawa, Blake Reschke, and
Brenda White achieve
bodybuilding perfection. As
expected, Deluca packs a
full house in the S.C.

Brennan "Tex" Riley, the
master of ceremonies for
the SGA pool party, drenches the contestants during
a bikini contest. Erin Carey
was one of the many students to get involved with
this spice of University life.

During the swimming raft
relay, students test their
skill and stamina. This was
one of the many events
which brought students
closer together and gave
them a chance to get to
know one another.
MA TT SELANSKI

ALIX PUECH

Orientation
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TAKE A
Does the
male to
female ratio
make
sexual
harassment
a problem
on our
campus?

!though there have not been
very many cases, that does
not mean that sexual
harassment is not present on
campus.
The definition of sexual
harassment that is used at ERAU is
··any repeated or unwelcome verbal
or physical sexual advances, sexually
explicit derogatory statements, or
sexually dbcriminatory remarks
made by a member of the University
community, which are offensive or
objectionable to the recipient or
which cause the recipient discomfort
or humiliation or which interfere
with the recipient's job performance
or educational experience. "!Stop
Sexual Harassment, ERAU release)
Some examples of sexually
harassing actions are derogatory
humor, unwelcome touching or
other physical contact, degrading
words used to describe someone,
graphic comments about a person,
sexually suggestive objects or pictures
in public view, unwelcomed
propositions, or sexually explicit
statements about an actual or
supposed relationship. Embry Riddle
also acknowledges acquaintance
rape, forced or coerced sexual
intercourse by an acquaintance, as
sexual harassment or assault.
According to recent statistics, the
people most likely to be sexually
harassed are unattached, welleducated women, between the ages
of 20 and 35, who are usually in
clerical positions with little physical
work space. In modern day, males
are now being harassed more and

.&.

R<

"I don't think It's a problem on
campus because I have not
witnessed it or heard of it from
any close friends or anybody I
know · and that's female and
male."
- j.W. Vincent Demps Ill

JESSICA ROSS

"I don't know If I see It as a
problem .... Due to the
amounts of information placed
out In the beginning of the year
by the school it has avoided
many, if not all, possible cases."
- Walter Lesinski

JESSICA ROSS

"No, I don't see it as a problem
because I'm an AMT. I take
everything guys say as a joke."
- Stacy Hedrick

more as females move into higher
positions of work. It is also a fact
that sexual harassment can occur
between members of the same sex.
If you are sexually harassed, you
should confront the harasser. This
means to either verbally tell them
no, or to write a letter making your
intent clear. You should also
document everything in writing or
on tape. Since many harassers have
most likely done it before, you can
ask around and find someone who
can back you in your accusation.
One of the most important things
that you should do is find someone
to give emotional support. You must
choose this person carefully because
many people will not understand the
situation that you are in if they have
not gone through it.
At Embry Riddle there are two
things you can do within the
University. First, you can go to the
Counseling Center to get help. There
are trained counselors who can help
you get through the situation.
Second, there is a sexual harassment
committee that can help.
Sexual harassment is a form of
discrimination that will not be
tolerated at ERAU or in the working
world. If you are assaulted, you
should speak out about the act.
Doing this will help to make a safer
and more responsible environment
for everyone.
· by Jessica Ross

PHOTO ev DAVE GASS

Many Cultures and Friends Join
in the Student Center For a Day of
Sharing and Learning
f you can imagine Disney's Epcot Center on a
small scale you have a pretty good idea of
what International Day is like. On October
22nd the Student Center was packed with
Cultural Diversity. Each year the annual event
grows in popularity with local residents taking
advantage of Embry·Riddle Aeronautical
University's International Day. With an
international population of 15.5% the school
offers a lot to be learned without traveling the
world.
Flags, food and fun were the primary theme.
An individual could sample culinary delights from
over 30 different countries throughout the world.
Strange smells permeated the student center as
these foods were prepared early on for visitors to
sample. Various foods included baklava, smoked
lamb, rice pudding, pina coladas, bulgogi (Korean
dish , fish croquets, Icelandic pancakes among
many other foods. Those that handed the food out
were dressed in their native clothing to show how
others in their country might look.
Those that ate were also entertained by those
that represented their countries. Hello was spoken
by all the nations that were represented. The
Martial Arts was demonstrated by Andrew Wang
with a local group demonstrating Tae Kwon Do.
Local dancers demonstrated folk dancing from
Greece. Dancing was also a part of the
Panamanian experience. Fan dancing from Puerto
Rico demonstrated how senioritas showed
affection toward males. All the events not only
entertained but also educated others on the
customs of another country.

A vast collection of figures
and mouth-watering foods
were displayed to show the
variety that exists at Embry·
Riddle. While observing
several demonstrations,
these students enjoy a bite
to eat.
In order to better under·
stand other countries, people of all ages and from all
corners of the globe partici·
pate in International Day. A
special little guest repre·
senting the Middle East
caught everyone's eye.
MATT BIELAN

-by Matthew Bielanski & Christian Sarna
MATTenANS

Many performers took center stage to show others
some unique aspect of their
country. Andrew Wong,
representing Korea, demonstrates his knowledge of
Tae Kwon Do as many spectators watch.

International Day isn't all
about customs and food; it's
also about discovering how
different cultures have fun.
In one demonstration, interested people took on the
challenge of making paper
orgami animals.

One of the most anticipated
parts of International Day is
seeing so many people
dressed in traditional cloth·
ing. These people take it
one step further and also
perform a customary dance
for onlookers.

International Day
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Once you get this far, it's only a
matter of minutes until the donor
is finished. As a Red Cross assls·
tant secures the needle to his arm,
Robert Burtz watches his blood
flow Into the empty tube.

12 Student Life

Before any donation Is done, vol·
unteers must have their physical
signs checked. Joseph lley waits
patiently while a worker checks
his temperature and measures his
pulse rate.

CHRISTIAN s,

LENO/NGAN
8~U /oins
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to bring tlte pift of life to others
reshman Jaime Reichlin
exclaimed, "I felt li.ke a good
Samaritan for the day!" She
was one of over 100 volunteers who
donated blood on September 27 and
28. Students and faculty were urged
to donate at either a clinic·type set·
up in the Student Center Conference
Room or a Bloodmobile parked
outside of the library from 10 a.m to
4 p.m. either day.
To be a blood donor, you must
meet minimum age and weight
restrictions. The first step in
donating is to fill out personal
information. Donors then have their
physical signs recorded and go
through a background check. This
includes having your temperature
taken with a special disposable
thermometer, your blood pressure
measured, and your weight checked
if your look to be a borderline
weight.
The next step is a question and
answer session to ensure the safeness
of your blood, followed by a small

F

tNGHANO
'C ~ed

eross
ltavinp on-campus blood drives

prick on the ear to test the blood's
iron content. All donors must then
go to a small, private booth and
select a bar code sticker. These
stickers tell the Red Cross if your
blood should be used or not. After
this selection, it's time to do the
actual donating. When the donor is
finished, he or she is directed to a
table where they are given juice and
crackers to insure they will not get
sick from blood loss. Here, a Red
Cross worker instructs donors that a
card given to them is in case they
decide their blood should not be
used when they get home.
The process of blood donation is
simple and worth the time. As a
bonus, all who donated received a
free "Heart Rock" T-shirt. This blood
drive, sponsored by the Sigma Chi
fraternity, was very successful. We
are looking forward to more
prosperous drives in the future!
- by Jessica Ross

..

CHR1STIAN SARNA

Squeeze the ball for five seconds,
release for three. This Is the cycle
Chad Vischar repeats while giving
blood. The cycle keeps the blood
moving freely and also helps relax
the donor.
One of the words associated with
the blood drive ls the Bloodmobile
which Is usually parked outside
the llbrary. Having two donation
areas helps to ensure that there Is
little or no wait.

•

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Blood Drive
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TAKE ANOTHER LOOK!
Can
students
really
make a
difference
in how a
professor
teaches
classes?

14 Student Life

he semester winds down. In
classes, the last material is
presented and final exam
reviewing begins. One day the
professor passes out sheets and asks
a student to collect them and take
them to the departmental office.
Then the professor leaves. The paper
you were given was a teacher
evaluation form.
In each course students are asked
to fill out teacher evaluation forms.
The form asks students about the
professor, his or her ability in
teaching the course, and for any
suggestions for improvements. These
forms are to help the University and
professors improve the courses
offered.
It is fairly easy for students to
adjust to a professor's style of
teaching. However, it is very difficult
for a professor to adapt to the
learning methods of individual
students. The evaluations tell the
professor what he or she can do
better. Professors can use opinions of
the students to modify their method,
helping get course material across
clearly to the majority of students.
The simple truth is that the
University relies heavily upon the
sheets. Department heads read
evaluation results first, then give
them to the professor whom they
are for. When Dr. David Hazen was
asked about the evaluations, he
responded, "They're very seriously
used by instructors and professors.
Students need to understand that

.

.,.;/'.()

., think they help a little bit."
- Scott Owens

RF.A

M-0

"The professors are supposed to
read them, and hopefully they
do. They should help, but they
don't necessarily have to."
- jean Hill

& AT JUND

"Medium. Some take them
seriously, some don't. If they
take them serious, I think they
help."
- Tom Shimatzkl

what we see are all of them and deal
with them as a whole."
Dr. Hazen was also asked about
the hiring process. "We get as much
information about the individual's
professional qualifications, including
teaching capability, as you can." The
candidates must produce at least
three letters of recommendation, and
are interviewed in person or by
phone. They then give a seminar to
demonstrate their teaching and
communicative abilities.
"Firing a professor is a much
more complicated process." says Dr.
Hazen. The sheets come into play
when students say that a professor
should be fired. If a professor is
continually getting poor feedback, hi:
or her job may be in danger. Dr.
Hazen says that firing, "is not
unlikely and people need a lot of
evidence against any professor.''
Firing a professor is a very serious
step. It is crucial to have enough
evidence that a professor is not doin;
their job before he or she is released
Instructors are an important part
of any university. If students are
supposed to learn material, the
professors need to do their jobs in a
way that students can comprehend.
Evaluation sheets at ERAU are one c
the main ways of telling if teachers
are doing their job. Since the sheets
are a determinant of a professor's
teaching qualities, don't take them
lightly. Fill them out seriously and
make your opinion known!
- by Jessica Ross

PHOTO BV DAVE GASS
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Oktoberfest brings
together tradition and L...,.,,_.,,,-~
1
entertainmen~ while
students get asmall
tasteof Germany

y spinning around and around about three
axis, several people chose show their
courage. They entertained themselves by
experiencing a ride on the life-size gyroscope.
Those who were not particularly secure with
being tossed upside-down and sideways at a
variety of angles participated in the velcro world
race. Several racers found themselves in a very
"sticky" situation as they ran through a velcrolined obstacle course. Dannon D'Ortenzio, one of
the many velcro racers throughout the day,
commented, "Velcro would was a blast and
provided tons of entertainment."
Along with the velcro races and gyroscope ride,
everyone enjoyed a free meal consisting of
bratwurst, chips and beverages while listening to a
live band. The band members were not only
musicians, but comedians. When the audience
became distant to their presence, they picked a
person or group of people and brought them to
the center of attention through a variety of
harmless jokes. The major crowd pleaser for the
over 21 crowd was the german beer,
Hackertschorr. The beer was available on tap for
one dollar a cup thanks to Bernkastel's Festhaus.
Students were also able to purchase event Tshirts. This year's Oktoberfest was sponsored by
Bernkastel's, Savannas, the Colliseum, and the
ERAU Student Government Association. All in all,
Oktoberfest is a time when everyone can
participate in group fun, eat at no cost, or just sit
back, relax, and enjoy the presence of others.
- by Kim Nicodemus
3
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On your mark, get set. .. GO! <
As two racers lunge toward ~
the velcro tunnel, spectators ;2
cheer them on. Oktoberfest
not only offered free food,
but also a much-needed
break for students.

The human gyroscope, also
known to some of us as the
multi-axis vomit inducer, at·
tracts many thrill-seeking
students throughout the day
during Oktoberfest. A dar·
ing student expands her
knowledge of rotational in
ertia firsthand.
While pausing for a few
minutes, a student waits eagerly for a worker to finish
pouring the BEvERage. Ger·
man beer is a popular
crowd pleaser of the 21 and
over students and faculty.
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or seven days, students got a
chance to kick back a little and
enjoy the many activities the
University provided for
Homecoming Week. There were more
than enough activities for everyone to
enjoy!
The theme of the event was Hard Hat
Daze, for all the construction going on
around campus. In keeping with the
theme, Student Activities gave students
yellow plastic "hard hats.• Several students
also received Homecoming
t·shirts and various other little things.
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Throughout the week, Student
Finally, all of those things culminated ..
in an exciting, cheer-filled pep rally wher
Activities sponsored several events
including the Egg Drop Contest, the Chalk J.B. Caldwell psyched everyone up for tht
Art Contest, the Paper Airplane Contest,
basketball game the following night. Prior<
and the Mighty Marshmallow Contest, all to his appearance, comedian Craig Anton,
with cash prizes.
got the crowd going with his humor.
During that time, the cheerleaders also
Besides the contests that were held,
made an appearance and gave a brief
there were also other activities for
everyone to participate in. For instance, all demonstration of what was in store for
day Friday, there was jousting in the
the game. Unfortunately, due to rain, 1
there was no bonfire that night, but that 1
Student Center and a mro outside. In
addition to all of that, students also had
did not dampen anyone's good time.
the opportunity to get a wacky portrait of
by Beth Graboritz
themselves drawn by a caricaturist.

~ONSTRUCTION
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During the Mighty
Marshmallow Contest
held on November 11
Melanie Lear and Robert
Ward continue to add
more straws to their
structure. The final products were judged on
creativity, use of theme,
and artistic impression.

\N SARNA

A student gets the r:de of
his life after being
strapped into a colorful
human gyroscope. Set up
outside the Student
Center on Novemebr 1 1,
this attraction was def·
initely not designed for
people with weak
stomachs.

While accompanying the other
members of the band, the flutist of
Gail Force captivated the audience
with the eloquent sounds of her
instrument.

t_fc-1
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David Alan Grier, a comedian fea·
tured in In I ·v;ng Color, kept the
crowd laughing with jokes about
dating and money. Unfortunately,
his act was cut short by rain.

\C."
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,,/ ouch 'n' Go
---/'_ Productions held
· ~ another successful
·
Homecoming concert
on Saturday, November 12. There
were three acts scheduled along
with free food. Gail Force, a local
band, took the stage first. The
flutist offered a unique sound of
easygoing popular themes which
everyone seemed to enjoy. Besides
that, the lead guitarist was a
member of the maintenance staff
at the flight line and had many
students cheering the band on.
- After a brief intermission,
David Alan Grier, a comedian
from In living Color, appeared on
stage. He did not know that the
event was going to be outside and

1>,,vh.I r\.lc:·v , ~ ... j~.....

making light jokes about his
inappropriate attire and the
humidity, he brought the crowd
to gut-wrenching, hysterical fits of
laughter. As he entertained the
concert goers, the weather turned
ominous, and it was apparent that
rain was inevitable.
Some resilient fans remained in
the field and hid under blankets as
everybody else raced for shelter
and Touch 'n' Go staff covered
the equipment. After an hour
intermission, the final act, Fade to
Black, rocked Riddle. The band
performed tunes by Stone Temple
Pilots and other popular bands as
well as some of their original
works.
- by Christian Sarna

was caught a bit off guard. After
CHRISTIAN SARNA

Cf I? S r1AN ARNA

Becoming one with the beat and sound of the
music, the guitarist of Fade to Black gets wild
as he plays to the crowd. Throughout his
performance of heavy metal songs, he con·
tinued to run, jump, and slide all over the
stage.

A little water didn't daunt diehard fans Frank
Brockerman, Kerri Raykowski, Micah Watkins
and Chad Herman. When it started to rain,
they simply put a blanket over their heads and
enjoyed the rest of his show.

CfeTIAN SARNA

Showing his support
for the Eagles and his
anticipation of victory, Sigma Chi member Tom Haught
sheds his shirt and
gets into the spirit of
the event. That night,
there were many fans
who went a little
wild and wore blue
and gold paint on various parts of their
body.
During one of the
time-outs during the
game, Coach Ridder
uses the two minutes
to tell the players
what they are doing
wrong and to point
out where the opponents' weaknesses
are. The timeout also
gives the exhausted
players a slight reprieve from the rigors
of the game.
AllX PUECH

KAREN L

While skillfully dodging two Viterbo play·
ers, forward Ryan
Bailey tries to gain
two more points with
a layup
shot.
Throughout the
game, the Eagles held
the lead and by the
end, won by a mar·
gin of five points.
This victory was only
one of many in their
season.

SSlN

he Eagles
stepped onto
the basketball
court amidst a
huge crowd at
the Daytona Beach Ocean
Center on November 11th
with one thing in mind: to
prove themselves as a new
team and to win their
Homecoming game. At the
time the Eagles were ranked
number 13 in the nation of
their division, and with a
new team out on the
battlefield of the court they
had to prove that they could
continue the winning
tradition that others had set
before them.
Walking into the Ocean
Center, there was a crowd of
excited and dedicated fans
waiting to cheer their team
to victory. With the crowd
chanting phrases which were
both inspiring to the home
team and rather uninspiring
to the visiting team, as well
as the referees, they showed
how loyal and vocal the
Embry Riddle Eagles' fans
can be.
Compiled of many student
organizations, alumni,
faculty and staff, and others,
the crowd was a loud and
spirited bunch. Fans with

painted faces, strange outfits,
and traditional paper
airplanes screamed in delight
and excitement as Jason
Hursey demonstrated his
power with a monster slam
in the first half of the game.
Along with that, there
were spectacular
performances by fell ow
Eagles teammates Robby
Padgett, who scored 27
points, and Ryan Bailey, who
scored on all six attempts
from the floor to finish with
14 points. One of the
newcomers to the Eagles
roster, Anthony Burroughs,
proved himself with nine
points and two steals from
Viterbo.
After leading the Viterbo
Hawks in the first half, the
barrage of plays by the
Eagles continued after
halftime resulting in an 8277 Eagles' victory. Once
again, Coach Steve Ridder
and his Eagles walked off the
court at the Ocean Center
victorious looking to the
future and seeing indeed that
the tradition of the Eagles'
basketball program would
continue.
- by David Gass

During half·time, the
cheerleaders get on
top of one another to
complete a compli·
cated move. Moves
like that were com·
mon throughout their
routine and took several hours of practice
to flawlessly execute
them.

ALIX PUi

MA

At the start of the second half of the game,
Jason Hursey pits
himself against his
challenger to get possession of the ball.
Teammate Andrew
Brook anxiously
waits nearby ih case
the ball comes his
way.
ALIX PUECH
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In their half·time per·
formance, G-Force
continues to excite
fans with their danc·
ing. Since the Homecoming theme was
Hard Hat Daze, the
squad dressed as construction workers,
with hard hats and
plaid shirts.

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Donning head gear and
gloves and balancing
themselves on a small
pedestal, two friends
take their turn at joust·
ing while J.B Caldwell
presides over the event.
After both get knocked
off, they laugh at the fun
they had.

ALIX P\JECH

Set up next to the Coun·
seling Center, the cari·
caturist drew off-beat
and humorous pictures
of students. Waiting anx·
iously to see her wacky
portrait, this student pos·
es while the caricaturist
puts the final touches on
it.

In lieu of the bi-weekly
attitude adjustment, comedian Craig Anton per·
formed during the pep
rally. After his act, J.B.
Caldwell psyched up the
crowd, and by the end
had them all cheering
and yelling for another
Eagles' victory.

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Homecoming
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The newly completed
campus chapel is
attracting people of
all reli~ons to come
inside and take part
in the reli~ous ceremonies.

fter years of having worship services in
Spruance Hall and daily mass in his small
office in McKay Hall, Father Kenan
Morris was elated when the Interfaith Chapel
acquired its Certificate of Occupancy from the
City of Daytona Beach on October I0, 1994.
According to him, students now have a "sacred
place for sacred functions" instead of a common
room used by many.
The new building not only has a main chapel,
but it also has four prayer rooms for four different
faiths: Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, and Muslim.
One of the best things about the prayer rooms is
that students can use them throughout the day,
even while services are going on in the main
chapel.
With the new facilities, Father Morris has seen
a lot of new faces. He said that many people are
using the prayer rooms, especially students who
live in the dorms, since they have little privacy in
their rooms.
Of course, all the usual services are still offered.
Protestant and Catholic services are held on
Sundays, and both Father Morris and Dr. John
Wheeler are available for counseling, marriage
preparation, and marriages and baptisms.
As for future expansion, Father Morris wants to
add more features to the main chapel to more
easily support different religions. He would also
like to expand the hours that the building is open
so students may use the prayer rooms throughout
the day. As a long-term goal, Father Morris would
like the Interfaith Chapel to be the "spiritual
center of the campus."

A

- by Beth Graboritz
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After Embry-Riddle's first
Baccalaureate, Dr. John
Wheeler greets Shelley Ros·
sell. The service was held
the evening prior to the De·
cember graduation.

·re
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Greg Rezendes finds a quiet
and private place to pray in
the Catholic prayer room in
the chapel. The chapel has
four such prayer rooms, one
for each major religion:
Catholic, Muslim, Jewish,
and Protestant.
Extremely proud and happy
to finally have the chapel
completed, Father Kenan
Morris describes the contents of the Jewish prayer
room. The painting is of the
Koran, and it is one-third of
a copy of a Chagall.

BETH GRABORITZ
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Students throughout the University rush
the various fraternities and sororities
during Greek Week
un, excitement, anticipation, camaraderie,
and most of all brotherhood. These are the
overwhelming feelings which characterized
yet another Greek Week. This event began on
November 6 with the President's Bowl, where 50
pounds of flour were thrown together with casino
chips. The presidents of each of the fraternities
then jumped into the mixture and vied to get the
most chips.
From there, it was nothing but day after day of
fun-filled friendly competition among the nine
fraternities. Some of the events which highlighted
Greek Week were the tug-of-war, the chariot race,
the swim relay, the keg-throwing contest, the fivelegged race, softball games, and volleyball games.
In the end, it was Alpha Eta Rho who took first
place, unseating Delta Chi who had won nine
years in a row.
This year's Greek Week was slightly different
than it had been in past years. For one thing, the
sororities did not participate with the fraternities.
Another difference was how the events were
scored. This year, the team which placed first
received nine points, second eight, third seven,
and so on.
What about having Greek Week the same week
as Homecoming? According to Jason Gonzalez,
the president of Alpha Eta Rho, it didn't matter to
the guys and the alumni loved it. They had the
chance to see their fraternity win for the first time
in 22 years. Although Alpha Eta Rho won overall,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, who just completed their
first year at ERAU, put in a good showing,
winning the tug-of-war and capturing second place
overall.

F
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Brian Harless and Dan Frat·
tin of Delta Chi watch
Greek Affairs Coordinator
Paul Bell measure the
length of their chariot If the
chariot is too long they
could be disqualified from
this Greek Week game.
The five-legged race requires a great deal of teamwork and coordination. Kim
Martin, Candice Wallace,
Rachel Williams and
Stephane Woodridge of
Theta Phi Alpha compete in
this event

by Beth Graboritz

CHRISTIANS.
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Allen Cassino oversees the
swim relay. During this
event fraternity members
swim a lap of the pool with
a jersey on. Then they peel
the soaking wet shirt off,
give it to their teammates
and continue the race.

The chariot race is not for
the timid, nor is it complete
until each fraternity team
member crosses the finish
line. Brian Harless of Delta
Chi must get up, dash
around the corner, and
cross the finish line.

Aviation goggles are for
those pilots and competitors
who take the chariot race
seriously. The Greek Week
fraternity champions, Alpha
Eta Rho, prepare to pull Jess
Pomeroy in their chariot.
CHRISTIAN SARNA

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Greek Week
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In three different buildings.
but lith one common lifel
students tn·. to make dorm
foing alittle bit more
like home

mbry-Riddle has three dorms for students to
choose from. McKay Hall and Doolittle Hall
are on campus, while Chanute Complex is
located offcampus. l:.ach of these dormitories is
very different, but share one common thing:
individual students living away from home.
Most students living in the dorms don't know
anyone on campus when they arrive. These
students usually become friends with their
roommates or others in their wing. One of the
first people to befriend the new students is their
resident advisor [RAJ. The RA will bring all of
their residents together at wing meetings for
introductions and a discussion of University
policies. The resident advisors are also responsible
for organizing wing functions for their residents.
The wing functions range from movies and
paintball to shuttle launches and trips to Hooters.
All in all, the resident advisor will become a good
friend and overseer of residents.
Each individual student in the dorms has an
individual style. This makes decorations and tastes
in each room unique. In some rooms you will
find posters and computers; others contain radio
systems and blacklights. Students have different
origins, and therefore different customs, accents,
dress styles and musical tastes.
The presence of so many people in the dorms
guarantees the diversity of style on campus. This
also insures that everyone can find a friend that
has a similar style as themselves, if not in their
own wing, then down the hall or on another
floor. Living in the dorms is an easy way to meet
people and have fun.
- by Jessica Ross

E
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For some students, getting
clothes clean is a chore.
Freshman Christina Bid·
well takes time from her
busy day to do yet another
load of laundry. Sometimes,
don't you wish mom were
here?

I
'f
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Utilizing the Daytona Beach
phone directory, Lamine Ba
decides which pizza restaurant he would like to order
from, while enjoying the
late afternoon sun outside
McKay Residence Hall.

The quintessential college
experience must include
roommates, good or bad.
Bill Klemm and his roommate Ryan Lebo don't seem
to have a problem as they
pass time reading letters in
their McKay Hall dorm.
DAVID GASS

CHRIST AN SARNA

Dorm-Life
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Because of the nature of the de·
gree being earned, a large part of
the AMT curriculum involves
hands-on training. During one of
the Parent's Weekend tours, Ed
Swinson displays a dismantled air·
plane engine.
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A student assistant for Student Activities, David Gass tells prospective students about the many
clubs and organizations on campus. If they are interested in any
particular organization, he gives
them an Interest Form to fill out.

Student Lif
JEFF BO\

LIVING THE LIFE OF ASTUDENT
Parents o/ students visit 8Htbru-Riddle
to get a taste o/ the caHtpus coHtHtuniff/

fter weeks of rigorous
planning, the Admissions
Department pulled off one
of its biggest recruitment efforts on
October 29-30. On that weekend,
Embry-Riddle hosted Parent's
Weekend, a University wide open
house that approximately 600
prospective students and their
families attended. The idea for
the event came from John
Wrightington, the Director of
Recruitment in Admissions. He
wanted to combine the smaller open
houses which were mainly geared
toward one degree program. This
benefitted prospective students since
many of them were undecided about
Mlhich degree program they were
interested in.
During these two days, there were
several tours of different buildings,
including the Engineering Building,
the AWS building, and the AMT
building. The future students were
also allowed to sign up for observer
flights. Besides all of this, students

A

from every degree program sat in the
Student Center and talked to the
students and their parents about the
various degree programs EmbryRiddle offers.
Of course, such an undertaking
would not be complete without food.
Admissions had a breakfast for the
parents and later, held a barbecue
for everyone on campus. All kinds of
food was served ranging from hot
dogs, hamburgers, and chicken to
chips, potato salad, and Halloween
candy.
According to Tricia Fantinato, the
coordinator of the event, about 70%
of the prospective students who
attended enrolled in the University.
For future events she would like to
see more student involvement and
also a more organized event overall.
Also, many of the parents expressed
how informative the weekend was,
but suggested that it be longer so
that they could see more of the
University.
-

by Beth Graborltz
.£FF BOYCE

Heading a tour of the ASSL, Joe
Zyzniewski shows the group the
various simulators students use. In
particular, he demonstrates how
computers can simulate flight in a
Boeing 767.
One of the highlights of the Open
House was the free food. Students
Katie Sylvester, Francoise Serra,
Tim Pimental, Leila Gonzalez, and
Robert Williams enjoyed the feast
they helped cook.

JEFF BOYCE

Parent's Weekend
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There are avast array of iliings to do on campus,
all you have to do is look!
o you ever find yourself just sitting
around with nothing to do? If you live on
campus, and especially if you don't have a
car, you may find yourself easily bored. People
who are like this often do not realize how much
there really is to do on campus.
Anywhere you look, you can find students that
have some type of game or another. There are
always people playing cards. Several students may
get together and engage in a role·playing game.
Some of the more popular role playing games now
are Dungeons & Dragons, Spellfire, and Magic the
Gathering. There are even times when a group of
students play a traditional board game such as
Monopoly or Trivial Pursuit.
If you are the type of person who enjoys a
physical challenge, there's a plethora of activities
for you to do. There are courts on campus where
students can play basketball, tennis, volleyball,
racquetball, walleyball, and even roller hockey.
The baseball field can be used for baseball,
softball, soccer, rugby, lacrosse, and kite flying.
Students can also swim or just sit around by the
pool, and use the fitness room for a workout.
Those of you who are restless may not even
want to stay on campus. Many students choose to
run, in-line skate, or bicycle around Daytona.
Even spending time at the beach can help to relax
you and pass the time. If you want to get out of
the Daytona area altogether, you may want to
consider camping or a road trip.
There is so much to do on campus, so if you
ever find yourself bored again, remember what
was suggested above. All you have to do is relax,
get creative, and have fun!

D
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Many students spend their
free time participating in
various intramural sports or
pickup games. Adam Hohu
lin of the Housing Hurri·
canes exerts some of his en·
ergy while preparing to
pass the ball to a teammate.
Students Chris Gates, Peter
Snyder, Danielle Valenti,
Matt Clifton, and Ryan Roth
spend their night in the SC
playing Torg, a role·playing
game that uses statistics and
figures to aid the players
imaginations.
KAR!.N l MAGNJ

by Jessica Ross
OAVIC
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Getting an early start on his
weekend, Greg Smith takes
advantage of a hot Friday
afternoon to play a game of
water basketball. Many students regularly enjoy the
benefits of a pool on campus.

Pursuing one of their favorite pastimes, Matthew
Ward and a friend practice
advanced maneuvers. As
members of Lords of the
Wind, they have many
companions who also share
their love of kite flying.

Some students need to go
out of town to find their
fun, and junior Karen Mag·
nussen travels to Deland
twice a week for speedskating practice. Here she lines
up for the start of a 1OOOm
race.
KAREN L MAGNUSst~~

MARK GIDDARIE

CHRISTIAN SARNA
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TAKE ANQTH£R LOOK!
How would
you react if
your best
friend
admitted to
you that he
or she is
homosexual?

26
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omophobia is a condition
that is affecting thousands of
people across the United
States and the world. Homophobia is
formally defined as "irrational hatred
or fear of homosexuals or
homosexuality" (Webster's New
World Dictionary, 1988, p. 647J.
The Embry-Riddle community is no
exception from this condition.
Many people may not even realize
that they are homophobic. The
tendency to shy away from, ignore,
or end a friendship with a
homosexual individual is a very good
indication of homophobia. Several
severe cases of homophobia are
occasionally seen in today's society.
These are demonstrations such as
gay-bashing, protests, and the
revoking of privileges. When asked
what the cause of homophobia is,
Dr. Kevin Althouse responded, "It
most likely is the lack of empathy
and understanding about people who
are different than they are. The word
homophobia means an irrational
fear, not based on reason. People
need to overcome their irrational
fear."
There is an organization on the
Embry-Riddle campus that is helping
students come forward and try to
lose this fear. Students Overcoming
Homophobia (SOHJ is a group that is
open to all sexualities. The name of
the club was changed from the Gay
and Lesbian Bisexual Association
(GALBA) to SOH because members
of the association "wanted to
broaden the club's horizons to all
sexualities," according to Dr.

H
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"It would be o.k. with me
because everybody deserves to
be happy. That's their choice. As
long as they don't try to go out
with me, I'm cool."
-

Tara Ribas

"If a good friend of mine Is gay,
that's their prerogative as long as
they respect the fact that I am
heterosexual because respect
goes both ways."
-

Kim Galbraith

lASHl.HAH NASA•

"I would feel surprised and
betrayed at the same time
because I would look at him
differently. It would change our
relationship."
-

Althouse. This club is an excellent
opportunity for students who are
insecure about revealing their
sexuality openly, or who are
unsure about how they feel about
their sexuality, to learn
about homosexuality and meet
other people who are like
themselves.
Homophobia can cause problems
for people who are in the gay
community or not. Embry Riddle h
not had any serious problems
regarding homophobia, although the
possibility always exists as long as
the condition and homosexuals are
present. According to Dr. Althouse,
"There are many more gay students
on campus than one is led to
believe." These students may not
open up because they are afraid that
they will become victims of
harassment due to homophobia.
Dr. Althouse illustrated a point
about the numbers of homosexuals
by using the saying, "If all gay
people turned pink for a day, many
people would be surprised how
many people they know and love a
gay." Homophobia isn't like any
other phobia, wherein only severe
cases it can become harmful.
Homophobia is a condition that can
cause a great amount of emotional
stress for homosexuals. Society need
to try and cut down on this
condition, so people can be accepted
for whQ they are and live happily,
not in fear. This is what groups like
SOH are trying to do: make life a IOI
easier for homosexuals.
-

by Jessica Ross

Jorge Lopez
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The Student
Government
Association provides
various sen~ces to make
life at ERAU a little
bit easier and enjoyable

he Student Government Association is a
student-based organization that is one of
the most important divisions of the
University. The SCA consists of elected and
volunteer students from the campus community.
The main purpose of the Student Government
Association is to serve the students, faculty, and
staff at Embry-Riddle.
The SGA is divided into three main branches
and four divisions. The legislative branch
members are elected officials and student
representatives from each major. These students
deal with the actual government part of the SCA.
The second branch, the financial branch, are
students who manage the organization's money.
These people take care of the mandatory Student
Government fee that is added to your tuition bill.
The final branch is the judicial branch. This is
where anyone can see the Student Omrt to appeal
an action that they feel is unjust.
There are four divisions of the SCA. The
Phoenix Yearbook puts together the book you are
reading now. The Avion publishes the weekly
campus newspaper. WERU keeps the campus
radio station going. Finally, Touch 'n' Go
Productions is the entertainment division that
organizes the weekly movies and other campus
events.
Everything the Student Government Association
does makes it one of the central parts of this
University. Being open to any problems or
concerns of students makes the SCA an extremely
student-based organization. Everyone is invited to
get involved and support the Student Government
Association!

T
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by Jessica Ross
During the Spring, SCA
President Raffi Patatian
hosts an open forum ad·
dressing Spring Break. A
panel made up of the person
who plans the academic calendar and a member of the
Board of Trustees answered
questions.

Student Life

Student Government Association Vice President Jennifer Turner converses with
Bijun Fazal outside the SGA
office. Bijun is interested in
running for the international student representative po·
sition.

wen
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At the Activities Fair, the
divisions of the SGA were
grouped together to make
the SGA more visible. Avion
staff members Amy
Vidovich and Tashuelah
Nasah tell a student about
the new Avion Online.

DAVID GASS
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Entertainers. ran~in~ from puppeteers anU comeUians
to musicians: YisiteU ER\U to adjust stuUent attitudes
ntertainment is a vitial part of student life.
Attitude Adjustments are designed to do
just as their name suggests. The
entertainment came in all forms, from puppets to
stand-up, that made us laugh at the strangeness of
life and its inconsistencies. Musical performances
were also a key part of the Touch 'n' Go lineup.
During the last week of the fall semester the
student bands Double Cross and Kindest Kut
performed in the Student Center for the "Musical
Surrender" on December 6th. This event was
designed by Student Activities as a study break
before finals began. The hard rock sounds of
Double Cross opened up with some songs from
their album. Members of Double Cross include
Clive Leung, Rich Lingenfelder, Kevin Taylor and
Mark Schiladay. Kindest Kut, composed of
students Rob O'Connell, Dan Milicevic, Ken
Kovacik, Nancy, and former flight instructor Gina
Buhl, brought the students a more peaceful sound.
Guitarist Dan Milicevic stated, "We are more of a
rock and blues quintet.''
The Third Annual Spring Spectacular brought
to us the mentalist Craig Karges, piano player Carl
Rosen, and reggae band Exodus. The Spectacular
broke up the monotony of the spring semester,
which doesn't normally have larger events like
Fall's Homecoming festivities.
Touch 'n' Go productions works hard
throughout the semester and keeps the
entertainment coming. Few students realize the
dedication needed to book these first rate college
acts. Every other week the student body gets a
new performer.
- By Christian Sarna

E

"I met a gin soaked barroom queen in Memphis".
Members of Kindest Kut
Rob O'Connell, Ken Kovacik, and Gina Buhl jam to
the their rendition of the
Rolling Stones classic
"Honky Tonk Women".
A near miss adds to the tension on February 10th during the Fettucini Brothers'
juggling feats as students
are used to heighten the en·
tertainment. Each act is reviewed by the staff prior to
being booked.

DAVC
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On October 14th, 1994, comedian/puppeteer Dan
Horner thrills the audience
with his unique brand of
entertainment. A ventrilo·
quist, Horner makes the
puppets come alive with a
wide range of emotions during his performance.

The audience at a show
heavily influences the per
formance of a comedian.
Tommy Blaze was no exception. BEvERages are served at all attitude adjust·
ments, which tends to
make the audience more receptive to humor.

Mike Rayburn's style of
acoustic guitar thrills the audience. With the help of
sound technicians from
Touch 'n' Go, a digital tape
recorder is utilized to tape
the show for Mike's next
album. This will be the first
concert ever taped at ERAU
for a live CD.

MATTHEW BIELANSKI

Attitude Adjustment
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A lab assistant's job is often a
coveted one. Mike Gaudette and
Matt Merz work for the Main·
tenance Department and are de·
tailing a Continental engine on a
Cessna for future AMT projects.
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Students also find jobs off-campus,
both full· and part-time. Working
behind the scenes at a local Toys·
R-Us, junior Rob Vogel assembles
up to 11 new bicycles a day and
repairs them too.

BUILDING REIROllSIB!LITf ANO EXPERIENCE
8n1bry-Kidd/e offers lllON!f opport1111ities for st11de11t employme11t

Pit- and Pf/- campus~_______,
id you know that more
college students are working
today than ever, and that in
addition to their full-time school
schedules, they are working an
average of about 20 hours per week?
Of course, most of them need the
money to pay for school, bills, and
housing, but beyond the obvious,
students work for various reasons.
For instance, these students gain
employment and credit references,
establish a work record, develop self
:onfidence, and acquire time
management, financial planning, and
:ommunication skills.
The department that oversees
illese students is the Student
:mployment Office. Currently, there
ue approximately 950 students who
Nork in every capacity possible for
:he University. However, the Student
:mployment Office does a lot more
lhan just help students find a job and
sive them their paychecks.

D

When a student decides he wants
a job on or off-campus, he goes to
the Student Employment Office. At
the office, there are over 200
listings of available jobs both on
campus and in the community. For
the off-campus job listings, the
Student Employment Office enlists
the help of local businesses, TC!
Cable, and Non-ell Services, all of
which provide them with current job
openings.
When the student finds a job he is
interested in, he can use the phone
which the office provides to call the
potential employer and make an
appointment for an interview.
If the student is hired by a
department on campus, the office
will then give him the necessary
paperwork to fill out and issue him a
Student Employment Handbook
which explains the various rules of
working on campus.
-

by Beth Graborltz
CHRISTIAN SARNA

A popular on-campus job for stu·
dents is that of a secretary. Nadia
Schimmel works in the Dean of
Student Affair's office five days a
week. One of her responsibilities
is taking phone messages.
On her job at the Admissions
Counseling desk in Spruance Hall,
Vera Jenkins helps prospective
students like John Bertrand get
Information about Embry-Riddle.

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Student Employment
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Advice,
Futures,
Careers

The Career Center
helps many students
find direction and offers
valuable advice for
the future

ands-on experience while getting college
credit is what the Career Center hopes to
help Riddle students do. Cooperatives are
offered by a multitude of companies through the
Career Center for each different degree program.
This year 562 students participated in
cooperatives. Over the past year, the program has
grown 25 percent.
Rick Merlin, director of Cooperative Education,
is quoted as saying, "No experience, no job - the
solution to this common problem is the Co-op,
which I consider the essential college experience."
All students are encouraged to participate in some
form of hands-on training. This will make the
student more marketable. The difference between
participating on a co op and not getting involved
could be your future. On average 70·80 percent
of interns get hired after graduation due to a
direct impact of their experience and contacts.
Major airlines offer some of the more lucrative
internships and cooperatives.
November 10, 1994 marked the first Career
Day since February 28, 1992. Director of the
Career Center Mary Voy was instrumental to this
year's fair. Over 70 companies participated in this
one day event which took place in Spruance Hall
and the Student Center. The majority of the
companies that participated were impressed with
Embry Riddle and its graduates. Resumes were
handed out and information was gathered. This
day resulted in numerous jobs for Embry-Riddle
Alumni. The Career Center has been working
hard over the last few years to improve the
students chances for a future after graduation. As
they continue to grow so will the University's
reputation
- by Christian Sarna

H
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Christian Hymer preflights
a 14,000 pound, UPS Me·
troliner in preparation for
his second in command
check ride. After Chris' in·
ternship with Merlin Ex
press, he was hired full-time
as a first officer.

Student Life

Having already done a co--0p
with Procter and Gamble,
senior Kati Sylvester helps
them at their booth on Career Day. Many companies
with aviation interests
come to Career Day to seek
interns.
In order to keep track of
graduating seniors, Sharon
Jenkins makes sure they fill
out an information sheet after they pick up their
gowns. The sheets will also
assist the Career Center in
helping them find jobs.

KARtN L MAGNUSSl:N

Career Opportunities
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TAKE ANQTHER LOOK!
ERAUwas
recently
surveyed as
one of the
safest mbry-Riddle shares the
of students and
universities Econcerns
parents regarding safety on
and the Safety Department
in Florida. campus,
is actively engaged in working with
the campus community to provide a
Do you safe
environment.
On the Daytona Beach Campus,
think safety thefts represent the greatest
percentage of reported crimes. Some
at ERAU is a ofmoney,
the most popular targets are
textbooks, and bicycles.
Most
incidents
occur when an item
problem? has been left unattended
or
unlocked. Burglaries are the second
most frequently reported crimes.
Usually an unoccupied room is
exposed when a door or window is
left unlocked. Other crimes, such as
auto thefts, assaults, and sex
offenses, are reported on an
infrequent basis.
Each of us can reduce our chances
of becoming a victim by removing
the "opportunity." We can reduce
the opportunity for property crimes
(theft and burglary) by simply
securing items that are not in our
possession. The use of an auxiliary
lock should be considered to protect
valuable items.
Personal crimes (assaults and
robberies) can be reduced by being
aware of your surroundings, walking
with confidence, and listening to
your instincts. It is also important to
stay in control. Don't allow alcohol
or peer pressure to create an
opportunity for you to be victimized.

ICARO~

"Yes, there is a problem. They
should build a bridge over Gyde
Morris because the campus is
divided. This Is a major safety
hazard."
- Carol Jacobs

TASff.JElAH NASAH

"No. I don't think something
would frighten me. At night, I
feel safe."
- Abdulla Al-Noaimi

TA
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"No. I think safety ls good.
Security ls doing a good job. No
problem here."

The Safety Department has severe
programs and services to help you
protect yourself and your property.
Programs include an Escort service.
Lease-A-Lock bicycle and motorcyc
locks, book and property theft
prevention services (Project
Gradesaver, Operation ID), and
personal safety brochures and
seminars. You can obtain more
information by calling our Crime
Prevention Section, extension 6489
Detailed information is also availab
in the Communications Center or
the Safety Office.
It's important we all work
together to create the safest campu
environment possible. Become a pa
of the campus community, and get
involved. Report suspicious persons
and incidents. If you see somethin61
that is "out-of-place," call us. Let ~
know if you find areas with
inadequate or malfunctioning
lighting. If you do become a crime
victim, report the incident as soon
possible.
As a final note, the Safety
Department congratulates all our
graduating seniors. We wish you th
best in your future endeavors and
hope you continue to practice all of
the personal safety and property
protection tips you were exposed t"
while attending Embry Riddle. Muc
of that information can assist you
throughout your lives.
- by Wayne Glasgow
Crime Prevention Officer

- June Bhang
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ERAU students have a variety of
places to go in Daytona.
How do YOU spend your Friday nights?
icture this: it's 5 p.m. on a Friday
afternoon. All of your classes are over and
done. You are sitting in your living room
or at your dorm desk wondering what you are
going to do with yourself for the rest of the day.
Sound familiar? Every student faces this choice
and it's good to know that this is one of the easier
ones encountered in college. Whether you are in
off-campus housing or in the dorms, the
possibilities for amusement are pretty much
endless. For those lucky enough to have a car, or
friends with cars, Orlando is only an hour away
and offers some of the most original
entertainment, from Disney World to dinner
theatres. Wet-n-Wild, MGM Studios, and Epcot
Center are also popular destinations. For those
who choose to stay closer to home, Daytona
doesn't falter in the way of diversion. Various
night clubs and restaurants dot the beachside,
such as Point Break and the Ocean Deck. Some
students opt for a more traditional Friday night
experience: the movies. With four theatres in the
immediate area there is always something playing.
Sporting events are not in shortage, even if you
are the one who wants to play. On Friday nights,
some students go to Orlando to play in pick up ice
hockey games. If you are only into watching
hockey, the Daytona Sun Devils' home ice is here
at the Ocean Center. Often, during hockey season,
the Ocean Center is also open for public ice
skating. Daytona is also home to a minor league
baseball club, the Cubs. Hopefully, the next time
you find yourself trying to make plans, the hardest
part will be deciding among all the choices.
- by Karen L. Magnussen
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Opting for a quiet evening,
junior Brian Emmett enjoys
a night of fishing in New
Smyrna Beach. The local
w aters contain many spe·
cies of fish, including
sheepshead and redfish. Bri·
an has also caught the oc·
casional crab and stingray.
One example of popular Fri·
day night hangouts are
sports bars. Cheering for
their favorite hockey team
the Devils, Anthony Lotruglio, John Minieris, and
Stephanie Ratcliffe pass
some time at the Oyster Bar
Sports Pub.
KARE.NL MA~

KAREN l MAGI'
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A keg party is a fundamen
tal college experience
which a majority of college
students indulge in. Many
school clubs host parties to
promote themselves or to
simply provide a place to
blow off steam. This one
was given by WERU.

The area around the Colise·
um has been expanding in·
to an entertainment com·
plex. The Spot has its pool
tables and large TV screens,
and coffee house Cafe Bravo
offers an atmosphere for
those who do not feel the
need to dance.

After an afternoon space
mechanics test, a little rest
and retaxation is definitely
in order. Engineering stu·
dents Dan Milicevic and
Rob O'Connell enjoy some
competitive pool on a Fri·
day evening at the South
Turn Tavern.
C~TIAN SARNA

~TIAN SARNA

CHRISTIAN SARN 4

How Do You Spend Your Friday Nights?
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TAKE ANQTHER LOOK!
Do you
think the
opportunity
for cheating
is present
at ERAU?
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s this graduating class
approaches commencement, I hope each of you
will reflect on what you gained from
your college experience. I know that
you will quickly think back to the
friendships, parties, all nighters
before exams, some good times and
some bad times. Clearly, you leave
here with a new level of knowledge
and, hopefully, an enthusiasm that
will enable you to be not just a
contributor to the aviation/
aerospace industry, but a true leader
in all aspects of your life, both
personal and professional.
With this in mind, let me focus
on what is perhaps the most
important trait of a leader. A leader
is one who does the right thing,
even when it's inconvenient or
uncomfortable. A leader places a
premium on being fair, consistent,
and truthful. Personal integrity is one
of the most important characteristics
of leadership; it is more than a
philosophy, it is what keeps one on
course in turbulent skies.
What do we expect from
students? The guiding principle for
your academic efforts is to ensure
that all work be yours. Unless
authorized by the instructor, students
may not use assistance in
preparation of assignments. One of
the most important elements of
academic honesty is embraced by the
entire academic profession, both
faculty and students. I:nsure that
information gotten from other
sources, be it their ideas or words, is

A
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"Sometimes It Is, sometimes It
isn't. It depends on how the
instructor keeps an eye on the
students."
-

Ricardo 0. Galarza

JESSICA ROSS

"I guess it would be, I've never
tried It."
-

Marcus Bell

DAVDGAS!

"Not always."
-

Pablo Santos

properly cited. To not do so is
considered plagiarism. The entire
Embry Riddle community should
insist on academic integrity. If a
violation occurs, the instructor may
fail the student on a test,
assignment, or in the course. Serio
violations may result in suspension
or dismissal from the University.
Although punishment may appear
severe, the importance of academic
integrity is so central to the
University that all must demand
adherence to these standards.
What has this to do with your
college education? My hope is that
the academic environment here at
Embry-Riddle has provided you with
many opportunities to do the right
thing - to be able to judge the
difference between right and wrong.
Academic integrity requires of all
members of our University
community a single standard honesty. Ensuring that your work is
your own, frank and honest
interactions with your professors anl
your fellow students, the way in
which you've dealt with the
community at large
your
developing sense of how to succeed.
If you leave here with knowledge,
new abilities, a thirst for learning,
the ability to think critically, and
excellent communication skills, you
will be a valuable worker in the
aviation/aerospace industry. If you
combine these lessons with what
you learned about academic integri
and have it become part of your !if
you will be a leader.
-
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by Ira D. Jacobson
•v DAV() GASS
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KAREN l MAGN.E

Having a family means sophomore
John Mays needs to balance his
time between home, job, and
school. His wife Lisa and baby
daughter Kyrstin meet him after
his Microeconomics class.
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At the final senior class meeting of
the Fall, students learn details
about the ceremony and vote for
the faculty and staff awards. A not
so common sight is this graduate
who brought his newborn.

BREAKING 0
;No11traditio1ta! Stud
and Provide h

r aF THE MOLD

'~--..:..

ampus Add Variety
r 8 veryday .Cif'e

hen asked to describe the before going to a university to
"average" college student, receive a degree.
the normal :-esponse is
Perhaps one of the most visible
non-traditional student on campus is
somewhere along the lines of a 20something, dorm-living male. People John Minieris. John was a U.S. Air
don't think of the guy in their Fluids Force avionics technician on the Fclass who has to hire a babysitter, or l 11 E for eight years before coming
to Embry-Riddle. "I was anticipating
the older woman who sits in the
the age difference." he said. "You
back of their ground lab.
The definition of a r:on-traditional have to take time to get involved.
I've made a lot of friends, and I'm a
student is one who has been out of
week close to 40." Before graduating
high school and employed full-time
for at least three years. Also included this Spring, John was active in
various Touch-and-Go productions
are married students. Embry-Riddle
and was the Senior Class Council
accepts that the work experience of
President.
the student provides the motivation
The most unique member of the
and discipline to enroll and succeed
in college, something which may not Eagles Basketball team is Gerald
be reflected in his or her high school "Gerry" Foreman. At 40, Foreman
stated that there are changes one
background. Being a SJ:ecialized
must make as a non traditional
school, Embry-Riddle has high
population of non-traditional
student. "You stand out. You have to
students. Many of them come from
present yourself in a way that shows
a military background having served you are in the same boat as
in an aviation or techn:cal field.
(traditional students) are."
Others decide to work a civilian job
- by Karen L. Magnussen

W
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With years of experience behind
him, giving a speech in front of
thousands of people cannot make
John Minieris nervous. Here he
goes over his speech before his
graduation ceremony.
Each summer, Coach Ridder hosts
a basketball camp. Volun·
teering his time, senior Gerry
Foreman sets an excellent example for the middle school children
that attend it.

Non-Traditional Students
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Addresses,
Webs,
Info

Get a fileinFinland.'
chat in China. or
Netscape in Nigeria.
Millions of people
surf the Internet
every day

he age of information has arrived and you
have stepped forth into a world wide web of
information. There is no easy introduction to
the net, you either get on or you get off. The easiest
way in is by grabbing a terminal, logging in, and
Netscaping your way into the beast. Information is
power and the internet is power for those who
know how to navigate their way to their chosen
destination. Many people use the internet purely for
e-mail use. Some people use the internet as the
ultimate encyclopedia to their questions on life. A
select few use the internet as a way of life.
Some of the uses of the internet include e-mail,
chat, World Wide Web, and file transfers. E-mail is
simply a mail service that moves documents across
the country in a matter of minutes. Chat is a way to
type-talk to others from around the country. The
World Wide Web is best described as an

T

encyclopedia of information updated by the experts

in those fields. File transferring is a way in which
those who seek files can find and download them.
Students at Embry-Riddle use the computers in the C
building to surf the internet. Student computer
accounts are free to anybody who wants one. At the
beginning of the school year, the Avian went online
on the WWW for the first time ever, marking a new
era for the newspaper and the University. The Avian
Online has a large readership and has been
recognized by many organizations including NASA.
The origins of the internet come from a military
experiment in communications, moving out to the
government and to the major universities. From
there it is spreading out towards the general public
through online services. Students use the internet as
a source of academic information and as an
entertainment tool.
-

by Matthew Btelanski
The computer labs in C
Building offer students the
chance to not only do their
required schoolw ork, but
also browse the many sub·
jects available on the inter·
net. Virtually all information is free for the taking.
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In the Sun lab, engineering
students Mohammed Fathi
Hakam, Robin Bruner, and
Glenn Clase work on indi·
victual projects. While tak·
ing a break from the rigors
of programming, they get to
surf the web.
The University newspaper
is now available on the in·
ternet, thanks to Brian
Gamage. He is the proud
father of the Avion Online
and after graduation was
hired by ERAU as its World
Wide Web Administrator.

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Intemet;World Wide Web
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Sometimes your classmates are
the best tutoring source around. In
AMT students often depend on
each other for help, especially
when oral examinations are part
of the laboratory grade.

46

Visiting the math tutor lab, Ron
Yeager gets help from Pheto
Monowe with homework in his
precalculus class. The homework
consists of various algebra and tri·
gonometry problems.

Student Life
TASHUELAH

LENO/NG
A
BEi.PiNG HANO
8KAU offers tltforfHfl rp;;. 'lntltt!H_(ll. f.S, P/t!fsical sciences,
and tfri/ln/A fi

ourse subjects get more
detailed and the work starts
piling up. When the material
professors present to you doesn't
make sense at home, you may think
that you're in trouble and should
give up. However, there is
somewhere you can go for help.
Embry·Riddle offers three tutoring
labs to its students. The first, the
Mathematics tutoring lab, is located
in Mod-1 next to the Engineering
building. Students can go there for
help in classes up to and including
Calculus II, as well as some other
selected courses. The purpose of the
math tutoring lab is to help students
with the material in their courses,
not to do their homework.
The second Jab is the Physical
Sciences tutoring lab. The science Jab
is located at the front of the B
building. This lab offers help to
students in Chemistry and Physics
:ourses. The tutors in this lab will
explain concepts that the students

C

· ~dentf,J!)ld sf!. dents

may not understand, and help
further develop problem solving skills
to help with homework assignments.
The last tutoring lab on campus is
the Writing lab, located upstairs in
the A building. The tutors in this lab
give help and constructive criticism
to students about writing
assignments. Students can bring in a
thesis, rough draft, or revision for
the tutors to look at. The tutors will
check to see that everything is
grammatically and structurally
correct, as well as coherent and
relevant to the subject.
As you can probably tell, ERAU
takes pride in its academics, and will
do what it can to help its students.
All of the above mentioned services
are free of charge and open to all
students. The tutors are very helpful
and understanding, especially since
they are students themselves. The
help you may need is out there, you
just have to go and get it.
- by Jessica Ross
KARlN L MAGNUSSEN

Aeronautical Science students are
welcome to use the flight tutoring
lab anytime. Tito Banda helps
Todd Walsh practice some skills
on one of the computer simulators.
~

The writing lab assists any student that needs help with any
kind of paper, from proofreading
to style suggestions. This tutor
goes over a student's thesis and
checks for errors.

TASHJELAH NASAH

Tutoring
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David Hylton illuminates
his moment when he receives his Bachelor's in
Aeronautical Science. Senior Class Advisor Becky
Cooper and graduate James
Jalowiec are caught off
guard by this unique sight.

After dancing across the
stage, Alvin Sherrif cannot
contain his excitement as
he jumps up above the
heads of the attending faculty. He just received his
Bachelor of Science in Aer·
ospace Studies.

Waiting to graduate, Aerospace Engineering major
Brian Gamage hands in his
name and achievements to
the announcer. This en
sures that the correct name
is read when Brian crosses
the stage for his degree.

KAAENL MAGI
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Soaring into the Future!
ERAU students take those
final steps to become Alumni
Pete Emerson must submit
to university policy as Dr.
Thomas Connolly con·
vinces him to remove his
WERU radio station stickers
from his robe. He is allowed
to place them on the top of
his cap.
Aeronautical Science major
Nathon Norberg listens to
Dr. Sliwa's introduction
speech. Dr. Sliwa introdu·
ced General Thomas Moor·
man Jr., the Vice Chief of
Staff of the United States
Air Force.
CHlllSTIAN SARNA

KAREN l MAGN'JSSEN

tudents wait their entire lives to walk
across the stage and receive their degrees.
Our entire college careers are summed up
early one morning while walking around in black
robes. Our parents and other relatives weep tears
of joy. We are about to enter the real world!
The Fall graduation class of 1994 walked on
Saturday morning, December 17, at ten O'clock.
There were 384 graduates in this class. The guest
speaker was of the David Russell Hinston,
Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration. His Highness Prince Fahad Bin
Abdullah, Assistant to the Minister of Defense and
Aviation for Civil Aviation Saudi Arabia was given
a Doctoral Degree. Senior class president Chris
Roth spoke words of encouragement at the
ceremony. The senior class council donated a
fountain to be placed in the retention pond
outside the new Athletic Complex.
The Spring Class of 1995 walked on Sunday,
May 2 at ten O'clock. They will be known as the
final graduation ceremony to ever be held at the
Ocean Center. This class held 627 graduates.
General Thomas S. Moorman Jr., Vice Chief of
Staff, Headquarters, United States Air Force spoke
at the ceremony. Senior Class president John
Minieris gave a humorous and uplifting speech,
complete with paper airplanes. At the end of the
ceremony he got the graduates fired up, ran
around and encouraged them to do the wave. The
Senior Class Council donated a trophy case for the
new Athletic Complex.
As we continue through our lives we will look
back on our graduation and remember that
moment. The three hours passed quickly as we
reminisced about our college careers. The future is
what we make of it!
- by Christian Sarna

S

Graduation
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Aviation Maintenance
Technology teacher Mr.
Tom Fish proves that facul
ty really do care about their
students. Here, Mr. Fish
goes over an assignment
with student Steve Andreu
in Magnetos class. With
such hands·on laboratory
exercises In AMT, the
teacher Is a valuable asset.
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It seems that for the past few years, EmbryRiddle has experienced an ongoing change of
environment. We strive to be the very best in
aviation and thus must prove it with the graduates
we send out into the "real world". An ongoing
question at ERAU is, "What is our product?" or
more specifically, "Who is our client?" Many
believe that the student is the client, paying for
education in order to be a better human being for
the future to come. Others believe that prospective
employers are the clients and the student the raw
material which is marketed and sold to industry.
Whatever the case may be, students are in direct
contact with people who will change their lives
forever. These people are the faculty who will teach
them and the staff who provides them with
valuable services. These are the people many of us
will always remember.
- by Allx N. Puech
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Once the rniwrsit) decides to erect a new
building (or more than one). what happens then?
\\ ell. that's where Facilities Planr:ting comes in.
The four people in this office are responsible for
just about eYerything ha,ing to do ,,,ith ne\Y building. First. the) request proposals foom contractors
who d? the kind of
work thley are looking
for: fot example. architect~1. electricians.
J
J
or plumbe rs. From
these proposals. the)
determitne IHm much
the joh is going to cost
and request that
amount from the tniYersit) . If the Lniwrsit) agi·ees. the compan) is hired and they
giYe thie LniYersity a
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time schedule and a date by which their work \\i
be completed.
That's onl) the beginning of Facilities Plan
ning's job. From there. they keep track of th
money being spent so they don·t go owr budge•
They also coordinate other smaller jobs that can ht
done while the heayy equipment is on campus. fo
example. \\hile a bulldozer is clearing land for
ne\\ building. it can also he used to do landscapin1
or to make a new side,rnlk. Finally. after th
building is done. the) are responsible for thi
interior decorating and for mmfog people into thi
new building.
The) mu~t also be careful to adhere to se\erJ
laws. \n e:xample is the \mericans "ith Disahilitir
Act \Yhich states that a building must be equippa
with ramps so that it is accessible to people "ir
disabilities. In addition. the) are also w ry e~
\ironmental conscious.
- by Beth Graboritz

..)
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Charles Fountain, the Director of Facilities Planning, looks at
the blueprints of the new engineering building. The interior
decorating has already begun, as can be seen by the different
swatches hanging on the wall in \ arious colors and fabrics.
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Dita Peatross. Charles Fountain.
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Hem would you feel if you were attending
school in a foreign countr). and you didn't understand that count1y·s hms. could barely speak that
count11 's language. didn't haYe a place to lh·e, and
didn't kno" anyone in that country? You would
hope that the school you were attending had an
International Student Senices Office like EmhryRiddlc does.
From the moment an international student arrires in Daytona. the people in this office try to
make the student's e\perience as posith e as they
can. \\"hen possible. the~ pick the student up from
the airport. and during orientation, the~ hold a
separate session just for international students in
order to e\plain issues which are unique to them.
Judy .\ssad and Terrie DaYis, the two people
who nm this office. help international students
with things .\merican :-tudents do not normal))
need help "ith such as finding housing, obtaining a
drirer's license. and opening a bank account.

Because many foreign nations haYe ,·ery strict
currenc) laws which affect the mone) these students receiYe, a large part of their job imolws
\\Titing specialized letters Yerifying the student's
enrollment at the l ni"ersit) . their e\penses during
the semester. and various other things.
Their job. however.
is not all work. At
least once a month.
the} get together \\ith
their student-; and do
something fun like go
to the races. \lagic
Kingdom. or rollerskating. Their big
event of the year is. of
course. planning and
car q in g out l nternational Day.
- bJ Beth Graboritz
1

,.. , .. GRABOR1TZ

International Student Services Terrie oa,i:-. ,\hdulaziz .\1-Hajeri. and Jud) \ssad

BETH GRAllORITZ

The only place on campus Atef Akdeih can read .lfldd/e East, a
newspaper written in Arabic and published in London, is at
International Student SerYices. Providing newspapers written in
different languages is a service this department offers.
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\Ian) of us forget the people ilwolwd in the
making of a uniwrsit) \\ ithout students. there
would be no facult) and staff. and "ithout facult)
and staff there would be no students.
\ n'r) important part of a student's life on
campus in\'C>lws their actiYities. and Student \ctiYities 1s the focal point for all student organization!'>. Thi!'> includes e\bting organizations as 'H'll
as groups who mrnt to form ne\\ organizations.
CurrentI) . there are I02 student organizations
\\ith ne\\ ones forming ewry semester.
\\ ith the help of the Student \cti\ ities staff.
organizations can hold special rrai ning "orkshops
in areas such as communication and delegation.
These workshops are beneficial in tll.ll they teach
students indiYidual leadership skills and hem to
work together.
Each member of the Student \cth ities staff is
aJso the adYisor for at least one organization so
the) can relate to the things their depa11ment is
inrnhed in. For instance. Paul Bell is the Greek

Affairs Coordinator and Becky Cooper is the adYi·
sor for the Senior Class Council.
One of Student .\cthities· biggest 1ohs inrnhes
planning and organizing large campus l'\ ents. This
includes Ilomecoming and the Acth ities Fair. For
Homecoming, Student \cth ities works closely with
Touch ·n · Go Productions to schedule entertainment and nowlt) e\ ents. The) also organize
the bonfire and pep rail). \s for the \cth ities Fair,
Beck) Cooper was in charge of organi1ing tlw
entire e\ cnt
.\nother sen ice the) offer is the Student .\.cth ities Hotline on e).t. - 200. This hotline tells the
student "hich acthities are going on throughout
the week
For rhe fi.tture. Karhr Deaner. the Director of
Student \Clhities. would like to see more leisure
space for students. \lost campuses hm e a student
union building \\·here students can just hang out.
but Emh1) -Riddle lacks such a building.
- by Beth Graborilz

DAVDGASS

Student \cti\ ities Relx-rn.1 Cooper,

Burton
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Jl'ill

Snyder.

l\;llh~

lkaner. Paul Bell. and ..\nne

During the Student
Activities Awa rd
Banquet, Becky Coop e r c h oo ses th e
winning t icket stubs
from the bas k et.
Coming forward to
c l a im hi s door
prize, Dr. J ef frey
Ledewitz hands his
lucky stub to Paul
Bell as Anne Bur ton
d isp lays t h e 5 1 piece tool set that
he won.
KAREN l MAGNUSSEN

Shiv K. Aggarwal - Physical Science
Dr. Kevin Althouse - HU/SS
Cherie Armstrong - Financial Aid
Jeffrey Atwood - Continuing Education
William Baldwin - AMT
Paul Bell - Student Activities

George Bertish - ABA
Maj Roger S. Billings - Army ROTC
Dr. Paul F. Braim - Social Sciences
Dr. Norman Brown - HU/ SS
Anne Burton - Student Activities
Deborah Butts - Veterans' Affairs
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\lost student-. think of people at Student Finance
Sen Kes <ts sanng.
. ' "\\ e "ant our mom·\' nm\ ... hut
the) want to abolbh that image. Instl'ad. the) want
sllldents to think of them as saying. "llcm can
\H' help you pay your hill?" The) like to stress
that the) are not just here to rnlll'l'l money.
hut to providl' ser\'i Ce to their customers.
Student rinance
Sen-ices is di\ ided into
three differtnt department.... One of them is
the cashiers. The)
process sllldcnts' payments and art as a
limited banking S) stem h\'. cashing
checks. Thb is the
only department on

.

~

BE'"I GRABOOTZ

Before cashing a check for a student, cashier Tamm~ Parker
checks his account to make sure he dot.'S not hale an outstanding balance on it. One of the sen ices students and facult) use
the most from Student Finance Senkes is the limited banking.
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campus that does this .
.\nother section is \l\tudent Accounting. Tut
peopk in thb departmt.·nt handle all the 1r.1
pernork. They take care of the billing and updatin
accounts. If studenb or parents haYe questio~
about a hill. they not only ~1nswer thosl' que~tio~
hut ti ey also make sure the person understan
the answer In addition . they make pa) ment ar
rangements if the student is hm ing trouble pa) in
for any reason.
The I.1st department b Collections. This is tht
-;ection \\'hich handle~ delinquent tuition arroun
and dl•als with collection agcnnes \\hl'll llL'CCY1an
'Ille) also handle dishursemenh of Perkins loan:
educational loans made by the l nin•rsit). and rrai
loans.
Tlw goal of the '' hok• department is to g~
accurate information to students •tnd prm
l'\Ctllent customer sen ice.
- bJ' Beth Graboritz

:>.A

Student Finance Scn·ices First Rou· \larion Gaston, l\ath) I arris, JoAnn Ja11:-l'll. '
P•tff. :ind Erika <.11nphell Second Rou•S:tra \kn:ndino, l'•Hril'ia Rack:ttL,k1-., l'.u \Ian
GloriJ Corhin, llolli<• llalcomh. Tamm) l'.irker, Kell) Bnm ning. Eleanor Smith. Ch:trfr.l
\\ltt~hirc, Iloll) (;a, cllo. Illl•l h11leu.1 . and Cherit· .\rm~trong
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The primary purpose of the Financial \id Department is to help make Emhl')-Riddle affordable
to students. This is quite a task considering that
ther. not onh haw to \\·ork with the 4, 500 students
on campus. but also the 12.000 e:\tended campus
students.
Their staff of 2l including student employees.
works "ith indh iduals to access grants and scholarships and prm ide financial counseling for students and their parents \ great deal of their work
also includes answering questions over the telephone. An estimated .1.000 calls are fielded a
month on the ne\\· 1-800 number and on the
re!,'111ar line~.
With the new, faster Colleague sy5tem. the
Financial .\id Department can pro,·ide better serrice to the students. \s an additional setTice to
students; sending ne\\ scholarship sources on
cc:mail. This works \\ell since most of them are
pri\'ate, internal scholarships "here students have
;

to appl) for them in order to recei\'e money.
In the future. <larrr ranee. the Director of
Financial Aid, would like to be more of a financial
planning office since man) parents and prospective
students haw no idea ho\\ to go about getting
money for college. To help them do this. they have
acquired the "early estimator ... This software can determine
what a prospecth e
student's financial aid
eligihili~ \\ill he up to
a \ear in the future.
This kind of infonnati on is inYaluable
to these students
and parents so that
the~ can plan accordingly.
- hJ Beth Graboritz
1

BETH GRABORITZ

Financial Aid Fir st Rou•Ca mill<' Pirolli, Rhonda Young. Linda ~lattison. Karen \\ illiarns.
Rohin Uald\\in. Barh.1ra Dryden. \large Hussdl, and Beth \lcClish Second Ro11• Gar11
\ance. \ktona lnglt•11. Susan t;ihson. Barb.mt \\ood\\<trd. Paula Lutton. \larline Dcmns.
\\i~ Benoit. Sarah Singlt·ton. Stt'phanie Steel. \alerie Burks. Linda Duffey. Stew Krnpinski.
and ~anc~ \ andt•t'St'ha;1f

BE TH GRABORITZ

Obtaining money for college can be a real challenge. Senior Sean
Sexton checks on his eligibility for a student loan while Matt
Burke gets out applications for scholarships which have rccent1) come to the Financial Aid Department.
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Being thru~t into an unfamiliar cit) \\ith unfamiliar
people can h<.' an merwhelming e\perience, especially
\\hen the person ''ho is thrnst into that ne\\ and
different emironment is e\pected to adapt quick!) and
start -;evernl new classes a fe,, da~ s later Luckil) , the
people at Embry-Riddle's !lousing Depa11ment are dedicated to making the new student's transition as painless
as possible. It is \er) imponant to them to create a
comfortable home awa) from home since most snidents
who lhe in one of the residence halls spend about -5%
of their time :here.
Creating a positi\ e lhfog em·ironment is a big job and
encornpasse" man) areas For i11"tance. pa11 of the
department's job is to take care of maintenance problems in all three buildings - Doolitlle and \kKay !Jails
and Chanute Comple\. Sometimes, this is a huge ta:-.k
considering that Doolittle I lall was the first permanent
structure on the campus. making it m-er )0 years old
The backbone of the operation, howe\er, is the
Resident \d\ isors ( R...\s ). The) hm e the most contact
\\ith the residents, and the) are the people the residents
come to \\ith personal problems and complaints about
the dorms. Because of this. their training is rigorous and
the selection process is WI)' competitiw. faery ) ear,
there are approximately 12-15 openings and well mer
100 applications for those fc,, spots. .\fter the R\s are
chosen. the) must attend a non-credit R\ class and
attend a "eekJong training program. finall). the} all
attend camp where they participate in team building
acti\ it es.
For the future. Sonja Ta) lor. the Director of Housing.
belie' es the l niversit) is serious!) considering building a
ne\\ residence hall. It \\ill tentatiwl) be built on the lot
across from Richard Pett) BoulYarcl and ''ill be complewcl b) Fall 199""' \ccording to 'fa) lor. it ''ill contain
man) amenities such as food senice areas. stud) areas.
and ~pace for -;ocial events.
- hJ' Beth Graboritz
lpon his arrirnl at Embry-Riddle for the summer term.
Da'e Fox gch the ke}s to his room in \tcKa) Hall. \lil.e
Lauro, the Resident Ad' isor on dut) in the Housing Office,
gh es Dave the keys after he signs for them and s ho'' s
proper identification.
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Erika Campbell - Stud. Fin. Services
Kelli Champagne - Stud. Fin. Services
Joan Chase - Internal Audit
Nolan Coleman - Chair Eng. Tech.
Dr. Thomas Connolly - Aero. Sci.
Rebecca Cooper - Student Activities
Dr. James Cunningham - HU/SS

Shrinavas S. Dalal - Mathematics
Kathy Deaner - Dir., Student Activities.
Or. Nirmal Devi - Mathematics
Linda Duffey - Financial Aid
Chuck Eastlake - Aerospace Eng.
Paul Edson - HU/ SS
Shirley Fedorovich - ASA

•••
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Housing Department First Rou· Sonia Taylor and Jenny Jenkins Second Rou· Charlie
Housman. Sheila IJmm. \ •tlerie Zamhr.mo. and Jeff Takac

TASHlfi.AH NA.SAH
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\\1wn a prospecti\·e student decides he or she b
interested in Embry-Riddle. the fLrst person he or
she talks to is somco1w in Admissions. l p until
about \larch. this department had been broken up
into two distinct sections. recruitment and the
actual admissions section. The recruitment half
dealt with the actiYe
recruitment of ne\\
students through 800
lines. telemarketing.
and information sessions. They also had
se' eral alumni rnluntee rs "ho assisted
"ith college fairs. high
school Yisits. and information sessions
through the ACES program. The admissions
half dealt with the
process of enrolling a

St ··

·AC"f< .

Preparing fo r an alumni reunion, Christy Keith organizes the
man) airline tickets and hotel accomodations. The reunion is
for the ACES volunteers who help at college fairs, information
sessions. and other recruitment efforts throughout the l.S.
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student. This included receiving the prospective
student\ application. accepting or rejecting the
student for admission. housing, orientation. and
registering for dasse~
~ow all of that has changed. There are no
longer two distinct groups. but one big group
Within this group there arc recruiters ,,·ho take
each sntdent chrough the entire process. from the
initial contact to attending orientation. The go~
of this new system is to reduce the "" RidcUe
Runaround" h~ ha,·ing one person who ii
the main contact for each prospectht
student.
Of course, the purpose of re,,amping the struc·
ture of the .\clmissions Department is to helter
serYe the prospectiYe scudents and. ultimately. to
continue to match enrollments with the grcm1h of
the lniyersit\.
. This is essential since Emhrr-Riddle
'
is a tuition-drh·en uniwrsit\ and if enrollment
decreases. then tuition increases.

- /J.l' Bet/J Graborit=

BETH GRABClli'

Admissions Department First Rou· caoria Rl·Yeron. Barhara \dams. Brenda \l;tthl"
son. Janet l.aRossa. Karen Richards. Rosl'Ellen \\'rngg. and Toni \\'illiamson Second ROI
Chris Clagg. Christ) Keith. Roh Ohlau. john \\ rightington ..\like Fercncak. Sam \lom
and Rich Clarke

I

Records and Registration · the name d(•scribes
the general areas the peopk• in that department
corer. hut the actual jobs th(') do encompass far
more than what most people realize.
On the records side. the) are responsible for
maintaining all student recorcb permanent!) . This
means the) lm c to be Yer) careful about how the)
store this information. Currently, they store the
records on optical disks. but the) used to store
them on microfiche. llo\WYer. the) found that
optical disks were more rost effectiYe and could be
stored on campus rather than at a remote location.
They are also responsible for updating these
records '' ith tlw snidents · current grades at the
end of each semester.
Lsmg these records. they can prmide the students screral services. For instance. the student
can obtain an academic eYaluation. official and
unofficial transcripts.
.b for registration. they are responsible for

I

putting together the course offerings hook each
semester, and during registration, the) h.ey in each
studt•nfs schedule. In addition. the) take care of
making room assignments for dass use. club use.
and guest speakers. Finall). the) also make up the
final exam schedule.
Right no\\. the) are
in the process of conYerting to a ne'' system, and they are updating
their
information on both
systems until the
com ersion is rnmpleU>. \\11en it is complete. the) "ill be able

to proYide the students ''ith more data
at a faster rnte .
- hJ' Betb Graborit;;

BE'~ GRABORITZ

Records and Registration First Row Barbara Spencer. \;tnq f\111g. P•lt Bradhcrr~.
\ngela Kalan. \ann Trillm1. Linda Kell\ . \al Krusr Second Row (;!rnda Stafford. Fran
\\.ird. StcH· D0\\11\\ard. Chen I S\\incldls: Jot· \\arfel. \lai: Thnm;ts. ;llld Ph~ Iii~ Di~hcr \ol
Pictured: rera Booker
.
.

8L TH GRABORITZ

A few weeks after graduating, Ke' in Read 'is its Records and
Registration in order to fill out an enrollment verification card
"hile Glenda Stafford answers the questions he has concerning
the form .
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Their joh 1s to prepare ) oung men and women
to he the future leaders in the :\rm). After four
year" of academic education coupled \\ith handson milita11 training, the cadets the) teach are
more than read) to raise their right hands and
recne the commissioning oath. The people responsible for training them and processing their papemork are the officers and enlisted personnel of
the Eagle Battalion.
Each one of them has different jobs concerning
the cadets, and the) all must work together to
ensure that each cadet is taken care of proper!). If
ewn one of them were missing. there ''oulcl he a
significant gap in the qualit) and quantit) of
se1-\ice each cadet \\oulcl receiw. For instance. Sgt.
Om id is responsible for the unit's supplies. This
includes all uniform items as ,,·ell as any supplies
the) need for the n1rious training e\ercises the)
perform throughout the semester.
\Ian) cadets are also on ROTC scholarships and.
therefore. are eligible for a monthl) stipend and

room and board pa) ments. The paperwork for
those cadets must be in order and both the ~CO's
and the officer" need to be familiar \\ith the
eligibilit) requirements for these scholarships.
Thev also h;n e to kncl\\ ho\\ students can lose
their scholarships.
Of course. there is the academic side to ROTC.
For the most part. the officers teach each of the
\lilita11 Science ( \IS) classes. This not onl) includes classes at Embry-Riddle. hut classes taught at
Stetson l nirersit). In addition. the students in
their classes come form four different colleges Emhq-Riddle. Oa)10mt Beach Communil) College.
Bethune-Cookman College, and Stetson l niversit).
In all. the classes range from \IS 1- \ISL one for
each year the cadet attends college.
In a nut"lhell. these people are responsible
making ew11thing happen at the \rnl) ROTC
Eagle Battalion, from the moment each cadet
enters the doors until he or she is commissioned.
- b1• Beth Graboritz

!I>

f

>WE.

Thanking General Woodall (Ret.) for being the guest speaker at the Army
ROTC Annual Dining Out held at the Halifa' Club, Spencer Hasch, the cadet
battalion commander, gives him a token of the cadets' appreciation.
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Rccogni1.ing se\ eral
outstanding cadets
from Embq -Riddle.
Stetson Univer sity.
Oa}tOna Beach Com munit) College, and
Be thune -Cookma n
College, LTC John T.
Moore. the Professor of \lilitaq Scie nce, p resents the
cadets with various
a\\ ards at the Arm y
Annu a l
ROT C
Awards Ceremony.

Bahram Foroughi - AMT
Dr. Sathya Gangadharan - Phy. Sci.
James Garrett - Flight Technology
Marion Gaston - Student Fin. Services
Holly Gavello - Student Fin. Services
Sue Gillies - Veteran's Affairs

Dr. Tej R. Gupta - Aero. Engineering
Dr. Abe Harraf - Chair ASA
Max F. Henderson - AMT
Lil Hickman - Academic Support, CCE
Dr. Thomas Hilburn - Computer Sci.
Beth Hite - Computer Science
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l Iare you eYer felt like you needed someone to purpose. the Counseling Center provides a varie
talk to. just to sort out your feelings and to get of ocher senices. For instance. en·1~ month it
someone else's opinion on what you think is a theme This is a topic such a'.'> stress reducti
turning into a not-so-great life?\\ ell. Emb11-Riddle substance awareness. asserti\ eness. or und
proYides its student-; \\ith a ser\'ice that is invalua- standing relationships \Yhich is highlighted <
ble to anyone who need,s someone to talk to. This their bulletin hoard. through At•ion articl
senice is the Counsel- and in brochures. In addition. the Com1Sl'li
ing Center.
Center has a libra11· full of books. audio
The Center pro- settes. and Yideos which students haYe ace
vides confidential to.
\nother important senice the Center prmi
personal. social. and
academic counseling b Orientation. It not only coordinates eYe11 thi
free of charge to stud- that goes on during Orientation. it also recruits a
ents. To accomplish trains the membl'rs of the Orientation Team "
this. the Center em- introduce incoming students and parents to Embn
plo) s two full-time Riddle The Orientation Team is made up entire
counselors. Karen of students because. according to Linda Bloom. t
Gehringer and Ilolly Director of the Center. "learning from peef!i
mort' effectiYe than learning from adults."
D<n
Besides its main - b.J Beth Graboritz
1

Cl RIS 1>.N SARNA

Picki ng out a book for a student, counselor Karen Gehringer
browses through the sheh es in the Counseling Center library.
The libraq not only has books, but it also contains audio tapes.
video tapes, and television to watch the video tapes.
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BEAi '

Counseling Center Karen Gehringt·r. Linda Bloom. Bernice Bro\\ll. and \\anda Poyth
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Feeling a little under the weatlwr? Don't krnm
~11at's "rong with you? Then ma~ he ) ou should go
dw nurse. The nurses at the Ikalth Ser'\ ie<:s
)ffice can effectiYel) assess a studt•nt' s health care
reds and administer first aid. If a student needs to
ee a donor. thl') can recommend one. ~md
cause of their connections can sometimes he
elpfol in getting an appointment. They are also
f011unate to haYe the senices of Dr. Ernest Cook

and want a cough drop. \\hat they don't realize is
that. hy hrn. if a nurse disperses an) medication
the incident has to lw documented. meaning the
student "ould ha,·e to fi II out papel'\\ ork. To get
around this. Health Senkes has set up a self-care
center containing a minimum of safe supplies ~uch
as <l'ipirin. throat loz·
enges. tongue de·
pressors. and con·
do ms.
Because man) of the ailing student'i are also
In the future. they
Jilob. llcalth Senices operates the CniYCr:-.it) ·s would like more space
grounding policy. \laureen B1idger. the Director of for daybeds and ex·
Health Senices. stresses that it is not onl) im· amination rooms.
po11ant that the studrnt be safe. hut also that the '111eY \\OUld also like
~tudent understands ''hy he or she has het'll to see larger scale
grounded.
health programming
llm\e\er, some student'\ are not sick \\hen they and more.• health car<.'
comr to Health Sen ices. TI1ey just han~ a head· for WOllltll
ache and want aspirin or they hm e a sore throat · bJ' Betb Graborilz

DAVID GASS

Health Senkes \Ian Llltn !Ml. Or. [rnl''I Cook, ;rnd \laurl'en Bridgt•r \ 'ol Pictured:
B:utur,t Blair
•

KAREN

MAGNUSSEN

Students often see the Heath Sen ice Center for not onl) general
health concerns. but to see if the} are allo" ed to fly that day.
Student Brock McCracken is examined b) nurse Maq Ellen Sell
because he mi~ht ha\e a condition that " ill ground h im.
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In order to make operations in Detachment 15- 11111
smooth!) and prmide the best se1Yice possible to the
o,·er 200 cadets at the same time. the staff has to dh·ide
up the man) tasks it takes to run the Detachment. Then,
they han' to "ork together to keep everything running
effective!).
TSgt. \hie Choing. the \CO in charge of the enlisted
staff personnel. likes to think of his ere\\ as taking care
of the cadets "'from cradle to grme... He says this
because when a cadet comes into the ROTC program for
the first time. the enlisted personnel are the ones \\·ho
initiall) make sure the) fill out the necessar) paperwork
and get the supplies the) need. such as their uniforms
and books The) maintain the cadets· record5. and the)
monitor ph) sical fitness and \\(~ight control. Some of the
other areas the) CO\ er are cadet pa). enListments and
disenrollments. \FOQT testing. te~tbook reimbursement. secmit) checks. and a n1riet) of other things.
On the other '>ide are the commissioned officers. The)
teach the Air f'orce classes and the) are the cadets' first
point of contact for academic matters. The commander,
who has the mernll responsibility of making sure all jobs
get done, is Col. J. B Hall. In addition to being the
Professor of \erospace Studies. he is also the AF200
instructor.
Of course, the job descriptions are not set in stone
and are, in fact. tailored to each person's abilities and
pre,ious joh e\perience For instance. Capt. \loll) \loon
had been a protocol officer: no\\. her job includes being
the \lilitaq Ball Project Officer. the Dining-Out Project
Officer. and the Pass-Jn- Re,·ie\\ Officer.
finally. there b \Jarie Rohlfs. She has been the
secretary at the Detachment for OYer 10 years and is
innlluable to e\eryone there. She doe~ e,·eqthing. from
typing to greeting people a~ the) come into the Detachment to finding out almost an)thing anyone wants
to krnm about the Detachment.
- by Beth Graborilz
On .May 7. 16 seniors who had completed four years of
training in Air Force ROTC were commissioned as second
lieutenants. Some of them \\ere commissioned by the Vice
Chief of Staff of the Air Force.
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Jac:k Howe - Safety Dept.
Dean F. James - ABA
Bob Jost - VP Finance
Joseph L. Klausky - AMT
Thomas M. Kirton - Flight Techology
William A. Kohlruss - Flight Tech.
Pat Manning - Student Accounting

Dr. Jeffrey Ledewitz - VP Student Life
James K. Libbey - HU/SS
Marge McCall - Int. and Rec. Sports
Te~ Michelini - AMT
Willie Middlebrooks - AMT
LT"C J.T. Moore - Army ROTC
Chuck Moren - Flight Technology

ROVER

Air Force ROTC First Rou· C.Jpt \loll) \loon . .\n Brook:-. \hml' Rohlf~. Sgt Roland
Caragan. and Capt J•t) Summer- Seco11d Rou· TSgc. \bie Cho1ng. TSgt Bnan l\nO\ Col.
J.B. Hall Sgt Sn>tt Hunter. ;tnd Capt. Kenneth llong

CHRIS'IAN SAANA
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Ten years ago, <t new building opened on
campus. and it !>Onn became a place students
frequented often and for long periods of time.
Today. this building is ope1: 96 hours per week.
longer than an) other building on campus. except
for the Student Center. This building is the Jack R.
Hunt \knwrial Lihran .
A common myth
about tlw library is
that its holding!'! are
all aYiation related.
Dick \\'adddl. the Director of the Library.
said that may haYe
been tntl' at one time.
but now they h:n e seYeral arts and humanities collections Current 1y. the library
carries owr (v-i.000

BETH GRABORITZ

Looking for information about the effects job-related stress ha'>
on air traffic controllers' health. graduate student Loretta Bur·
son enlists the help of reference librarian Deborah Shafer.
Together, the) look up a \\-Ord in the dictionar) .
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boob It also has 18 CD-R0'1 inde\e!'I rt•fcrendn
owr 600 databases In addition. the library participates in an itllerlibntry loan progrnm. Through
this program, the customer can han· access to
titk•s that the librat) itself does not 0\\ n.
The libra~ is not onl) open to studems. facult}
and staff. hut also the local community and alumru
To help the::;e people find what the) arc looki112
for. the lihra11 cmplo) s 18 staff memlwrs as \\e
a!'> about -10 students. rhc reference librarians al
han· master's degn•t•s in lihra11 science so the1
can prm 1de the rnstonwr "ith professional ~·
sistance The staff is also responsible for gettin~
Ill'\\' hooks shelfs n·•td). labeling them , and ac
tually putting them on the shelf.
In the future. Dick sees the librar) becoming
more electronic. \I read). they haH' an onlinr
catalog, and ewntuall) , he thinks lll<lterials "i
ht• sc<rnned in a computer and puc on the mtcr·
net.
- ~l' Beth Graborll=

BETH GRASCi

Libraq First Rou· frank Camp;mar and Omck Pottl'r Second Rou· Loli Kline. 1i!l2
C:irpc.~ntcr. Fr.111 Latham. Chri~tirw Pouch<:r. L:tura Rohhm~. Cht'rd l>;1dabo, and J
Beckman Third Rou· L\ 1111 P1inc, Stan· Hutchin~. Patt\ c;rec·nstei~. Dick \\addeU.
Dehorah Shaf1.·r \o/ pictured: Ka1h1t'.cn Cilro. Kath). Chumley. Tom Ti1N'ord. ml
Barhett1.· Jt>ll~(·n
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In the coming years. the l niwrsity " ·iii he
shifting tmrnrds a different kind of education. one
using the latest tcchnolog) and emphasizing ideas
such as distance learning. To support this future,
Information Technology unde1went a complete
reorganization. St<.•,·c \ordlund. the Director. di,;ded the department into fiw areas: special project\ networking, user services, administrati\'e applications, and educational technology.
The special projects team dedicates their time to
keepinob up with technoloo, . The\ research new
technology and determine what systems the l 'nirersity should im·est in to keep pace \\ith the
quick!~ changing computer emfronment.
The people in the networking dh ision are responsible for maintaining both the hardware and
software of networked computers. They also maintain the file sern~rs.
The user sen-ices area has not been full) dewloped yet. but it ,,;11 be Yel) customer sen ice
~4

~

related. It will prmide users \\ith hardware and
software support and training. Ewntuall~. all
troubleshooting will come under this di\'ision with
the full implementation of the Helpclesk. an intelligent database which \\ill tell users the probable
cause of their problem and make suggestions on
hO\\ to COITeCt it.
In administrath·e
applications, the people maintain the student information systems, Colleague and
Bi-Tech.
Final!\. the educational technology department supports the
faculty and is working
to bring technolog)
into the classroom.
- bJ1 Beth Graboritz

"TH GRABOl'ltTZ

lnforma1ion Technolog~ First Rou• lloward \luffler. Carol Liptak. \\alter Gaines.
\\arrrn Stuart. Chris Schumacher. \ick (;anesan. Barhant Haner. ~tnd Richard \\lutman
Second Row Eddie Bugg. Brian Gamage. Launt Doig. \I Osorio, Jason fafoards. Bill Ort.
\nd) Cohen. Dani ~loorhead. SteYe \ordlund. and Angela \pplegate

BE TH GRABORITZ

In the computer room at the Information Technology building,
Barbara Haner changes the mainframe's tape in order to continue production backup. The computers undergo a fu ll system
backup every night.
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Leslie \\ hitmer. the Director of the Department
of lntramurals and Recreational Sports. helieH''i
that " friendships and leadership skills are den•loped on the pla) ing field" and that students
use the skills the) learn tlu·oughout their li\'es. She
also bl'lieYeS that :-.tudent5 learn the' alue of fitness
and wellness from paiticipating in intramural
sports.
So where does the Department of Intramurnls
and Recreational Sports come into all of this?\\ ell.
their department has three main responsibilities.
The) are intramurnl programming. facilit) management. and equipment checkout.
\s far as intramural programming goes. the
de1)a11111ent prO\ides on campus sports and make-;
up a sp01ts calendar. The snidents form the teams
and in this way. the) deYelop a sense of esprit de
corps and camaraderie. These sports are compelith·e and at the end of the season. the department
prm icb t-shitts and trophies to the winners. Some
of the things the department offers are in-

''ill

structional such as the CPR or ad,·anced lifeguard
courses
If the students participate in intramural sports.
then the) ha\'e to hm e somewhere to play. The
department manages the racquetball, tennis. and
basketball courts. fitness room. pool. softball field.
Yolle) ball court!'>. and Richard Petty field. Beginning in \ugust 1995 . the) \\ill also manage the
fieldhouse. L1nder this part of the department. the)
also gi\C.' information about outdoor acthities. state
parks. and aquatics.
Final!) . the depa1tment checks out a ,·ariet) of
equipment from softballs. bal<;, and \ olleyballs to
hula hoops. grills. and tents.
In the future. the fieldhouse will 1)1'0,·ide space
for more indoor acth ities. Leslie \\ould also like to
obtain more respirator) equipment for the weight
room and eYentually ha' e students get credit for
instrnctional acthities. like tennis le-;sons or CPR
training.
- bJ• Beth Graboritz

CHRISTIAN SARNA

Department of lntramurals and Recreatio nal Sports Lesia· \\1 itnwr. J.B. Cald\H~ll.

and \t,1rge \tcCall

7 0 Faculty/ Staff

In order for Jim Albright to borrow
the equipment he
wants to use for the
weekend, he must
show Ginn) Tait his
student ID and sign
his name in the record book. For a
complete list of
equipment a' ailable, just go to the
Department of lntramurals and Recreational Sports.
TASHUELAH NASAi

Fr. Kenan Morris - Univ. Chaplain
Dr. L. Narayanaswanin - Aero. Eng.
William Neese - AMT
Ernest R. Newcomb - AMT
Jim Norman - AMT
John Novy - Aerospace Eng.

Joseph E. Obi - ABA
John Olivero - Chair Physical Sci.
Dr. Robert Oxley - Chair HU/SS
Tammy Parker - Student Fin. Services
Dr. Peter H. Ragan - HU/ SS
CPT James Reddick Ill - Army ROTC
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Imagine all the different kinds of products the
LniYersity uses and all the different companies the
l nh ersit~ buys these products fronL How does the

bu). it is Purchasing·s joh to take bids on the iten:
and then generate a proposal \\ith a recommert
dation on which compan) to buy the item from
After that is finished, the) negotiate the terms o
the contract. Before they make a proposal. Pur·
chasing also has to determine \\hich companies :ur
reputable. "ill proYide serYice "·hen problem~
atise. and ,,;11 honor the terms in the warrant). T
do this. they examine the company's financi~
statement and check their reference~.
Each of the sLx people has certain companie5
they handle, but they periodically rotate com·
panies in order to cross-train. Another reason the1
do this is if someone is out for an extended perioc
of time, then someone else can readily take mer
for that person. In addition. Purchasing also han·
dles the contracts for the bookstore. the bar·
bershop. duplicating senices. and materials management.

rniwrsity determine which company they should
buy a cettain product from and who makes sure
the companies folio" through \\ith serrice on the
products? All these issues and man) more
are handled by the
Purchasing Department.
TI1e PurckL'ling Department consists of
six men and women
who deal \\ith about
650 Yendors re(1ularlr.
and about 8.000 purchase orders per year.
\~11en a department
requests an item to - bJ Beth Graboritz
~

1

BETH GRA80Rf'7

Preparing to send a damaged computer part back to the manufacturer, Judy Daku looks through the files for a particular
purchase order to see if the part is still under warranty. The
department processes about 8,000 purchase orders per year.
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Purchasing Department Lisa Pallante, Kathy \\ elch. Anita \liles, Jud} Daku. l\f'\ill
Bixler, and 'anessa Carson
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The \'eternns· Mfa11:-. Office e\ists to setYe the directly affecl'I students ''ho are married.
educational and training needs of sen icl' persons.
To make then· office more im iting to veterans.
,rti:rans. their dependems. and their suni\ or:-.. the) \\~Int to rearrange the office to make more
This rnn'rs a broad scope of senices which the} leisure space so people can sit dcmn, rela:--:. and
offer.
haw a cup of coffee comfortabl) They only hire
First. the) assist the people in recei\ ing tlw student ass1st.rnt... who arc Yeterans since those
educational benefits they are entitled to. In this students can answer a
arl'<t. the~ monitor certification, enrollment. and lot of the 'eteran ·s
~c:tdemic eligibility. In order to speed up the questions. and it is ancri1ification process. they now hm e the ability to other wa) to make the
lht.' sofu,are called \ \CERT \\hich '>ends the
'eterans fell more
certification form directly to the main office via comfortable coming to
computer. The \'ACERT "Ystem is similar to e-mail. the office.
\nother area the\. concentrate in is eJsing'- the
Final!\ the office
n·terans· transition into the Da} tona Beach com- act-; as a liaison bemuni~ Since man) of them have families. the)
tween 'eterans and
h:ne to look for a place to li\e. find da) care and any other department
medical care. find a job. and do a number of other in the l nh ersit) and
tlun~s that traditional students don't hm <' to. The in the communit) .
\tterans· \flairs Office pro,·ide'> information \Yhich - by Beth Graboritz

•

\ettra•l's Affairs Dehorah Bucc~. Luth Stellititno, and D•l\\11 \lcGo\\,lll

BE"H GRABOP!''1

BE"~

G ?A OQ!TZ

Karen Pace. a student assistant for \ ctcrans' Affairs, and Cla)
Thomas discover \\hat a small world it is when the) learn they
\\ere both stationed in Hawaii at the same time }Ct never knew
each other. 'o" . the) are both students at Embq -Riddle.
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Perhaps one of the most difficult jobs on campus is
keeping the l n1wr:-it) safe and secure for the people
\\ho liw. work. and go to school here. \!though the joh
is difficult, the men and women of the Safety Department continue to proYide the kind of ser\'iCe and
programs the l nh ersit) needs year after year.
\ccording to the Safet) Depa111nent. most c1imes that
occur on campus are "crimes of opportunit) ... where the
offender has the chance to commit the crime. Examples
of such crimes arc bikes or cars that are stolen because
the) ''ere not locked or items stolen from dorm rooms
because the residents left the door open. The Depa11ment stre'ise., that indhiduals should always be
aware of their surroundings and should report an)
suspicious acth ities or persons immediate!) .
To help students, faculty. and staff prevent a crime
from happening and aid in the recm cq of stolen items.
the Safe() Department offer::. Operation ID and Project
GradeSa,·er. Operation ID is a program \\·hereb) engraYers and personal registration cards are a,·ailable for
students to mark their personal belongings and log serial
numbers for their own prh·aw records. Project
GradeSawr i~ a program that helps pre,·ent the theft of
te\tbooks and aid in the recm·er) of ~tolen textbooks b)
prm iding demh. im entory carc.b. and instrnctions.
There arc also se' eral other sen ices aYailahle
through the Department. For e~ample. the Department
prm ides escorts at all times. especiall) at night. Another
sl ··dee they pro' ide is access to campu'> facilities for
indh iduals ''ho arc authotized. In addition, the Department works \\ith the SG.\ to run C \R \Lon F1ida) and
Saturday night'i.
for the future. the Safety Department would like to
increase the kinds of training its officers receive. Ideal!) .
the) want to send some of their officers to training
schools. and when the) come hack. lrn' e them teach the
re'it of the officers what the) learned
- by Beth Graborilz
Writing out parking ticl..ets is one of the more un pleasant
jobs in t he Safet} Department. Safet} officer Michael
Baka) Sa fi lls one o ut for a car that \\as illegall) parked in
a l nh ersit) \'chicle's spot outs ide the S.C.
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Philip A . Reeves - AMT
CPT G.L. Robinson - Army ROTC
Becky Robertson - Dean of Students
Bob Rockett - Dean of Student Affairs
John Rollins - ABA
Jean Snyder - Student Activities
Faith Stellitano - Veterans' Affairs

Dr. Cliff Stodden - Physical Science
Dr. James R. Swanson - ABA
Dr. Tom Tacker - ABA
Paul F. Taylor - AMT
Suzette Thomas - Stud. Fin. Services
Dr. M. Towhidnejad - Comp. Science
Dick Ulm - Chair AMT

AUX PlJECH

Safet) Department First Rou• Direcwr-Bmce Hinckle~ Rose \ anger. Dianne .Ulman.
Llaine Gardner. and Tom Connl'll~ Seco nd Rou· '1ichael B•lk•I\ ~a. Richard Tihho. Patricia
Ihm le~. Tom Sias. Jack llmw. and \\ a~ 1w GhL\~0''

KAREN l MAGMJSSlN
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Once students ~raduace form Embry-lliddle.
the) often want to Sta) in touch \Yith f1iemh. hut
the) don't kno" h<m w get in contact with them .
That's where Alumni !{elations comes in h) updating the alumni database The) also publish an
alumni directoq which has addresses of the alumni
in their datah~e
llowewr. .\lumni
Rl'iations does <l lot
more than just keep
up the alumni addr<."is
database. For instance. they pnn ide
alumni \\ith career opportunities through information they get
from other alumni.
The\ also started a
program called ..\lumni Sharing Knowledge.

It consists of ahout )00 alumni \\ho share tl1
information they hme to help other alumni start
career.
Through alumni who live in the same are.
\lumni Relations started alumni chapters. To date
there are 20 on record. and they do things such as
hold n·ceptions for prospecth e •;tudents. The) al'\I
hold a summer picnic for ne'' studenb who
ht
entt'ring the l'nh er,it) in tht I all. These picnm
!'-en e to ''elcome the students to Lmbry-Riddl
before they Jeaw home. Final!) . \lumni Relations
coordinates \lumni Reunion \\ eekend durin,
Homecoming. The} encourage alumni to conit
hack to the Cnh·ersit) to set' all the ne\\ change.
c-;pcriall~ the ne\\ buildings
for the future. Bill Farkas, the Director. \\:tnts
to increase the number of alumni chapters. He also
"<Hlb to continue to communicate to alumm
through the hi-monthly IH.'\\sletter.
- bJ• Beth Graboritz

BETH GR~

BE'H GRABOf;I Z

While looking at the current addresses of alumni, Amy Broutman and student assistant Michelle Ta}lor tq to find the
address the} ha'e for one alumni in particular. If the address is
'' rong. then the} will update it in their computers.
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Alumni Relations First Rou• Roh Proctor Second Rou· \lidwllt·
~kCh~h Third Rou· \nt~ Broutman. Bill farbs. •lnd \I(•\ lknao

'Lt) !or

and Beth
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N
rhe people in Human Resources do just what they m ersee the tram mg and dewlopment of
their name sa) s the) do the) are responsible for emplo) l'es .\JI payroll sen ices also falls to them
the human resources \rhich the l'nh ersit) needs to .\nother area the) coyer is emplc>) ee relations
n111 This is a H'I) general desc1iption of what thl')
This includes handling emplc>) ee disputes. com·
do. and the jobs the) do are broken up into sereral plaints. and interpretation of poliq. For em·
'malll r tasks
pin) l'l's \\ho arc hmfog problems ''hich affect
Ont of the main areas the) cmw 1:-. !ming their job. Human Re·
employees for the lniwrsit). The) put out applica- sources offers free.
tions. screen thr applicants. and ultimatd) hire the confidt•1Hial counsel·
person \\i10 is best qualifi<•d for the job. In direct ing to them and their
rehltion to this. they also are charged \\ith fore· families. Finally. Huc:Lsting the kind of people the Cniwr~ity \\ill need man Resources mer·
in the future l'or example. the) determine \\hat see:. the dmg testing
kind of skills. e\periencr. and education these for salet) sens1ti\ e pofuture employees should haw.
sitions such as flight
\lany of their other n•sponsibilities direct!) af· instructors. emplo~ ees
fl'ct the emplc>) res of thr Lnh·ersit). First. they \\ho th the aircraft.
take care of compensation and benefits for faculty and security person·
and staff. including adminbtration of health care. nel.
n:tin•ment hcnefib. and prrsonal le<l\"l' time. ~e\t. · by Beth Graborilz
1

•ASHUELAH "U\SAH

Human Resources Firs/ Rou· llehbie Bm l'C :ind lrenl' \kRe\ nol<l~ S£'cond Rou· ~ma
Turchon Skph,1111t· \\ dd1wr, \large Carlton. Im~ \kad l.i~:i Lt"<1<l\\ 111 and I.om ina
11iompson Third Rou• Kell) :\t·l'ly and Lt·t· lla)s \ ·01 Pictured: fa! Rodcmitz

1>

HGRABOR'TZ

Ubile filling out an application for emplO) ment at the (;ni\'ersi·
t}. Clayton Durrance consults Terq \lead to make s ure he is
filling out the form prope r!). Human Resources is responsible
for screening applicants and hiring the best person for the job.
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Three years .1go. the l niwrsit) receh·ed a fiq_>year grant from a Strengthening Institutions fund
The fund allcms institutions to ll') a program
without risking their own mone) on a program
which ma) not work. If it does work, then the
institution can tah:e o'er the financial responsihilit)
after the fi, e years are up. \\ ith this mone). the
l niYersit) began the Student Success Center.
Through ft, e different programs. the Student
Success Center is worldng to keep the attrition rate
at Emb1') -Riddle down. These programs are the
l niYersit) I 0 I class. supplemental instruction
(SI ). tutoring. and academic inte1wntion.
[ 1li,·er:.it) I0 I is a class of not more than 20
incoming freshmen which helps them make the
transition to college life and en•rything it entails.
111e instructors come from almost e' ery department and the) usuall) team teach. or haw t\\o
instructors per class.
for e\tra help in other classes. the Center offers
SI sessions and tutoring. SI assigns an upper-

CHl!ST!AN SARNA
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classman. the SI leader. to a particular instructor
and course. This leader attends the instructor\
class and holds o;essions to practice "hat the)
learned and ans\\ t•r an) questions. Tutoring is also
antilable in math. chemist!')'. and physics.
The last program. academic inten ention. has
1ust recent!) been implemented Smee students
generally decide whether they "111 sta) at an
institution \\ithin the first sb; weeb the) are there.
those weeb are critical. Bemuse of this. the
Student Success Center \rants to find out
immediatel) if a student is ha' ing trouble academicall) . The) "ill find this out through report\
that facult) \\ill send them e' e11 \H'ek containing
the students· current grades and attendance
records. If there is a problem, the Student Success
Center will send the student to their peer mentor
or ad,·isor. Thb program is designed to catch the
problem earl). l'\ en before mid-term grades come
out. so the student can a\Oid dropping out.
- bJ• Beth Graboritz

Student Success Center Hu.,!>ein S(•maan, Dr. Daniel Kell} Stare\
Che~ I \lale~ . \larlcnc Coslow. and C.1thy \kClellan
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As a math tutor for
the Student Success
Center, Vernita Rolle helps other students "ith all leYels
of math from algebra to calculus. On
t h is da), Ki mbl e
Weaver is ha' i ng
trouble "ith factoring in his MA006
class.
TASHUELAH NASAf

Nancy Vanderschaaf - Financial Aid
Dr. Bijan Vasigh - ABA
Barbara Vazquez - Senior Sec.
Major Chris Warner - Army ROTC
John M. Weavil - Aerospace Eng.
Elaine Weavil - Gvil Engineering

Leslie Whitmer - Int. and Rec. Sports
Walter L. Wickard - AMT
Dr. John Williams - HU/SS
Michael J. Williams - AMT
Katherine Wilson - ABA
Rhonda Young - Financial Aid
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Or. Daniel Kell) has pro' ided his man) sen ices to
the Embry-Riddle communit) for 15 )Cars. when he
started here as Assistant
Dean of Students. Or. Kell) has started man) programs aimed at helping
students achie\e their potential.
DAVID GASS

Dr. Dan I<ell~
STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER
faery year there are Y<trious faculty and staff
members that leare the l'nin.'rsity that will he
missed. and Dr. Daniel Kelly is not an e\ception.
Dr Kell~ began working for the l nh·ersity in \lay
198 I, holding the positions of Counseling
Coordinator and \ssociate Dean of Students. In
I982 he became the Dean of Students, and
continued in this position until I99 2. \s Dean.
lw accomplished such thin~s as dereloping a
fr<'shman orientation class that aimed to prepare
nt'\\ students for college life while gh"ing them
academic credit at the same time. He den.·loped
a new disciplinar) system to ensure studenb
their rights and helped stare an appeals
process. Dr. Kelly also spearheaded effort-; to
deYelop a lniwrsity sexual assault policy.
campus procedure!' for responding to
incidents. and an educational awareness
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prog1~.1m.

In 199 2. Dr. Kelly became the Director of lhe
Studelllt Success Center \\here he prored again I
he an :L-1set to ER\l There he \\as in charge of
proYiding senices to studenl'i b) owrseeing and
ensuring them academic success. Dr. Kelly abo
work >d \\ith .\cademic Department personnel !O
organize a training program for math and scie1
tutor~ . He has also sen·ed as an elected memher
of the Facult) Senate and \\as a member of 1he
Stud(• lt Affairs \lanagement Team. The team
helped other departments of Student Affairs. ~
as llnusing and Campus \linist~ . by contributint
leadership skills.
Dt . Kelly can he known as a man that h•L'
playe,Cl a vital rol(' in the l'niwrsity. His efforts
\\ill 111ewr be foq~otten.
- bJ' Dai·id Gass

Just before the December
graduation began, Senior
Class Vice-President Owen
Busr h p rese nt s Ruth
Brads haw with a plaque
in recognition of her 17
)'Car s as a graduation
evaluator to 51 graduating cla.o;ses. Ruth retired
on Februar)' 23, 1995.
C~TIANSAANA

Rutb B-ra()sbaJV
RECORDS AND REGISTRATION
Award on eight separate occasions. In addition, in
honor of her years of sen·icc to the Lniversity. a
collection was taken up and she was presented \\ith
a Holy Cross which "ill he kept in the Protestant
Chapel of the new building.
Tiu·oughout her l ~ years working for the
Records and Registration Department. Ruth Bradshaw helped hundred-; of students graduate. She
had the unique ability to listen to whate,·er they
had to cell her and offer solutions to their prohlems or encourage them to follow their dreams.
According to \'al Kruse. the Director of Records
and Registration, "Students felt ,·ery comfo11able
talking to her. They would tell her about their
problems. goals, and dreams. She was an extremely loyal and tmthful indhidual. She will be
met.
very
dearly missed."
Because of her dedication to the senior class,
she was awarded the Outstanding Staff 'lember - b)' Beth Graborltz

In any depa11ment, when a longtime coworker
and friend decides to retire, e,·eryone in the
depa11ment wants to express their sadness at having to lose such a valuable person. They also want
to make sure that person knows how valuable he
or she was to that department. Records and
Registration was no different when Ruth Bradsha\Y
announced that she was going to retire.
In Fehmary of 1978. Ruth began working at
Embry-Riddle as a graduation ernluator. Her job
consisted of examining student-;' records to make
sure they met the academic requirements to graduate. This included \'erifying that all required
classes were taken, the student's final GPA was
satisfactory, and a host of other requirements were
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Alexis Lepore could be in
the library studying, or
she could be sitting in
front of a computer t)'Ping her term paper. But
s he's not. Instead, like so
many other students,
she's taking adl'antage of
Florida' s warm climate
and the rest of the time
that she'll be here before
she has to go home for
the summer and work.
Besides, what better way
could she spend the best
four years of her life?
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hat are we doing here, anyway? Why
would we want to sacrifice four years of our life to
write reports, read thousands of pages of books
written by people we've never heard of, and master
mathematical formulas we'll probably never use
again? On top of that, why would we want to go to
school so close to the World's Most Famous Beach?
What do we hope to accomplish here? Actually, we
may not know what we want to accomplish. That
may be one of the primary reasons for coming here
- to find out exactly what we want out of life. Being
on your own is kind of like getting a jolt of reality,
especially when bills start accumulating and we
discover that life is more than a sunny day on the
beach. Slowly, we begin to focus on what we want,
and one day we are astonished to realize that we
stayed home all weekend to do homework and study
for a test. In the end, we know what we want, and
~

we are anxious to get it.
- By Beth Graboritz
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\'irandra Abelak

Aerospace Engineering
Ashraf Abu-Eshey

\\ialion Business Admin.
Faisal Abu-Eshey

\eronautical Science

Thomas R. Adams

\eronautical Science
Douglas Aguilar

\erospace Engineering
Adil Ahmed

\eronautical Science

Ben Aldana

R

..\Yiation Business .\dmin.
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\dation \lain. Tech.
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Fiad M. Ali
Scott B. Allbright

\erospace Engineering

Stephen R. Alley
\eronautical Science
James An

\erospace Engineering
Ian Apruzzese

Aerospace Engineering

Daniel R. Armstrong

\eronautical Science
Eduardo A. Aquino

\' iation Computer Science

N

Graham Aschenbrenne

\eronautical Science

Mahmood Asif

.\erospace Engineering
Jawaid Atta

\\ iation \lain. \lgmt.
Paul Ayscue

\erospace Studies
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Abelak

Julie Badera

.\erospace Engineering
Charles E. Badillo

hiation Business \dmin.
C.J. Bahan

\' iation Technolog)

Charlie C. Baik

\erospace Engineering
Shanon Baker

\erospace Engineering
L. Bamhierno

\,·iation \lain. \lgmt.

John Barbara

\cronautical Science
James Barber

\eronautical Science
Jason Bario"

\eronautical Science

Kristen Barnes

\eronautical Science
Eric Baxter

\ircraft Engineering
Gerald Bayandrian

\\ionics Engineering Tech.

Dan Baynuchi

.\erospace Engineering
Gregoq Beau

'\\fation Business \lgmt.
Michael S. Becker

\' iation Computer Science

Michael Begin

\eronautical Science
Sean P. Beirne

\eronautical Science
Andrew Beitla

\erospace Studies

Beitla
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ou ha"e no other optlon
When y then the onlY aJkln9·
around,
and start 10
of sneakers
\\11en thinking of transportation. most people think of
vehicular modes such as the car or motorcycle, but
walking rarely comes to mind. Few underclassmen are
fo1tunate enough to own a car or even a bike. The only
transpo1tation that these unfortunates can afford is the
shoe.
Walking is a highly mobile form of transpo1tation that
can take these select few as far as they want to go, at
any time of the day. Walking can save the environment
from deadly hydrocarbons. Also, the roads are very
congested due to all the construction in \'olusia County.
So by walking, one can avoid the hassles of traffic on
International Speedway Boulevard while getting some
fresh air. Exercise is forced upon those who are too lazy

to exercise on their mm. Jlost \\ill walk from the
dormitories to K-Jlart or to the Yolusia Jlall to find a
little adventure in their spare time. l'pon finding some
spare change on the sidewalk it is only a 20-minute \\al
to the dollar movie theater at the corner of ~om and
International Speedway.
Those who liYe in off campus housing might haYe to
walk if transportation to school is scarce. Bad weather 1
the enemy to those who need to go somewhere. and so
are careless drivers since most of the roads do not !mt
sidewalks. Some walk because they have to or walk
because they do not want to continuously ask someone
for a ride.
- by Matt Bielanski

DAVE GASS
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On their way to Volusia Mall, two Embry-Riddle students take
a short cut through the grass on Richard Petty Boulevard.
Although the walk is a short one, it still takes longer than
driving, and most students do not have time to waste.

Belcher

Jacob Belcher

Aerospace Lngineering
Marcus Bell

Aeronautical Science
Jurgen Benschop

AYiation Business \dmin.

Zach Bergman

Aerospace Cnginee1ing
Silvarasan Bharathan

AYiation \laintcnance Tech.
Matthew Bielanski

AYiation Computer Science

Dennis Bilderbeek
Thomas Billig

Aircraft Engineering Tech.
Robin L. Bjorklund

Aerospace Engineering

Hampton E. Black

.\erospace Engineering
Mark Blackman

Aeronautical Science
Marc Blanchard

\\iation Business \dmin.

Erick Blandin

Aerospace Engineering
Michael Bockler

_\eronautical Science

N

Faisal Bokhari

Aerospace Engineering

Milosz Boczkaj

Aeronautical Science
Mariano Bonaclorso

Aeronautical Science
Sidney Bor

.\,iation ' lain Tech.

Bor
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Kevin Bosley

Aeronautical Science
Vilai Bouttaphom

Aerospace Engineering
Shane Bowar

Aeronautical Science

Charlene Bowen

AYiation \lain. \lgmt.
Greg Bowles

Aerospace Engineering
Timothy Brassfield

Aircraft Engineering Tech.

Sylvie Brealey

,\ircraft Engineering Tech.
Ryan Bremner

A\iation Engineering Tech.
Kerri Brewer

Aeronautical Science

Christian Brewster

Aeronautical Science
Robert Briscione

Aeronautical Science
Frank Brockerman

Aeronautical Science

Joe Broderick

..'niation \lam. \lgmt.
Mark Brodie

Aeronautical Science
Charles Bronson

Aeronautical Science

Andy Brooker

Aeronautical Science
Alexandre Brousse

Aeronautical Science
Aerielle Brown

Aerospace Engineering

SB

Bosley

Jamie

Bro~n

AYiation Computer Science
Jennifer Brown

,\eronautical Science
Eric Brus' en

Aerospace Engineering

Jeremy Buckwalter

.-\erospace Engineering
Daryl Bugbee

Aerospace Enginee1ing
Jon Bunch

Aeronautical Science

Meredith Burchette

.\erospace Engineering
Andrew Burkley
~.\Yiation

Business ..\dmin.

Christopher Burns

.\eronautical Science

Nathaniel Burt

.\'iation Computer Science
Philip Burton

.\\ionics Engineering
Richard Bus

John Buscemi

.\erospace Engineering
Patrick Busse
~.\Yiation

\lain. Tech.

Kevin Butler

.\erospace Engineering

~lario

Caccamo

Aeronautical Science
Chad Cain

Aerospace Engineering
Colleen Cain

:\eronautical Science

John Cangdon
\yiation Computer Science
Brandon Cangiano
.\erospace Engineeting
Giovanni Cannavo

.\erospace Engineering

Micheal Carbone
Aeronautical Science
Keith Carlisle
Aeronautical Science
Christopher Carney

Aeronautical Science

Richard Cates
..\'iation Technolom
Dilmi Ceballos
..\erospace Engineeiing
Thomas Cervini

Aeronautical Science

Joseph Cesarini
Aircraft :\laintenance
Miroslav Cetl
Aeronautical Science
Soo-Hyun Chae
Aeronautical Science

Phonesavanh Chanthaboury

.\eronautical Science

N

Songam Charotari
.\ircraft Engineering Tech.
Yu Shan Chen
\\·iation Computer Science

Jeffrey Chilson
Aerospace Engineering
Hyun Cho
Aeronautical Science
Aubrey Chriscoe
Aeronautical Science
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Cangdon

Drown proofing is an
Arm) ROTC tradition
applied at the Embf) Riddle Aeronautical
University Tine W.
Davis pool. Cadet Dan
Schell lets out a loud
warrior yell as he is
pushed into the water
by supervising cadet,
Cadet Major Ken
Kovacik, while in full
Battle Dress Uniform.
This exercise is
designed to prepare
the cadets for a time
"'hen they ma) be in
the midst of a conflict
and ha\e to endure
various hardships in
order to sunive.

DAVE GASS

Chriscoe
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Shari Christensen

Aeronautical Science
Song Woo Chung

.\eronautical Science
Richard Church
A\ iation Computer Science

Karie Clearwater

Aerospace Engineering
David Coe

Aviation

~Iain.

Tech.

Daniel Cohen

Aeronautical Science

Chad Coleman

R

..\eronauticaJ Science

c:

Aeronautical Science
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Scott Collins
Carlos Coloma

Aeronautical Science

Joel Colon

Aeronautical Science
Debbie Compton

Aeronautical Science
Keith Comsia

.-\Yiation Business Admin.

Bill Coonahan

Aircraft Engineering Tech.
Saul Cooper

Aerospace Engineering
Chad Costales

Aeronautical Science

Thomas Coyle III

Aerospace Studies
Cullen Craft

Aeronautical Science
Kevin Crim

.\eronautical Science
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Christensen

Matthe"' Crisci

\erospacc Engineering
Azizi Cupid

..\eronautical Science
Jay Curtis

\eronautical Science

Anthon) Cusiello

.\eronautical Science
Chris Czerwinski

,\eronautical Science
Dannon D'Ortenzio

.\\iation Computer Science

Vincent DaSilva

\eronautical Science
Melinda Dalton

.\\'iation Business .\dmin.
Christopher C. Davis

.\erospace Engineeting

Philip Da' oli

Aeronautical Science
Jeffrey Davidson

.\eronautical Science
Christopher W. Davis

Aeronautical Science

Enrico DeBaise

.\eronautical Science
Tracy DeLong

.\\iation

Technolog~

Joi Denicola
~-\erospace

Engineeling

Timothy DePetro

AYionics Engineering
Richard DeRegis

.-\eronautical Science
Amber Derkinderen

-\eronautical Science
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Do you remember your first day at Embt) -Riddle? You
didn't knm\ anyone. and no one kne\\ you. h>u were a
little nerrnus. but at the same time e\cited. You weren't
sure hm\ to meet people. but you real!) wanted to get to
know the people you would be spending the ne\t four or
th·e years \\ith. So what did you do? ) ou got 1m oh·ed!
First. you met ne\\ friends during nufous orientation
acthities and the students \Yho liwd in ) our dorm. From
there. all of you decided you would join some cool clubs
and organizations.
Do you remember hm,· you found out about all the
clubs and organizations on campus? \layhe it was through
the :\cth·ities fair. This is a one-da) C\ent where the

Yarious clubs and organizations haYe the oppo1tunity to
tell people what they're all about. The) set up a table in
the Student Center and displa) brochures and equipment
so that prospecti\'e members can decide whether they
want to get im oh ed \\ith that pa1ticular club.
\nother C\ ent which mmall) sticks out in e' e11·ones
minds is Rush \\eek. This is the time where the
fraternities and sororities host parties. cookouts. and al!
kinds of fun actiYities in order to attract ne" members.
Ilowewr you did it, you eYentually found your niche
the l ni\ersity. and you didn't wotT) about being alone 11
an unfamiliar emironment anymore.
- BJ• Belb Graborilz

~
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A fairl) ne\\ organization on campus. the \olunteer ~et\\or~
does rnrious outreach projects in conjunction "ith the co~
mun it). \\ hile in the Volunteer Outreach Office, Neil Hosein
Daneen Leidig, Mark Giddarie and Act'a Jimenez organize
their individual projects.

Devine

Doug Devine
\eronautical Science
Alexander De\oe
Professional \eronautics
Jean Diaz
\eronautical Science

Uxmal Diaz
\erospace Engineering
John Diipla
Aircraft ~ l ain. Mgmt.
Scott Dittamo
\erospace Studies

Anthony Dobson
\\ iation Business Admin.
Thomas Doherty
Engineering Physics
Jan Doornbos
Engineering Physics

James Drago
·\\iation Technolog}
John Drury
\eronautical Science
1

James Eagles
.\eronautical Science

Channa Edirisinghe
.\'. Tech- \ \IT/ \\ ionics
Joseph Eichelberger
\eronautical Science

N

Amanda Ellis
Aircraft Engineering Tech.

Keith Embree
Aerospace Studies
Don Enck
\eronautical Science
Kaare Erickson
\erospace Engineering

Erickson
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Timothy Esch

.\eronautical Science
Erin Eunson

Aeronautical Science
Alison Ewan

\erospace Engineering

James Evans

\erospace Engineering
Matthew Faist

Engineering Ph)sics
Olatokunbo Fakinlede
~Iasters

R

c

Software Eng.

Dave Farley

Aeronautical Science
\\ illiam Faruzzi

..\eronautical Science
Lee Faulkner

Aeronautical Science

A

~-\eronautical

s

Aeronautical Science

s
M
E

Ronnie Faulkner

Science

Kahim Fazal
Adam Fell

..\'ionics Engineering

Douglas Ferrara

Aeronautical Science
Corey Fields

Aeronautical Science

N

Jeanna Fiveash

-\' iation Computer Science

Ryan Flanigan

.\erospace Engineering
Dmitry Fokin

Aeronautical Science
Luis Fotopoulos

-\eronautical Science
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Esch

Craig Fowles

r\jrcraft Engineering Tech.
Aaron Franklin

..\\iation Business \dmin.
Martin Frinking

Mike Fuss

Aircraft Jlaintenance
William Gallo

Aerospace Engineering
Eddie Gainey

.\.\IT/ .\,·ionics

Michael Gambardella
A' . Tech-A.\IT/ Avionics

James Gambrell

Aerospace Engineering
Chris GanJey

Aerospace Engineering

Susan Garcia

Aeronautical Science
Jim Garrison

Aerospace Engineering
David Gass

AYiation Business Admin.

Heather Gauger

AYiation Business Admin.
Bruno Gavazzi
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Amir Ghanem

Aeronautical Science

Mark Giddarie

Aeronautical Science
Edward Gillmer

A,·iation Jlain. Tech.
Michael Glason

A\iation Computer Science

Joseph Golinski
Aerospace Studies
Hector Gonzalez
\erospace Engineeting

u

Johnny Goodrich
.\viation \ lain. Tech.

Matthew Gooselin
.\eronautical Science
Dick Gozinia
Aeronautical Science
Gene Grabowski
Aerospace Engineering

April Graddy
Aeronautical Science
Angela Graham
AYiation Computer Science
Craig Graham
Aeronautical Science

John Greco
Aeronautical Science
Charles Green
Aviation Technology
Gerald Green
Aerospace Engineering

Damon Griffith
,\eronautical Science

N

Theresa Gruener
Aeronautical Science
Vernon Guenther
.-\\iation Technoloi.,1v
< •

Christian Haffey
Aeronautical Science
Jere Haigh
Aeronautical Science
Eric Hall
Aerospace Studies
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Golinski

Catholics who want to
share their faith and
enjo) fellowship "ith
other students meet in
the Interfaith Chapel
as part of the newlyformed Newman Club.
The club was formed
in order to prO\ ide
spiritual education,
support, and
fraternit) for all
members of the ERAL
communit) "ho \\ish
to gro" in the Roman
Catholic faith. On this
particular night, two
members participate
in a sl.it where the)
relate the miracles
which Jesus
performed.

MA TT 8ElANSKl

Hall
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Michael Hall
Aerospace Enginering
Matthew Halton
Aircraft Enginee1ing Tech.
Michael Hamilton

A'iation .\lain. Tech.

Brian Hammer

Aircraft Engineering Tech.
Steven Hancock
Aviation ~lain. Tech.
Eric Hand
Aerospace Engineering

Jay Hanson
AYiation Computer Science
Murali Haran
Aerospace Engineering
Rebecca Hare
Engineeling Physics

Michael Harper
Aeronautical Science
Bryan Harris
Aeronautical Science
Ernest Harris
Aerospace Engineering

Steven Harrsch
Aircraft Engineering Tech.
Burt Hasperg
Aeronautical Science
Jason Haster
Aeronautical Science

Gary Hasty
Aeronautical Science
Chris Haun
Aviation Bus. Admin.
Jean Heary

Aerospace Engineering

Ryan Hebert

Aeronautical Science
James Hemnen

Aerospace Studies
Jon Hendricks

Aviation Computer Science

Seth Hendricks

Aerospace Engineering
Steven Henry

Aeronautical Science
Eva Hersee

Aeronautical Science

Anthony Hersey

Aerospace Engineering
Derrick Hess

Aerospace Engineering
Todd Hetrick

..\Yiation Technology

Matthew Hiipakka

A\iation Technology
Terry Hill

Aviation Computer Science
Randall Hirschfeld

Aeronautical Science

Matt Hladik

Aviation Computer Science
Erica Hoagland

A\iation Bus. Admin.
Scott Hobbs

Aerospace Engineering

Jeremiah Hoffman

Aerospace Engineering
Thomas Hollinger

.\erospace Studies
Chris Holtzman

Aeronautical Science
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l\-ma1t is an affordable alternathe to the lrtiYersit\ 's

bookstore and a hm en of lll\111') items to those who earn
$-i. 25 an hour. This is the place "here a student can find
Yirtuall) an)thing. from notebooks. pens. and dail)
planners to pots. laundr) detergent. and toothpaste all at
reasonable prices
During back to 'iChool sales the store offers
merchandise at "dirt cheap .. prices. '' hich is perfect for
incoming students "ho need evet) thing and don't h<l\'C
much money to htt) it \\ith. This mecca. to those who
pinch their pennies. contains sheh es full of other items
to help students in their studies. like "\odose" for those
"ho do their homc\\ork at 3:00 a.m.
The "·ords "blue light special" mean getting all kinds
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of useful items at e\tra lo" prices. These things
are onl) on the special sale for about 15 minutes.
so students "ho arc in the store when the blue light
starts flashing can take ad\'antagc of their good
fortune.
As an added plus. K-mart is only a 10-minute walk
from Doolittle and \lcKa) dormitories. putting it \\ell
\\ithin the reach of those housing studenl'i who require
any emergcnq supplies. It is also a Jong enough walk for
students "ho want to get out of the dorms for a little
"!tile. but "ho do not want to 'emure too far from
campus on foot
- bJ• Matt Bielanski and Beth Graboritz

While in college, many students arc forced to do their
shopping at K-Mart because of its close proximit) to the
University and its affordable prices. While there, Scott Sul
livan examines his folder options for the Spring semester.

Charles Hopping II

Engineering Physics
Chris Horton

Aeronautical Science
Neil Hosein

:\\iation \lain. Tech.

u

Jonathan Houdyschell

..\.eronautical Science
David Houle

Aerospace Engineering
Demitric Houston

Aerospace Studies

Eric Hovdestat

Aeronautical Science
John Hughbanks

Aeronautical Science
Shannon Hurlburt

..\\fation Bus. Admin.

Kirt Hutson

.\.eronautical Science
Terence Hutt

AYiation \lain. Tech.
Lucas Hutzell

Aeronautical Science

Joseph lley

A'iation .\ lain. Tech.
Rudy Illescas

Aviation \lain. Tech.

N

Mohamad Ismail

Aviation Technology

Ryan Jacobson

Aeronautical Science
Andrew Jagels

..\.eronautical Science
Ralph Jagielka

Aerospace E%'1neering

Jagielka
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Mark Jakubowski
\erospace Engineeiing
Christine James
\eronautical Science
Matthew Jangelis
A\iation Technology

Marcos Jato
Aeronautical Science
Zulaika Jeandor
A,•iation Bus. Admin.
Scott Jeffries
.\eronautical Science

Thomas Jefferys
.\erospace Studies
Long Jo
Aerospace Engineering
Kevin Johle
Aerospace Studies

Blair Johns
Aeronautical Science
Greg Johnson
Aviation Computer Science
Lee Johnson
.\,·iation 'lain. Tech.

Matthew Johnson
Aeronautical Science
Robert Johnson
Aeronautical Science

William Johnston
\Yiation 'lain. Tech.

Beat Jund
Aeronautical Science
Sebastian Kalicinski
.\eronautical Science
Danny Kang
Aeronautical Science

Greg Kappen

Aeronautical Science
Patrick Karns

Engineering Physics
Maria Karra

Aerospace Studies

Jerry Kasse

Aeronautical Science
Hasud Kazuyuki
A'~ation ~lain.

Tech.

James Kelley

Aerospace Engineering

Elizabeth Kemon

.\erospace Studies
Ted Kepler

.\eronautical Science
Shannon Kies

A\iation Computer Science

Shea Kiley

Aeronautical Science
Aaron Kimble

Aeronautical Science
Takuya Kimura

Aeronautical Science

Scott King

.\erospace Engineering
Jason Koehler

.\eronautical Science
Daryl Komulainen

A,·iation Computer Science

Denlee Kraft

Aeronautical Science
Lee Krapek

Aeronautical Science
Serge Krawezyk

Aerospace Engineering

Joe Kurcnock
Aerospace Studies
Philip Kuhns
Engineering Ph) sics
Russel J,aBelle
\eronautical Science

Patrick f,aing
Aeronautical Science
Jason Lamando
\erospace Studies
Ryan Lampe
Aeronautical Science

Christopher Lane
\eronautical Science
Jeffry Langlois
Aeronautical Science
Andy Langren
,\eronautical Science

Justin Lapp
..\cronautical Science
Christina Latorre
Aeronautical Science
Carl Lauderdale
Aerospace Engineering

Ahfo Laurencio
Aerospace Engineering

N

John Laurich
..\eronautical Science
William Lawrence
A\'iation Main. Tech.

Pam Lazorishchak
Aviation Technology
Ryan Lebo
Aerospace Engineering
Joon Yong tee
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
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Kurcnock

Before classes start
taking up too much
time and before the
"eat her becomes
cooler in the Fall
semester, Kyle Gill
spends his afternoon
in the pool area. \l hen
he's not relaxing in
the sun or cooling off
in the pool, he
challenges his friend
to a game of pingpong.

(
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Daneen Leidig

Aerospace Engineering
Lisa Lemon

Aerospace Engineering
Paul Leonard

Aeronautical Science

Walter Lesinski

Engineering Physics
Dan Leskusky

Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Juan Lewis

Aerospace Engineering

Richard Liewelyw

Engineering Physics
Lu-Liang Lin

Aeronautical Science
Kenneth Linde

Aerospace Engineering

Ber Lindeman

Aerospace Engineering
Jeremy Lipka

Aeronautical Science
Daniel Lisaeros

A\iation

~lain.

Tech.

Cindy Locicero

Aeronautical Science
Shahzad Lodhi

Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Paul Lohr

A\iation Main. Tech.

Jonathan Long

Aviation Main. Tech.
Harry Louhisdon

Aeronautical Science
Jason Lowry

Aeronautical Science
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Hector Lozada

Aertonautical Science
David Lucas

\erospace Engineering
Scott Lukas

AYiation Technology

Todd Lush

\eronautical Science
Jason MacEyunas

\eronautical Science
Christopher Maciaszek

Aeronautical Science

Earl .Macomber

\eronautical Science
Chadd Macy

Aeronautical Science
Peter Magdlener

\eronauticaJ Science

Michael Magee

\erospace Engineering
Robert i\taginsky

\\ionics Engineering
Karen Magnussen

\\iation Jlain. \lgmt.

K) riakos Magoulas

\eronautical Science
Edward Marder

\eronautical Science
Ruan Marshall

.\Yiation Computer Science

Daniel Martin
\crospace Engineering
Peter Martine

\eronautical Science
Abraham Mashindike

A\'iation Technology

Yes or no. Will you or won't you? The decisions you
make in the next four years \\ill likely shape the rest of
your life. At first, you might ha,·e thought it would be
easy to stick to the Yalues and morals you grew up \\ith,
but when you got to college, you were faced \\ith some
serious dilemmas. ~ow, you don't haYe your parents to
tell you whether or not you can do something. You are
the only one making the decision. So what will you do?
The decisions you make may not always be
ea1th-shaking, life-changing kind of choices. They may
be very simple, like decicling whether or not to do
homework which doesn't count for a grade but \\ill help
you learn the material for the test or deciding whether
or not you have enough time to get a job. However,

even these seemingly easy decisions have a way of
building up and turning into potentially disasterous
mistakes.
On the other hand, some one-time decisions you make
could change your whole life. For instance, should you
cheat on that exam? Should you get behind the wheel of
the car after five drinks?
The pressure will always be there to go to that party
or to haYe another drink or to watch tele,ision all night.
but the real challenge is to accomplish what you set out
to do at college. The moral: think before you act.
Remember, it's your choice, and you're the only one who
can decide for yourself.
- By Beth Graboritz

DAVE GA.~
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This girl doesn't drink beer, yet she is considering having
one so she can be a part of the crowd. However, she feels
guilty for thinking about abandoning her values and morals
so easily. What would you do in this situation?

Masterd

Chris .Ma.~terd
Aeronautical Sci(•ncc
Brent ~latherl y
.\\iation ~lain . Mgmt.
William May
..\erospace Engi1wering

Edgar Maynard
.·\\"iation Technology
'.

James .Mccann
\Yiation Technology
Jason Mccann
..\\iation \lain. Tech.

Brad McCauley
Aeronautical Science
Shannon Mccluney
,\\iation ~l ain. Tech.
Gregory Mccollum
..\eronautical Sdenc(•

Kandi McCoy
..\Yiation Bus. \ dmin.

Robert McDermond
;\eronautical Science
Darren McGuire
. \\iation Computer Sdence

Robert McGure
Aeronautical Sdence
Jason McKiernan
Aeronautical Sdence

N

Da\·id McMillan
Aeronautical Science

Rob McNamara
Aeronautical Science
Michael Meehan Jr .
..\eronautiral Science
Carlos Mejia.'i
Aeronautical Sdenre

Mejias
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Cynthia Melnyk

Aeronautical Science
lfichael Merler

\erospace Engineering
Carl Merry

Engineering Physics

Stephan Meyer

\eronautical Science
John Michener

Aeronautical Science
Claude Miller

.-\\fation \lain. Tech.

Jason Miller

Aerospace Studies
Lee Miller

:\.\iation Technolom
Rachel Miller

Engineering Physics

Shafqat Mirza

:\\iation \lain. Jlgmt.
Thomas Mitsunaga

Aeronautical Science
Subor Mohamad

A\iation Technolog)

Jason Mone}

AYiation .\lain. Tech.
Jacob Mong

.-\\iation \lain. Jlgmt
Carlos Montanez

AYiation \lain. Tech.

Sebastian Montenegro

A'iation \lain. Tech.
Jason Monyak

Aerospace Engineering
Berkley Moore

\erospace Studies

Carlos Moreno
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Mary Ann Morris
Enginee1ing Physics
Mary Morton
Aeronautical Science

Jeremy Mosher
Aeronautical Science
Jeffrey Moozinski
Enginee1ing Physics
Justin Mulholland
Aeronautical Engineering

Nam Myung
Aeronautical Science
.Melissa Nagurny
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Tashuelah Nasah
AYiation Technology

Andrew Neild
Aeronautical Science
Heather M. Nevins
AYiation Bus. Admin.
Glenn Newell
A\iation ~lain. Tech.

Jimmy Nguyen
Aeronautical Science
Kim Nicodemus
Aviation Computer Science
Andrew Noll
.-\\iation jlain. Tech.

Juan Nunez
Aerospace Engineering
Robert O'Dell
Aeronautical Science
Jason Oakley
·\\iation 'lain. Tech.

Henry S. Oca
Aerospace Engineering
Darrin Ogletree
Aeronautical Science
Andrew Olarte
Aeronautical Science

Rodney Olsen
Aeronautical Engineering
Chris Opalenik
\''ionics Technolog)
Evaristo Orengo
A\iation jfain. Tech.

Karen V. Pace
\eronautical Science
Francisco Pacheco
AYiation Main. Tech.
Jim Palmieri
Aeronautical Science

Andrea Parish
Aeronautical Science
Eun Seon Park
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Michael Pasatere
Aeronautical Science

Stacy Pearle
Aeronautical Engineering

N

Michelle Pecha
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Benjamin Peltzman
.\\iation -'lain. Tech.

Mike Perez
Aeronautical Science
Monica E. Pertuz
Aerospace Enginee1ing
Claron Peters
.\eronautical Science
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As one of their service
projects to help the
Oa}1ona Beach
community, Delta Chi
Fraternity is a part of
the Adopt-A-Highway
program. In order to
fulfill part of the
sen ice, their
members choose
several days a year to
pick up trash and
other hazardous or
dirty materials from
the sides of the road.
On this day, Rich
Paulsen, Brian
Harless, and Chris
Hildebrandt keep their
chosen road, Clyde
Morris Boulevard,
clean .
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Peters
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Kevin Petrella
.\eronautical Science
Doug Piconi
.\\iation Computer Science
Cindy Pigford
.\erospace Engineering

Danielle Pinneri
Aeronautical Science
Paul Piombino
Aeronautical Science
Michael Pires
Aeronautical Science

Marc Plante
.\' iation Computer Science
Precila Porrata
..\\iation \lain. Tech.
Roberta Porio
Aeronautical Science

A

Mandy Porter
,\eronautical Science

s

Morgan C. Prindle
Aeronautical Science

s

Frederic Proute
\,·iation Bus. Admin.

M

E

Jason Provost
.\eronautical Science
John Punis
.-\eronautical Science
Marjorie V. Quant
Engineering Physics

Brian Quick
•\erospace Engineering
Ahmed M. Raafat
Professional Aeronautics
Jennifer Raczkowski
\eronautical Science

Mark Rademaker
AYiation Bus. Admin.
Krishna Rao
.\Yiation Bus . .\dmin.
Arie Raus
Aeronautical Science

Al Rawaht
.\\'iation \lain. \lgmt
Kerri Raykowski
\erospace Engineering
Bobby Reed
.\eronautical Science

Jaime Reichlin
Engineeting Physics
Jarnel C. Reid
Aeronautical Science
Richard Reis
\erospace Engineering

Henry Rendon
.\erospace Engineering
Gary RePass
.\eronautical Science
Angela Reppert
\Yiation Bus. \dmin.

Rafael J . Rey
\eronautical Science
Shane Reynolds
.\' iation Technolog~
Anthony Rheaume
,\, iation Computer Science

Tara Ribas
.\cro~pace Engineering
LinDen Rice
.\\ iation \lain. Tech.
Greg T. Richardson
Engineering Physics
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In order to haH~ a successful coJlege career you must
hm e one thing; time management. lt is on this principle
that students can complete their homework, part),
perform a job, and eat their food aJJ '' ithin the same
hour. Those \\ho have time management might be
thought of as a prophet. They haw the abilit) to predict
their future through dail) planners. This useful tool helps
to organize a student's life. almost dcm n to the minute,
depending on hem rigid their schedule is.
l nfo11unatel) , not all college scudents practice good
time management. In fact. man) students han• absolutely
no idea "hat time management is. especiall) incoming
freshmen who flew through high school because "it \\as
so eas) .. and time was not their enemy. Those students
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ended up strnggling through their first year \\ondering
\\ h) their homework neYer seemed to get done
despite the enormous amount of time the) put into
it.

lloweYer, some students reject time management.
arguing that it requires the indi\'idual to put aside
spontaneous actiYity in upholding one's management
principle. \\ l1at they may not realize is that the ke) to a
time management schedule that works, is fle\ihilit) llw
acth ities '' ritten on the planner are not carYed in stone
and do not hm·e to be meticulous!) followed. '11H~) do,
howe,·er. haw to he done at some point in time. not jt1'1
pushed aside ine,itahly.
- BJ' Malt Bielatzski and Beth Graboritz

At a quiet table in the library where no one \\ill tempt him to
stop stud) ing, Russ Wilson finishes the homework he has to
do so that he "ill have time on the weekend to enjO) himself
"ithout feeling guilt) about not finishing it.

Michael Richardson

..\.Yiation Computer Science
Dane Riddell

Aerospace Studies
Adrian Robinson

Engineering

James L. Robinson

A,·iaLion Computer Science
Lincoln T. Robinson

Aeronautical Science
Noelle Robinson

A'iation Technology

Nathan Robyns

Aeronautical Science
David A. Rockwell

A\iation

Technolo~,ry

Rafal Rogalsky

Aeronautical Science

Jonathon J. Roller

AYiation Computer Science
Rayfael Roman

Aerospace Engineering
Harold Ronnel

Aeronautical Science

Justo Rosario

Aeronautical Science
Nicholas A. Rose

Aeronautical Science
Mary Kay Rosenbaum

.\erospace Engineering

Eric Rosenkranz

AYiation Computer Science
Jessica E. Ross

Aerospace Engineering
Charles Rowe

A\iation Bus. \dmin.

Rowe
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Edgar R. Rowland

.\,iation Technolog)
Jason Rubadeau

Aerospace Studies
Ann Rugen

Aviation Computer Science

Carlos J . Ruiz

..\Yiation \lain.

~lgmt.

Misty Runkle

,\\iation Computer Science
Fred B. Rupp

,\, iation \lain. Tech.

Aaron Rusich

\eronautical Science
Keith Russell

Aerospace Engineering
Khalid Sabatee

..\Yiation Bus . ..\dmin.

Wael Saeed

Professional ;\eronautics
Jason Saidon

Aeronautical Science
Edward Sanders

\\·iation Bus. Admin.

Doug Sapia

A' iation Technolog)
Charles S. Sayre

.hiation \lain. Tech .
.Mark Schaible

.\eronautical Science

Andrew Schmitt

Aerospace Engineering
Paul C. Schoenfeld

Aeronautical Science
Alex Schult

Aeronautical Science

Brian L. Schultz

Aeronautical Science
William Schwandt

Aeronautical Science
Richard Scraggs

Aeronautical Science

Brian Seppman

.\erospace Engineering
Anthony Serieux

A' iation Technolog)
Christopher Shackouls

Aeronautical Science

Joshua Sharich

Aerospace Engineering
Chris Shaw

Enginee1ing Physics
Avon Shawn

-\\iation \lain. \lgmt.

Sarah Sherman

Aeronautical Science
Keith Sibith

Aeronautical Science
Melanie Simko

Aeronautical Science

Oa\ id Sinclair Jr.

Aeronautical Science
Karan Singh

Aeronautical Science
Sean J\1. Sivak

Aerospace Engineering

Christopher Skarani

Aeronautical Science
Glenn Skarani
Engineering

Physics

Brian Smith

Aerospace Engineering

Jason Smith
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Russell Smoak
hiation \lain. Tech.
Tom Smyka
i\Yiation Bus. Admin.

Jennifer Snow
.\erospace Engineering
Lance Sorensen
.\eronautical Science
Matthew Spencer
Aerospace Engineering

Paul Speth
Aerospace Engineering
Chad Sproure
\erospace Enginecting
Jason Stevens
\eronautical Science

Michael Stevenson
.\\fation Bus . .\dmin.
Trent Stewart
Aeronautical Science
Kelly Stivers
Professional Aeronautics

Stacy Strzalkowski
\erospace Engineering

N

Kenneth Stuart
\eronautical Science
James Stubbs
Aeronautical Science

Neal Suchy
Aviation Computer Science
Shylo Sullivan
Professional Aeronautics
Peter Szawransk yj
\eronautical Science
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Smith

Taking every
opportunity to enjoy
the mild Florida
weather, these three
students elect to do
their studying by the
library before they
have to go to class
again. During the
early spring before
the notorious heat and
humidity set in,
several students opt to
sit on the newlyprovided benches by
the academic complex
or under one of the
many trees instead of
in the Student Center
or the library.

Szawranskyj
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Daniel Taraszewski

\eronautical Science
Michelle Taylor
•\ \ iation Bus. Admin.
Todd Taylor
Aerospace Studies

Barry Telfer
A\iation \lain. Tech.
Inaki Tejero
Aerospace Engineering
Melissa Terlinden

\eronautical Science

Steven Tesar
\eronautical Science
Kevin Teufer
A,·iation Computer Science
Theodosaidis Theodoros

\eronautical Science

Kulika Thompson
Aerospace Engineering
Ryan Tickell

\cronautical Science
Kamil Tillakarantne
\, iation Computer Science

Julie Tillman
Aeronautical Science
Erich Timm

Engineering Physics
Jakusz Todd
A\'iation Bus. :\dmin.

Brian Tompkins
Aerospace Engineering
Matti Toomes

\erospace Engineering
Tony Trimm
\\iation \lain. Tech.

George Tsatsaronis
A\iation Technolog}
Jason Turner
Aeronautical Science
Michael Turner
Aeronautical Science

Michael Turner
Aeronautical Science
David Underwood
Aeronautical Science
Richard Van Benthuysen
Aeronautical Science

Andrew Van Brocklin
Aviation Main. Tech.
Dennis Van Landuyt

Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Clark Van Zonneveld
Professional Aeronautics

Andrea Vara
Aeronautical Science
Ron Vogel
Aviation Technology
Eric Voight
.\viation Technology

Jenni Wagner
Aeronautical Science
Scott Wagner
Aerospace Engineering
James Walsh
Aeronautical Science

Robert Ward
Aeronautical Science
Sarai Warren
.\\iation Bus. Admin.
.Micah Watkins
Aerospace Engineering

~loney?

You mean you ha,·e money? Then \\hat are
you "01Tied about? \\ell. if you ha'e mone) . then you· re
probabl) \YOrried about spending it all in one place and
then being broke. If you don't haw money. then you
prohahl) want to find out hem to get some and ho" to
sa' e it once you hm e it
Let's start \\ith the students ''ho haYe moiie). hut
ne\ er seem to keep it for more than a few days. Try
keeping track of all the mone) ) ou spend in a month
(yes. e'er) single penn) ). .\t the end of the month.
look at the purchases )Ou·,e made and decide "hat you
reall) need and what you don't. ) ou might he amazed at
some of the things you spend mone) on. For instance.
do ) ou real!) need to spend 5200 on CDs eYeq month?

If this cloesn 't work. ti") gh ing all of ) our spending
mone) to someone you trnst. and tell that person to
onl) let you spend the mon<.') on necessities. Howewr.
make sure you both agree on what necessities are.
\ow. for the people "ith no mone) "ho reall) wam
some. If you hm·e the e\tra time. get a job If not. you
hme to he a little more creathe. One thing )OU could
do is call your parents and tell them if they want you to
get better grades. the) should send you more mone) so
while you 're stud) ing. ) ou wo1f t burst a blood wssel 1n
your brain worr) ing about "here your ne\t meal is
going to come from . You ne,er know, it might actual!)
work once or l\\ ice.
-

BJ' Betb Graboritz
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When students get low on cash, they can either write a check
to the t.:nh ers it) and get cash, or the more likely choice: go
to an Ant. Chad Trautvetter 'isits the First l nion Bank in tht
K 'tart Plaza, the ATM that is closest to the school.

Weaver

Jeremy Weaver
Aeronautical SciPnn'
Randall Webb
:\\fation Technology
' .
Eric Werhan
A\ionics Eng. Tech.

u

Brenda White
.\yiation Computer Science
David White
Aircraft Eng. Tech.
Weldon Whitfield
Aeronautical Science

Grant Whitford
Aeronautical Science
Jamie Wichmann
Aviation Main. Mgmt
Jamie Wieczorkowski
Engineering Technology

Aaron Williams
Aviation Bus. Admin.
Jason Williams
Aeronautical Science
Jarrold Williams
Professional :\eronautics

Mark Williams
Aerospace Engineering
George Willis
Aeronautical Science
Chad Wilson
Engineering

Josh Wilson
Aeronautical Science
Kevin Winslow
Aeronautical Science
Colleen Winters
Aircraft Eng. Tech.

Winters
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James Wisniewski

AYiation Computer Science
Chris Wolf

Aeronautical Science

u

Jeffrey Wolff

A\iation Computer Science

Chad Yaffe

..\\iation Technolo~n
Fred Yates

AYiation Computer Science
Babak Yazdani

Aerospace Enginee1ing

Dan Yedinak

Aerospace Enginee1ing
Tim Yonkers

Aeronautical Science
Jamie Young

Aeronautical Science

Jason Young

Aeronautical Science
Philip Young

Aeronautical Science
Zachary Young

Aeronautical Science

Adnan Yusuf

A\iation Technology
Baktasb Zaher

Aeronautical Science
Lee Zalewa

A'iation Main. Tech.

Omar Zarkan

Aviation Bus. Admin.
John Zinsmeister

Aeronautical Science
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Peter Snyder and Tu
Phung take a break
from classes for a
minute to enjO) a
beautifuJ spring da).
Students across the
campus can be found
enjoying the same
thing on days such as
these, especially
towards the end of the
semester when no one
really wants to do
work.

-

DAVE GASS

Zinsmeister
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The Embry-Riddle Eagles huddle at courtside
for a team prayer during a time-out. Under
the leadership of their
coach Steve Ridder the
Eagles played well during their Homecoming
game, winning against
Viterbo College with a
score of 82-77.
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The Athletic Department is the only claim to
fame many universities have. Here, at EmbryRiddle Aeronautic al University, we pride
ourselves on both academics and athletics.
This was the year that Embry-Riddle
supported its female athletes with the addition
of Women's Soccer and the co-ed Cross
Country Running Team. In the Spring of 1995,
the \J\Tomen's Volleyball League held tryouts
and will start competing in the Fall. As the
athletic complex is erected, the campus is
beginning to develop a more dynamic
atmosphere. The complex will include training
and physical therapy rooms, and new baseball,
softball, and soccer fields. For the first time,
the Eagles Basketball Team will have their
own home court. All this athletic expansion is
part of planning for the future.
- By Karen L. Magnussen & Christian Sarna
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Fast footwork and no fear of eating dirt mab
a great goalkeeper. Dan Schessler dives to thE
ground and successfully blocks a shot. H&
has to be able to stop a ball coming at hilTii
from any direction.

Forward Yasser Saad gains the defensive upper hand against his opponent. Yasser isl
junior in Aviation Business Administratio
who has excelled in the fine skill of tim
management.

CHRISTIAN SARNA

David Gregson
Head Soccer Coach
& ATm

The one who takes full or partial credit
for the success or failure in any team
event is the coach. He is the one who has
to motivate the players. teach playing
skills. and suggest strategies for attacking
as well as defending. and sometimes is
required to give moral advice.
David Gregson is the ERAU Eagles Soccer coach. He joined the squad midway
into the season in Fall of 1994. A veteran
of the sport, he came to the United States
in 1987 to continue his soccer career playing for Hartwick College. Ile holds a B.A.
in management from Hartwick. as well as
an M.S. in education from the University
of Scranton.
Coach Gregson's first coaching experience was at the University of Scranton.
His assistance to both the men's and
women's teams helped them reach national rankings. As a member of the National Soccer Coaches' Association of
America, Coach Gregson has trained state
and regional coaches. He also has a United States Soccer Federa ti on "A" license.
\Vith so much experience under his belt
Coach Gregson is a vital addition to ERAU's athletic talent.
- By Tashuelah Nasah

BlA
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During a game in the hot Florida sun. you can b
sure that the players will be parched! Here. tean
members take a break and gather around a wate
cooler to get a drink .

JAVE HOWElL

o ce 's a f st-grow:· ng team sport iri the U 'te
States. Embry-Riddle, like many other colleges and
universities, has joined in the drive to make soccer
an interesting and popular sporting event at the intercollegiate level and su bseq uen t professional level.
The ERAU Eagles Soccer Team became part of the
University's athletic program two years ago when the
soccer club was incorporated into the varsity sports
program. Since then, it has grown into one of the
University's most attended sports. Last year, the
team finished the season with a record performance.
They had six wins and nine loses and were ranked
fifth in the Florida Sun Conference.

Last ear, a new coach, David, Gre son. w appointed in the middle of the season. One of his plans
is the reconstruction of the team. Gregson stated,
"I'm really looking forward to training my own players." He also praised the efforts made by his predecessor and vowed to maintain the team record.
Soccer players are selected based on standards set
by the ERAU Athletic Department. Each prospective
player should have a CGPA of 2.5 or higher, must be
a full-time student of the University and must maintain a good academic standing to maintain their team
position.
- By Tashuelah Nasah
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Coach Steve Ridder and his Embry-Riddle
Eagles returned to the court of Silver Sands
Middle School once again this Fall to continue their tradition of superior basketball.
This year. however, was not the same team
that ERAU fans had cheered on in previous
years. This new Eagles team consisted of a
mixture of old and new players to represent
the next era of Eagles basketball.
\Vith the likes of Rodney King, Jason Hursey and Robby Padgett. the Eagles soared to
new heights as this new generation of ERAU
basketball players showed what they were
made of. The first half of the season was a
testing ground for the Eagles. The Eagles
had many exciting, thrilling games this season, among them visits to Rollins College

KAREN L MAGNUSSlN

To start the Homecoming game against Viterbo
College. forward Andrew Brook stands ready
for the tip off. He will attempt to gain possession
of the ball in hopes of the Eagles scoring the first
basket of the game.
Handling the ball with great finesse and skill.
Anthony Burroughs drives through the lane
towards the basket. Burroughs showed great
improvement during the season and should
continue to be a valued asset to the team.
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and Stetson. Both were close games, but
they belonged in the "\V" column for the
opponents.
This year not only marked a new era for
the Eagles. but an end of an era; this was the
last year that Silver Sands would be their
home court. Next season they will have
their own court on campus. After the end of
the regular season, the Eagles entered the
post-season playoffs and defeated \Varner
Southern in the first round. However. the
Eagles suffered another loss to \Vebber College in the second round. Despite this postseason play. the Eagles proved themselves
and continued Steve Ridder's tradition of an
excellent basketball program.
- By David Gass

At the ERAU Tournament held at the Ocean Center. the Eagles defeated Wisconsin Lutheran with
the help of Jason Hursey. Leaping through the air
and O\'er his opponents. he goes in for a jump shot.

At the beginning of the game, the Rugby
Club executes what is called a "scrum". During this play the team members huddle
against the opposing players and strive to
kick the ball outside the circle.
In rugby the ball may only be passed backwards. This can work to one's advantage
since passing can often lead to a reversal of
fortune. At any point the player may gain
control through an interception.

DAVID GASS

Jeff Harrington
Rugby Player
Cl~PHOTO

After having played for the Rugby Club
for the past four years, Jeff Harrington
feels that it was a very important part of
his college career. Jeff, an Aerospace Studies graduate, hails from Boston, Massachusetts and attended Bishop Fenwick
High School. I le has been a fan of football
and hockey for years, and when he joined
the Rugby Club, he had no idea how to
play the game. I le said that as he practiced and learned from others in the club
and team, the more he grew to love the
sport. Jeff also said that it is a very addicting sport. even if you become hurt like he
did, when he injured his right knee. He
also said that injuries are very common
with the sport.
One of the most memorable moments
for Jeff on the Rugby Club was when they
traveled to Venezuela this past November
in the Florida Select Team to defeat the
Venezuela National Team at home by the
score of 63-3. The Rugby Club also won
two state championships during his stay
with them. After graduation. Jeff plans to
join the Marines and even continue to
play Rugby on their team.
- By David Gass

CLUB PHOTO

Shear mass and brute force dominate this
sport! Since none of the players utilize pad·
ded protection this is a sport where physical
attributes can often influence the outcome of
the game.

CLUB PHOTO

and dotball
not often mix, various students at Embry-Riddle
attempt to make themselves the exception. The Daytona Beach Men's Rugby team includes players from
, the community as well as ERAU students who share
a love for rugby. Those same students play for the
ERAU Rugby Club.
Even though the sport differs from the favorite
American sport of football. it leaves players with
many of the same thrills and chills. Known as a more
physical sport. rugby allows team members to "let off
some steam" in the process of throwing the old
"pigskin" around while not wearing any prolectivc
gear. \Vith aggressive and well-skilled players such

is Sw~td
Jeff H r~i gtoV. an.a a lin
Sir· rdene. the Eagles showed of
at they could
do with rough and gruelling offensive and stamina
throughout the season.
The team played well this year against opponents
such as Orlando. ·west Palm Beach. and Jacksonville.
The Eagles did not fare well in post-season play.
however. in the state tournament in St. Petersburg.
The Eagles played third-seed against second-seed
West Palm Beach, and lost 19 to 5. Although this
defeat was disheartening. the Eagles will return to
the battlefield of grass once again. no doubt with
vigor and determination.
- By David Gass
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During Homecoming. the ERAL crew
team sponsored the "Head of the Halifax". This was the first win for the
women's four team which consisted of
coxwain kell) Carbone. stroke Karen
Reed. Jennifer Scott. ~Jollie Oswald,
and Kim Kosola.
FAR RIGHT- Preparation is required in
e\'ery sport. For crew. the preparation
consists of rowing the race in reverse.
Ryan Meere. a member of the men's
varsity four, checks his oar to make
sure evervthing is OK.

Super Sculling
The ERAU crew team began
more than three years ago, when
students interested in the sport
contacted Coach Paul Quinn for
help. The team has been in constant expansion ever since. Both
women and men are involved in
the team, thus making the crew
team the first intercollegiate women's sport at ERAU. Thanks to
the help of dedicated members and
both coaches. Paul Quinn and \Varren Morgan, the team managed to
purchase several shells, two fourman and three eight-man. During
the fall semester the team sponsored a head race on the Halifax
River. A total of three universities
participated: Stetson University,
University of Central Florida. and
ERAU.
In the spring. the team came
back strong. The first race of the
season was held in Gainesville

against the University of Florida,
Stetson Uni vcrsity and Georgia
State. The men's four outranked
the other teams taking a very easy
first. The following weekend the
team traveled to Melbourne to
compete in the Keuper Cup. The
men's four again showed what ERAU was made of by stealing a First.
The following regatta, the Florida Crew Classic. was held again in
Gainesville. Many teams, such as
Clemson University, Notre Dame,
and the University of Tennessee,
participated. The men's four took
an overall fourth place out of 10
teams. Future plans for the team
are to participate in the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing Association
regatta in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
and the Florida Intercollegiate
Rowing Association regatta in
Tampa.
- By Alix Puech
One of the largest regattas in Florida is the
President's Cup in Gainesville, which invites learns from all over the nation to take
part in the event. The men's varsity eight
rowed well and competitively. yet in the
end experience surpassed all.
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BEAT JUND

Rudy Knabe
Head Tennis Coach
Coach Knabe has been an Associate
Professor in the Aviation Business Department since 1976. He came to the United
States via Canada from East Germany.
Currently he lives in Ormond Beach with
his wife, Patricia, and son, Michael.
He started tennis as a club sport in 1989
and it soon became in intercollegiate sport
in 1990. \Vith his coaching skills. Knabe
has lead the team from a 7-and-18 record
to a 20-and-7 one. One of Coach Knabe's
coaching philosophies includes playing
difficult teams in order to improve his
team's game. "I would rather lose to a
good team than cream a bad one. You
might have a nice record, but what happens at the end of the season in the
playoffs? You lose!" he says.
The Eagles tennis team is proud of their
combined GPA of 3.0+. Coach Knabe believes that championship tennis and academic achievement arc compatible, and
wHh the Eagles finishing 15th in the
country last season. that premise holds
true.
- Courtesy of the Athletic Department
Keeping your eye on the ball is essential in
many sports, tennis being no exception. Follow·
ing the ball to his racket, Jeff Duprez waits at
the baseline and prepares to return the volley.

When one thinks of tennis, one might
imagine preppy-looking. all d r essed in
white people at a private club, where they
all call themselves by cute little nicknames.
Of course, this is a stereotype. Tennis takes
more than just clothes, it means having
quick reactions and hand-eye coordination,
stamina and endurance.
The Eagles Tennis Team has existed for
six years as a varsity sport. ranking 15th in
NAIA and in the nation last year. Some of
the most interesting teams that the Eagles
faced were Aquinas College from Grand Rapids, Michigan. Kalamazoo Valle) College.
and Shorter College, Georgia to name a few.
The team has singles and doubles players.
One of the most memorable games for the
Eagles was against Northwood University in

Orange Lake, Kissimmee. Although the
team lost 6:1, there were some very good
points about the match. First. it was the best
performance ever by the Eagles against
Northwood. Also, the Eagles' number one
player, Jeff Duprez. defeated Northwood's
number one player. 6:2 6:4. This gave inspiration to the rest of the team to do their very
best. Another interesting game was against
Kalamazoo Valley College. The Eagles painfully defeated them in very close matches.
5:4.

The Eagles lost some valuable players last
year. but gained new blood to exploit. In the
years to come, the Eagles have to learn to
train new players to carry on ERA U's name
in the collegiate sport world.
- By Alix Puech

SEA JJN;)

To keep the volley going. Altai \Jegaty sets himself
up to send the ball back to his opponent's half of the
court. Such excellent play is\\ hat makes the Eagles a
tough team to beat, as they proved to Kalamazoo
\'alley College.
At a match at Pelican Bay. the Eagle's home courts. a
strong backhand lets Khalil Sckkat slam the ball to
the opposite corner. making it a hard shot for the
opposing player to return. The backhand is often a
difficult skill to learn. but Sekkat makes it look easy.
BE.AT JUND
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e
t difficul
feats in sports is ma mg contac between a baseball and a bat. The 1995 Eagles don't seem to have
a problem with that, though. The baseball team
continues to improve with every swing of the bat.
In 1992 the Eagles finished with a 24-24 record.
Last year, they completed the season with a 32-14
record, which at one point the team ranked 20th in
the nation. This is quite an accomplishment for the
ball club, and this year is no different.
The Eagles have strengthened their offensive
game and boast the best defense in the past three
years. The players are encouraged to be the best
they can be in class as well as on the field.
The Eagles have made a name for themselves
It

1.42
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ay send

s very irst payer o e pro ess10n~baseball
league. Rick Gray, a graduating senior and team
captain, was ranked the fastest player in the Florida Sun Conference. In addition, he has played
more than 150 consecutive games during his first
four years of play and was voted "All-Conference··
for two of them. Pitcher David Blanton was selected as FSC's "Player of the Year", ending the season with a 1.86 ERA.
Through its individual "heroes" and teamwork.
the Eagles baseball team will continue to demon·
strate its high caliber of baseball throughout thi~
season and in those to come.
i

-

By Dave Moeder

'fhe first pitch can set the mood for the
game. so pitcher Curt Thonen hurls
one over the plate for a strike. Thonen was
,1dclined in the fall due to knee surgery but
has been working his way back lo top form.
1 hole

Demonstrating textbook batting skills. out-

fielder and junior Jonathan Patterson is
known as a dangerous offensive player. Herc.
he puts all of his strength into his swing lo
:;encl one deep into left field.

~FARKAS

DAVE MOEDER

Stea ling bases can be hard work. especially
when the pitcher knows you are trying.
Baserunner Jasonc DeWitt dives back to first
base safely after a pici..off attempt. and then
steals second on the next pitch.

KARE"' l •MGMJSSEN

Nate Norberg
Lacrosse Defenseman
Graduating senior Nathan Norberg has
been a member of the Lacrosse Team
since he came to the University in the fall
of 1992. Having never played lacrosse before, Nathan had to learn quick. He joined
lacrosse because it is a fast moving sport
with vicious hits and glorious plays.
Originally the games and practices
were held in the field behind the library,
but the sports department has secured the
Richard Petty Sports field across from Kmart for student use. Because of his honesty and reliability Nathon was elected
team treasurer and kept track of all finances and collected dues.
Nathan has maintained a 3.8 grade
point average in Aeronautical Science. He
has also participated in internships with
Merlin Express and Trans World Airlines.
His other activities here at school include
the Chess Club and weightlifting as well
being a photographer for the Phoenix
Yearbook. When asked what his plans are
after graduation Nate stated, "Flight instruct for a year and get a job with Horizon Air".
- By Christian Sarna

Just after a faceoff. the Eagles lose the ball.
Midfielder Jesse Adami concentrates on a
defensive drive to regain control of it. The
Eagle's defense displayed their improving
skills in e\'ery game of the season.

The Eagles Lacrosse team had
another good year. The team finished second in the Florida league
with a record of seven wins and
five losses. After losing to Florida
State University in the state finals
last year, the team was out for revenge. Despite losing to FSU twice
during the regular season, they
were still hungry at the championship game. However, the Seminoles proved their dominance by
taking the title for the fifth year in
a row when the Eagles lost 12 to 8.
FSU's attackmen and midfielders
made it difficult for the Eagles to
play defense.
This year's team was notable for
its outslanding work ethic. Players
like Lee Hickok, Xavier Coronel
and Phil \Nitzcowiz exhibited a

high degree of dedication. The
team will lose graduating seniors
Tom Paquin, Xavier Coronel. Jan
Paladino and Nate Norberg. However, the team will keep quite a
few players with a good chance of
defeating FSU next year.
The attitude of the Eagles this
season can be summed up in just
one word. "DESIRE". Throughout
the year the team continually
strove to improve their stick skills
and level of conditioning. The outstanding degree of commitment
and dedication of this year's team
has set a standard for future teams
to work toward. The Eagles are
looking forward to next year's season.
- By Nate Norberg

Hard Shots
FAR LEFT - Soon after deli\·ering a
body chect.. to an FIT player, attackman
Jeff Hubbard gets his helmet adjusted
by teammate Fred Pollino. Since an incorrectly worn helmet restricts peripheral vision it is necessary to make sure
the helmet is in its proper place.
To start a game, two players scramble
over possession of the ball. Xa\ ier Coronel takes the faceoff against Florida Institute of Technolog). Coronel put up a
powerful fight and was able to win the
faceoff.
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During the half time show in the Ocean Center at the
annual basketball tournament hosted by ERAU.
Brandie Nowicki performs a split catch pyramid.
~fusic and cheers are a major part of getting the
crowd psyched up for the game.
Tri-captain Stephanie Sipila gets the crO\'\'d hyped up
as she performs the "High \'". At one of the last
games ernr held in the Silver Sands gym. Stephanie
gives it her all as she motivates the crowd. This
enthusiasm is what earned her the captain position.

""""IEW B
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The cheerleading squad started the year
in the early summer with a whirl of activity.
Coach Annamarie ·wells attended the National Cheerleader Coaches Conference in
North Carolina. The members of the squad
returned to Daytona a week before classes to
travel to the University of Southern Mississippi lo attend the National Cheerleaders
Association College Camp. The squad received an excellent rating for their cheer.
fightsong and chant. They also received the
trophy for the Most Improved Squad and
the Circle of V\'inners plaque for their team
unity. The most valuable of all the awards
received by the squad was the Spirit Stick,
which was given out nightly to the squads

MS

~"'"·AH

that displayed the most spirit of those at the
camp.
The final squad was selected with six
women and five men. Everyone took part in
teaching the new stunts and cheers for the
season. Besides the basketbaJl games. the
cheerleaders performed a stunt demonstration at the Special Olympics and raised
funds for travel. Their fundraisers included
working as ushers for the Stone Temple
Pilots concert and bake sales. The cheerleaders selected tri-captains this year to help
in the running of the squad. The captains
were Brandie :\1'owicki. Eric Smith. and
Stephanie Sipila.
- By Jaye Howell
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The entire chcerloading squad participated in
this homecoming pyramid. Teamwork and
trust are of vital importance to the success of
explosive routines.

Putting is a skill some people dismiss as
unimportant when compared to dri\·ing
the ball down the fairway. Gavin Treanor
demonstrates that pulling is a critical part
of the game. often the difference between
losing and winning a match.

BE the BALL

\!Vhile spring break played upon
many northen schools, the ERAU
golf team played host to 25 teams
in the animal Palm Coast Intercollegiate Tournament. Among the
teams playing \Vere Iowa Sate.
Princeton and Notre Dame, to
name a few.
The northerners tried to escape
the cold winter but found instead
cold, wind and rain. The tournament was originally scheduled for
a Friday through Sunday for a total
of 54 holes. After completing half
the round, a torrential downpour
scrubbed the first round to shorten
the tourney to 36 holes.
The highlight for the Eagles was
number one golfer Gavin Treanor
finishing fifth in the field of 156
Players often put all their will into their
first shot of a match After lining up and
taking his swing. Ste\ e ~facholtz accidentally loses his club as he watches his ball
sail down the course.
FAR LEFT- Not every golfer has a caddy.
some have to lug around their own equipment. Dave ~1c\,lillian demonstrates this
principle as he tries to balance his irons,
woods. and putters in his golf bag.
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with scores of 74 and 77. The score
of 7-over-par placed Treanor on the
All Tournament team.
Perhaps the appropriate vision
left from the ERAU golfers came
from David McMillian. a freshman
in Aerospace Engineering and
Flight. after he struck the pin on
the par-3 16th hole and rolled in
the seven-foot putt for a birdie.
"I'm just having a bad day," he
said. After it was pointed out that
he just birdied, he said "It doesn't
matter."
The Eagles finished 19th out of
26 teams attending. The winner of
the tournament was Iowa State followed by the University of Missouri.
- By Alix Puech

AUXPUECH

Dr. John Williams
Head Golf Coach
ERAU is fortunate enough to ha\'e a
psychology professor. Dr. \Villiams.
\V ho also serves as the varsity golf
coach. Dr. \Villiams spent a large part of
his life in the military, allowing him to
experience various cultures in regions
such as Africa and South America.
After his career in the military ended,
he taught at the Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. With his
doctorate in psychology and his flight
experience. Dr. vVilliams is the ideal
educator for any flight school.
Two years ago. the Athletic Department approached Dr. \Villiams and
asked him if he would take on the position as golf coach. He has extensive
experience and interest in the sport. so
he did not hesitate to say yes. He comments. "I took on the role as golf coach
as my contribution to the University. I
donate my time and energy for the students. \Ve have a great group of players,
all who are genuine student-athletes."
This year has been successful for the
team, finishing in the top half of two
major tournaments. As teacher, coach
and pilot, Dr. vVilliams exemplifies the
kind of person any university would
want.
- By Melissa Nagurny

Every organization has
somebody \vho is its
driving force. J.B. Caldwell is central lo the intramural sports program and is invoh·ed in
its every mo\'C. Not
only does J.B. schedule
all the intramural
sports. he also attends
as many of them as he
can. Here. he gives
words of wisdom to
Dan \\'heeler and Craig
Siemer who arc about
lo play in a basketball
game.
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Embry-Riddle is not traditionally known as a
sports-oriented university. Compared to other
larger universities though, we have a greater
percentage of students participating in
intramural sports. Each year intramural
involvement intensifies as the student body
gets more involved.
The Intramural and Recreational Sports
Department devotes a great deal of time to the
planning and scheduling of the sports. Referees
must be trained, money must be budgeted, and
equipment must be bought or repaired.
Most students are not aware of how many
intramurals they have to pick from. On any
given day there can be up to three different
games taking place. Some of the sports are an
on-going event throughout the semester, like
hockey, while some take place over a
weekend. Get involved, and plan on it.
- By Karen L. Magnussen & Christian Sarna
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Some regular playing rules are amended
for use in intramural softball. One of these
rules is "no stealing"and "no leading."
Veteran player Denise Powell of the FUBARS is sure she does not leave the bag
until the ball is hit.
FAR RIGHT- When judging balls and
strilo..cs, what umpire Lori Paris says. goes.
As the home plate ump, her jurisdiction
can overrule the other ump's calls if there
is controversy.

It's Outta Here!
This year's softball league had a
bit of a twist. For the past four
years, the league was held during
the spring semester with games being played on Sundays. This year
however, the league took place in
the fall with games on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. The attendance
did not falter due to the drastic
change.
Every year, fifteen percent of the
student body partakes in intramural softball. This year's league finished with 27 teams and with some
500 faculty and students involved,
making it the largest participated
sport of the fall semester. Some
teams have been together for their
entire Embry-Riddle career. The
Intramural and Recreational Sports

Department keeps stats each week.
The league allows students to work
together to achieve a common goalsuccess.
The quarter-finals were comprised of four teams and two
games, FUBARs vs. the Violators,
and Punks & Liars vs. the conveniently named Softball Team. The
winners of each played for the
championship. It came down to a
game between the Violators and
Punks & Liars. Both teams played
to the best of their ability but it was
the Violators who snatched the title from Punks & Liars. Each championship team member received a
trophy and t-shirt for their efforts.
- By Dave Moeder
As a part of the recruitment process for
intramural softball the Recreation Department held games during fall orientation.
In addition. these games also served as a
way for the new freshmen to gel to know
their 0-team leaders better as well as to
meet other students.
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J.B. Caldwell
Team J.B.'s Crew
"Primarily. my job is to make sure that
the intramural program goes smoothly from scheduling, to coordinating officials,
facilities and equipment, to handling disputes." This is how J.B. Caldwell describes his job as Coordinator of Intramurals and Recreational Sports. It
makes you wonder what his secondary
job description is.
J.B. earned a bachelor's degree in Physical Education at the University of Florida
and a master's in Athletic Administration
from Eastern Kentucky University. He
came to ERAU in 1989. Besides being the
king of the intramural program. he is also
on the Homecoming and Club Sports
committees. Despite his busy schedule.
J.B. finds time to participate in intramural
softball and even has his own team, the
aptly named "J.B.'s Crew'', where he is
the pitcher. The team was the two-time
defending champion and they were undefeated in the regular season.
\Vith the new athletic facilities almost
complete, J.B. has big plans for intramurals. "I want to ha\'e more programs for
our female athletes. and increase the level
of quality and visibility of the program as
a whole." Once he gets his vision underway. you can be sure J.B. will be as
busy as ever.
- By Karen L. l\fagnussen
RAFFI PATATIAN

To resume play after a penalty wns called
referee '\'ick Fanelli drops I he ball as tw
plnyers fnce off. Faccoffs decide which tea
gains control of the ball and arc held near t
sight where the penalty look place.
Dashing towards his goal. Hreakcr's offen

scman Rob Heffernan has lo keep track n
only of the ball. but of the opposing team
µlt1~ ers t1s well. There arc four ddcnsem
who will try lo keep him from scoring.

N

MA

Goalie Tony Hracci of th<~ ~Iilfors alnrtly
\\'alches his teammates al the other end of
the court. A goalie has to be read~ al all lime~
lo defend his net si nee the ball can 1110\'e
quickl~ .

no~c~ r

•
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hockey, is filled with furious action, skill, and sometimes seething rivalries.
The first time someone watches intramural floor
hockey at Embry-Riddle. they might be taken back
by the participants' stamina. Each team has five
players plus a goalie on the court at a time. Games
last one half-hour and are divided into two 15 minute halves, during which the players are almost
always on the move.
The regulations in floor hockey are similar to those
in ice hockey. There arc offsides and high sticking
rules but one noticeable difference is that hard hits
and body checks are not allowed for safety reasons.

KAREN l MAGM.SSEN

them all.
ke t
hampionmR
ay from the old victors. the Breakers. As
y exciting was the emergence of the Milfers as
a championship contender, who also put up a bold
attempt against RV in the season finale.
The spring semester season was off to a great start
and saw two teams in action for the first time. Chainsaw Justice and the Broad Street Bullies are comprised of a mix of players from other teams who split
up due to a variety of reasons, such as players graduating. There is room for a new championship team
and you can be sure that the play will be even more
aggressive.
- By Karen L. Magnussen
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In a game of 3-on-3, the players are required to
cover more territory than their 6-on-6 counter
parts. Often, one player will cover the net while
the remaining two take over the back court.

Lori Paris
Intramural Volleyball Referee
Lori graduated from Ozaukee High
School in Fredonia, \Visconsin. The first
time Lori stepped foot on the EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University campus
was during her studenl orientation. and
she immediately focused her attention on
the Recreational and Intramural Sports
Department.
Presently Lori is a junior in Aircraft
Engineering Technology. She is a member
of Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity and
has been working as a referee for volleyball. softball, flag football and basketball
since she was a freshman. In her three
years refereeing her most vivid memory is
when she was "mooned" by an outfielder.
who got ejected from the softball game!
As for the new buildings, most of her
fall classes arc scheduled in the Engineering building and Lori plans on spending
her free time at the new Athletic Complex. Lori tried out for the new vVomen's
Volleyball team. She made the second
cut. which gives her the right to try out
for the team ncxl fall. Lori's long term
goal is to work for N.A.S.A.
- By Christian Sarna

In an attempt to keep the ball in play, a player tries to
block a shot. In a game where timing counts, very
few things hurt as much as a missed block. Fortunately. his teammate was able to return the ball.
Jumping up and executing a flawless backhand return, this volleyball player shows his teammates and
his opposition how it's done. Volle\ ball offers students some of the best action this side of the beach.

DAVID GASS
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College students like to take a break from
the everyday strenuous activities of academia. At Embry-Riddle. one of the ways students go about relieving this stress is intramural volleyball. This event is organized by
the Intramural and Recreational Sports Department each semester, and teams from the
different clubs on campus compete.
This sandy sport is very popular in beach
cities. Students can play anytime, anywhere, and through any weather. The windier, the more interesting it can get. Daytona
Beach is very loyal to this sport. hosting
world volleyball tours every summer and
ERAU is no exception to this rule. Many of
the students try their ability in this sport by

going up against the very best in the world.
and with some success.
This year teams like Random Violence.
Paperboys. Team Arrogance. Air Force
ROTC. Grave Diggers, and some fraternities
took part in the Fall intramural competition. Students put in quite a lot of effort
even though fun, rather than challenge, was
the primary purpose of the games. During
both the Fall and Spring semesters, 4-on-4
co-ed and 6-on-6 competitions were held
with most teams participating in the 6-on-6
category. Of the original 20 teams. 16 made
the playoffs. Team Arrogance emerged the
Fall 1995 champions.
- By Tashuelah Nasah
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you win. If you don 't. you go home without the thrill
of victory. This is the situation most teams do not
want to be in during a football game, but it's the one
they all practice for. That one glorious play. winning
by the slimmest margin. and emerging the victor
after a heated battle.
This spring, the intramural football league kicked
off the season with 350 students and 21 teams. The
teams practice. they strive, and each week, they
improve. They mimic their favorite players, and
C\'eryone plays hard. Flag football allows the university's students the freedom to experience some
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ball
successful this year as it has been in the past. Once
again, students were given the opportunity to acquire knowledge and teamwork skills they can use
throughout life. Eight teams entered the semi-finals
all knowing that at the end of the day only one team
could emerge as the intramural champion. The batt 1e
resulted in the Green Goblins, comprised of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity members. being pitted against
Air Force One in the finals. Air Force One came
away wilh the victory despite the efforts from their
opposition.
- By Dave Moeder

Them is no tackling in flag football. and
players need to be light on their feet so their
flag will not be snatched off their waists. Eric:
Wichman tries to avoid gelling snagged. but
this lime the defense got loo close.

In hopes that his pass will connect with one
of his own teammates and not be intercepted.
a player launches tlw football downfield
with all his might while an opposing player
attempts to block it.

DAVE MOEDER

DAVE MOEDER

The symbiotic relationship belwet'n the
quarterback and his rccci\'er is an essc'nlial
part of Ihe offense in footba II. Timing is a key
paart of Pach play.

The final test for all seniors
is graduation. They made it
through all their finals and
courses. and are now attacking the real world.
Feelings of anxiety and
nostalgia are present during the ceremony. Most of
them know that this is the
last time they will see each
other. On the other hand,
many feel proud of taking
on new challenges. Traci
Kaye cannot help sharing
her enthusiasm with her
closest friends and family
members.
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T

he best five or six years of your life; heard

that somewhere? That's right, you heard it at
Embry-Riddle! Well, those who are seniors finally
have made it. They survived the ''Riddle-runaround,'' grounding for a week and no spring
break. Your years at Embry-Riddle are coming to
an end. After four, five or six years of classes,
followed by co-op, a never-ending spiral of finals,
interviews and lines at the register, you finally see
the light at the end of the tunnel. After all these
years here together, people are heading off in their
own directions, to follow paths, or make their own.
As the last year progresses, thoughts turn to finding
that job which will lead to ''rolling in the dough'' or
just helping others.
As each one of you accept your diploma, you
head out once again in a new direction to start your
careers or perhaps settle down. Who knows what
the future will bring. The whole world is ' 'there for
the taking,'' if you want it.

-

by Alix Puech
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Chris

When

studonls ftr.ot ccme
to ERAU, for the most
part, they reside In the
dorms. As a resident advisor, It Is crucial for the
new students to feel welcomed and Chris Roth
provides that crucial
support. But life at ERAU doesn't end there.
Chris participated In
Intramural Softbell, Basketbell, and Golf. He was
also the SGA Computer
Science Representative
and belonged to the Dlvers I ty Committee .
Chris's leadership was
exempllfled In Omicron
Delta Kappa and as Senior Class President. During his last semester
here, his Ideas were used
to the fullest for the benefit of his class. Outstanding leadership and
great team member are
words that describe
Chris Roth.

Robert Abbott
Dean's List
Christopher Abramo
Cricket Club
Randall H . Ader
Management Club,
Dean's List

Student Finance Board,
Future Professional Pilot
Association,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Dean's List
Adil Al·Kindy
Solar Sail Project

Angel A. Alvarez
Kerry Ahearn
United Staes Marine Corps.
Alpha Xi Delta
Platoon Leaders Class
Secretary and Vice President,
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Robert Abbott

Robert Abbott
Aeronautical Science
Chris Abramo
Aerospace Studies
Randall H. Ader
Aviation Business Administration
Kerry L. Ahearn
Aeronautical Science
Adil M . Al-Kindy
Aviation Technology
Nassi Al-Suwaidi
Aviation Maintenance Technology

Roberto Albarracin
Aeronautical Science
Derron P. Alexis
Aviation Maintenance Management
James Allen
Aerospace Engineering
Angel A. Alvarez
Aviation Maintenance Technology
Eric Anderson
Aviation Maintenance Management
Andrew A . Andrawis
Aeronautical Science

Gary W. Anger
Aviation Technology
A. Alex Antonian
Aviation Business Administration
Kenneth J. Ashton
Aeronautical Science
Masoud K . Barmazyak
Aircraft Technology
Phillip Beehler
Aviation Maintenance Management
Allen Berg
Aviation Matntenance Management

George Berka, Jr.
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Rudranauth Bhagwandas
Aerospace Studies
Scott Bienz
Aeronautical Science
Rachel Boyd
Aerospace Studies
Owen Busch
Aviation Business Administration
Adam Candib
Aerospace Studies

Eric Anderson
Aviation Management Club
Treasurer,
Phi Beta Lambda Business
Honor Society,
College Republicans,
Avion Staff Reporter,
Intramural Softball,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Dean's List

children for their support,
encouragement & patience.
A&P, FCC Licence,
Honor Roll,
Dean's List

A. Alex Antonian
Minor in Psychology,
Dean's List

Thanks to my wife and

Philip Beeler
Management Club,
S.C.A.T.,
Veterans Club,
Riddle Riders

Dean's List,
Society of Manufacturing

Phoenix Photo Editor,
Naval Aviation Club,
Scuba Club,
Screaming Eagles,
Aerospace Society,
Intramural Softball & Hockey,
USNR. P-3 Flight Engineer

George Berka, Jr.
Allen Berg

Masoud K. Barmazyar
Gary W. Anger

Engineering,
Omicron Delta Kappa

A vion Newspaper
Sports, Managing,
Production Editor,

Honor Roll,
Dean's List

Adam Candib
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Robert W . Carmen
Professional Aeronautics
Tom C. Chang
.A.eronautical Science
David B. Conz
Aerospace Studies
Mario Cortes
Aviation Business Administration

Derek A. Cox
Aerospace Studies
Russell E. Darling
Computer Science
Luis de Bono Paula
Professional Aeronautics
J ean-Baptiste Denizot
Aeronautical Science

James M. Derrick
Aeronautical Science
Walter Desrosier
Aviation Maintenance Management
Belkys Diaz
Aviation Computer Science
Robert Douglas m
Professional Aeronautics

Howard Dugger
Aviation Business Administration
James Dunbar
Aeronautical Science
Christopher A . Durand
Aeronautical Science
Duane Edghill
Mc1nagement or Technical
Operations

Vice President of Christian
Fellowship Club,
Student Advisory Board for
Aerospace Studies Program,
Sigma Tau Delta,
SAA,
Women Programming Board
Peter R. Burg
Soaring Club,
Veteran's Club
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Owen Busch
Basketball Captain,
Honorable Mention AllAmerican Office,
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes,
Senior Class Vice-President,
Student Cooperative
Education Committee
Tom Chang
Golf Club,

Omicron Delta Kappa,
FPPA,
Eagles Flight Team
David B. Conz
WERU-DJ,
Operations Board,
Sensitivity Director,
Student i'\odel Senate
Debate Team.
President Sigma Tau
Delta,

Omicron Delta Kappa,
Society for Collegiate
Journalists,
Youth Motivator
Mario Cortes
Management Club,
ACM,
AAAE
Russell E. Darling
Avion Staff Reporter,

Seniors get together to discuss
final projects for graduation and
post-graduation. Ron Hess,
Deedee Farster, Robert Preston,
and Kim Martin share ideas and
fears about the future.
CHRIS SARNA

Jennifer Fagley
Aeronautical Science
Thomas H. Fagley
Aviation Business Administration
Christopher S . Farkas
Aerospace Studies
Shawn Fluckiger
Aviation Maintenance f>\anagement

Association Computing
Machinery,
Aerospace Society
Luis De Bono Paula
Dean's List,
Honor Roll,
AFROTC,
Omicron Delta Kappa
James Michael Derrick
Senior Class Council,

Dean's List
Robert Douglas
Tennis Team
Howard Dugger
Vice-President Aviation
Management Club,
Alumni Relations Officer,
Avian Staff Reporter,
Naval Aviation Club,
College Republicans

James P. Dunbar
Youth Motivator,
Flight Team
Christopher A . Durand
Flight T earn Secretary,
Cycling Team President,
Soccer Club
Duane Edghill
Caribbean Association,
Youth Motivators,

Soccer Club,
Safety Department
Christopher S. Farkas
Dean's List,
T ouch-n-Go Productions,
Founder ERAU College
Republicans,
Editor in Chief Avion,
Press Secretary for Ander
Crenshaw

Shawn Fluckiger
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Kim

0

ne of the many organizations that a student can
join at ERAO ls a fraternity
or a sorority. These organizations are designed to enhanc:e fellowship among
students. These organlza.
lions also help out those
who may enjoy a fraternal
relationship whlle attending
the university. Kim Martin
was the president of Theta
Phi Alpha, one of the sororities on campus. As a
Computer Sdence major,
Kim had to balance an ac:tlve social agenda with the
difftcultles of that major.
She also was very Involved
with the Rlddle Sister program and Senior Class
Counc:O. Kim reflected the
Ideal student Involved In
school and Greek Ufe.

1

Shawn M . Fluckiger
Dean's List,
Honor Roll,
Phi Beta Lambda,
ABA Advisory Board
Belitza M. Franco
Women Socccer,
Bowling Club,
G-Force,
Dean's List,
Honor Roll
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Gerald foreman

Brian J. Gamage
A vion Newpaper
Copy, Space Tech Editor,
Advertising Manager,
Creator of A vion Online,
President Society for
Collegiate Journalists,
Student Space Action,
Honor Roll,
Aerospace Society,
Solar Sail Design Team,
AlAA

Gerald L. Foreman
Professional Aeronautics
Belitza M . Franco
Aviation Computer Science
Brian Gamage
Aerospace Engineering
Francis Goeddeke, Jr.
Masters Aeronautical Science
Beth Graboritz
Aviation Computer Science
Jeffrey Grenier
Aeronautical Science

Bryan Gross
Aeronautical Science
Bryan Halay
Aviation Technology
Louis Halley
Aviation Business Administration
Leslie M . Hammond
Aerospace Engineering
Birgir Haraldsson
Aviation Technology
Miriam E. Harris
Aircraft Engineering Technology

George Herrera
Aerospace Studies
Bradley Heydt
Aeronautical Science
John A . Howard, Ill
Aeronautical Science
James Howley
Aviation Business Administration
Sangho H yon
Aviation Maintenance Management
Stepheil K . John
Aviation Business Administration

Beth A . Jones
Aeronautical Science
Stacy Joseph
Aerospace Engineering
Peter Keller
Aerospce Engineering
Ken Kin Swen Chan
Aerospace Engineering
Kimberly Kosola
Aerospace Engineering
K enneth J. Kovacik
Aerospace Studies

Jeff Grenier
Sigma A lpha Epsilon,
Alumni Relation,
Dean's List,
Honor Roll,
Resident Director,
ISASI

Women Programming Board, George A. Herrera
Riddle Sister Program,
Total Quality Management,
Touch-n-Go Production
Resident Advisor,
Naval Aviation Club,
Semper Fidelis Society,
Birgir Haraldsson
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Peer Mentor,
Dean's List,
S.C.A.T.

Louis Halley
Dean's List

Miriam Harris

Leslie M. Hammond

Brother of the Wind,
Riddle Sisters Program

Intramural Volleyball,
Basketball, Football

Sangho Hyon
Dean's List,
Korean Student Association

John A. Howard, III

Stephen R. John

AFROTC,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Student Finance Board,
Christian Fellowship Club,

Cricket Club,
Aviation Management Club,
AAAE

Kenneth Kovacik
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Michael A . Kratky
Aviation Business Administration
James A . Krupinski
Aeronautical Science
Sinclair Roy Lagergren
Aeronautical Science
Thomas LeBlanc
Aircraft Engineering Technology

Jea n-Marie Le Douarin
Aeronautical Science
Micheal Martini
Aviation Technology
Christopher W. Mathew
Professional Aeronautics
Cybele McKague
Aviation Business Administration

George McNeil!, Jr.
Aviation Maintenance Management
Brian Messer
Aeronautical University
Tonia Kay Miller
Management Tech. Operations
Carissa L. Mistler
Aeronautical Science

Arie Moller
Aerospace Engineering
Jason Money
Aviation Maintenance Technology
William L . Morris
Aeronautical Science
Rajan Nambiar
MBA in Aviation

Beth A. Jones

WERU-DJ,
T ouch-n-Go Productions

Dean's List

99's,

Michael A. Krathy

Christian Fellowship Club

Crew Team

Omicron Delta Kappa,
Phi Beta Lambda,
Youth Motivator,
Weight Lifting Club

Dean's List,
Avion Staff Reporter,
Manager at Daytona
Beach Marriott

Kenneth J. Kovacik

James A. Krupinski

Army ROTC,
Omicron Delta Kappa,

Skydiving Club,
Honor Roll,

Flight Team,
Intramural Volleyball,

Peter Keller

Thomas L. LeBlanc
Golf Club

Sinclair R. Lagergren
Jean-Marie Le Dourain
Euro-Connections in
America,
Avion Staff Reporter,
Senior Class Council

Dana Lamborn
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Michael Kratky

A IAA,
T ouch-n-Go Production,
ASNT

Christopher W. Mathew
Aviation Management Club.
AAAE,

Dr. James Ladesic analyzes and
explains vital aspects shown on
paper in his Design II class. Julie
Jennings, Greg Silverstein and
Dana Lamborn look on in attempt to understand the principles involved.
AUX Pl.EC'1

Bernard Nathan
Aerospace Studies
Scott K . Newcomer
Aeronautical Science
Melissa A . Normand
Aeronautical Sckrice
Ignatius T. Nyari ri
Aircraft Engineering Technology

Dean's List,
Honor Roll
Tonia Kay Miller
Dean's List,
Phi Beta Lambda,
WERU-DJ,
Riddle Player's.
Avion Couch Pet
Carissa L. Mistler
Honor Roll,

Omicron Delta Kappa.
Naval Aviation Club,
Women's Soccer Club,
Crew Team,
C.A.R.A.L.,
Flight Team,
Senior Class Council
Arie Moller
Yoshiki Karate Club,
A vion Newpaper
Opinion, National News,

Data Tech Editor
Scott K . Newcomer
Orientation Team.
Student Ambassadors,
Student Motivator.
Alumni Association
Melissa A . Normand
Future Professional
Women in Aviation

Ignatius T. Nyariri
SAE.
ASA,
Dean's List,
Honor Roll
Anthony J. O 'Brien
Dean's List,
Naval Aviation Club,
Aviation Management Club,
Intramural Basketball

Ignatius Nyariri
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and others In their studies,
but few are able to excel In
both sports and studies. This
ls the proof of real charecter.
Owen Busch demonstrated
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How wll people remember
Owen BusclU Owen. Is a
person always wtth a nae.
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Jason Ogden
Dean's List,
Honor Roll

AAAE

Kimberly R. O'Neal

T ouch-n-Go Production,
Student Assistant

G-Force President,
Senior Class Council,
Youth Motivator Program,
Halifax Hospital Volunteer

Efrain Ortiz

Pablo Sanz-Carmona

Robert G. Ohlan, Jr.

Intramural Soccer
Dean's List,
Honor Roll,
Aviation Management Club, Michael Palmier
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Anthony 0'Brian

Anthony J . O'Brlan
Aeronautical Science
Jason Ogden
Aviation Business Administration
Dae-Slk Oh
Aviation Technology
Robert Ci. Ohlan, Jr.
Aerospace Studies
Kimberly O'Neal
Aviation Business Adminstratlon
Efrain Ortiz
Aviation Business Administration

Michael Palmier
Aviation Technology
Dawn Papay
Aerospace Studies
Jay Patel
Aircra~ E::ngineertng Technology
Christopher M. Parker
Aerospa•:e Studies
Herbert Pedersen
Aviation Business Administration
Stephanie Perkins
Aerospace Engineering

Dennis M . Player
Aviation Maintenance Management
Mathew Potter
Aeronautical Science
Allx N. Puech
Aviation Business Administration
Maurice Ragot
Av1atlon Technology
Danny R. Ragsdale, II
Aerospace Studies
Peter Reddan
Aeronautical Science

Dusty Remmy
En9i~r1ng Physics
tmmanouU Rentoulis
Aviation Business Administration
Paul Rentz
Aeronautical Science
Cieettanjali M. Reuben
Aerospace Studies
Ema Reynisdottir
Aviation Business AdministratlOll
Gregory Rezendes
Aeroriauttcal Science

National Association of
Flight Instructors,
Future Professional Pilots of
America,
Alpine Skier,
ERAU Volunteer Network

Dawn Papay
SGA Aerospace Studies
Representative,
Spirit Club,

Cheerleader,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Student Ambassador

Chris Parker
AFROTC,
Arnold Air Society,
S.H.A.P.E.,
Scuba Club

Jay Patel

Student Alumni Association SAE,
'

Tau Alpha Pi

Herbert Pedersen
Management Club,
Dean's List

Matthew E. Potter
Dean's List,
Honor Roll,
Alpha Eta Rho Executive
Board Member

Allie Puech
Assistant Editor Phoenix.
Sigma Tau Delta,
Society for Collegiate
Journalist,
Crew Team,
Intramural Volleyball

Maurice R. Ragot
SGA Engineering Tech.
Representative,
Dean's List

Gregory Rezendes
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Alston A. Richardson
Aviation Business Administration
Hatem Abou Rida
Professional Aeronautics
Brennan " Tex" Riley
Aviation Maintenance Management
Stade C. Roberts
Aviation Business Adminstration

Victor R. Robles
Aeronautical Science
MicheUe Romine
Aviation Maintenance Management
Bryan R. Rosko
Aeronautical Science
Shelley A. Rossell
Aerospace Engineering

Chris Roth
Aviation Computer Science
John J. Rothen , Jr.
Aviation MaintPnanc-P Man110PmPnt

Sean Roumi
Aviation Business Administration
Eric Roy
Aviation Engineering Technology

Scott Rufener
Aviation Maintenance Management
Xavier J . Samuels
Aeronautical Science
Judith Sandor
Aeronautical Science
Christian Sarna
Aeronautical Science

Danny R. Ragsdale
ERAU Volunteeer Network,
Big Brother Program

" Into The Streets"
participant,
Intramural Softball and
Floor Hockey

Peter Reddon
President CFC,
Honor Roll.

Paul Rentz

Aerospace Society,
Sailing Club,
A vi on Newpaper
Diversion, Aeronautica Editor

Manny Rentoulis

Ian A. Richards

Erna Reynisdottir
Senior Class Council,
Aviation Managemnet Club, Phi Beta Lambda,
Euro-Connections in America Woman's Soccer Club

WERU,
Roller Blading Club,
SAE,
Intramural Hockey,
Future Professional Pilot
Association

Sigma Pi,
Geetanjali M. Reuben
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Dean's List,
Peer Mentor,
Special Olympics Volunteer, Orientation Team,
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Youth Motivator,
Solar Sailer Project,
lndo-American Association,
ERAU Sister Program,
Student Ambassador

Gregory Rezendes
Information Director
WERU,

As an initiative to raise money for
the senior class project, a fountain in front of the new field
house, various members of the
fraternities, sororities. cheerleaders. and the senior class became valets for a day.
CH?IS SARNA

Eric Sarnowski
Aeronautical Science
Michael Scarlett
Aeronautical $cl ·nee
Brain M. Schott
Aeronautical Sct.:nce
M . Douglas Schultz
Aviation Maintenance Management

Alston A. Richardson
Resident Advisor,
Honor Roll,
Peer Mentor,
Student Ambassador,
Youth Motivator,
Army ROTC,
Aviation Management Club,
Caribbean Association

Volunteer Network,
Honor Roll,
Youth Motivators
Victor R. Robles
Dean's List, Honor Roll,
Student Ambassador,
Orientation Team,
SAG Student Delegate,
Soccer Club

Stacie C. Roberts
Aviation Management Club. Michelle Romine
AAAE,
S.H.A.P.E..

Volunteer Outreach HUB,
Sigma Tau Delta,
Aviation Management Club

Chris Roth
Senior Class Council
President,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Resident Advisor,
Bryan R. Rosko
Special Olympics,
Intramural Softball, BasketSailing Club
ball,
Honor Roll,
Shelley A . Rossell
Dean s List,
Student Alumni Association, Chess Club
Crew Team,
Worldwide Alumni
John J . Rothen, Jr.
Association
Riddle Riders

M. Douglas Schultz
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Dawn

0

ne of the many things that
students can do to get Involved ls join the SGA. The

SGA hes representatives
from each ac:ademk: program and anyone Interested In WERO, The
Avian, The Phoenix, or
Touch 'n' Qo Production.
Dawn ls the Aerospace
Studies re~sentatlve
which Involves responding
to any gripes. concerns or
suggestions her degree
peers might Identify. She Is
also very active fn events
such as Oktoberfest. Dawn
Is also involved Jn the Spbtt
Oub, Student Alumnl Association and ODK. Dawn
Is also a cheerleader, fol.
lowing the every moves of
the Eagles Basketball
team. As active as she Is,
Dawn always ftnds Ume to
relax and enjoy a bttle ex-

ercise before attacking the
hard days.

I

Eric L. Roy
Orientation Team,
Youth Motivator,
SAE,
Surf Club,
Senior Class Council
Scott Rufener
Crew Team,
S.C.A.T.,
Dean's List
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Christain Sarna
Phoenix Yearbook Editor,
Senior Class Council,
C.A.R.A.L. ,
SGA Public Relations,
SCJ President,
S.L.D.P.
Eric J. Sarnowski
T ouch-n-Go Production,
Honor Roll,
Lambda Chi Alpha,

Brain D. Sells
Aerospace Engineering
Victor T. Semper
Aeronautical Science
Alvin Sheriff
Aerospace Studies
Steven P. Sickler
Aeronautical Science
Jason Simmons
Aviation Business Administration
Pablo Sonz-Carmona
Aerospace Engineering

Juan Carlos Sola
Aviation Business Administration
Steven A . Solano
Aviation Business Adminstration
Eric F. Sorto n
Aerospace Engineering
M anuel S. Sousa
Aerospace Studies
Catherine Stewart
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Ginny Tait
Aerospace Studies

William Tallman
Aviation Business Administration
Douglas P. Tappan
Aviation Business Administration
Robert J . Vander Vliet
Aeronautical Science
Bernard Vance
Aeronautical Science
Daniel J . Ventry
Aerospace Engineering
Mindy Volz
Aviation Business Administration

Brain J. Whalen
Aeronautical Science
Ainsworth White
Avaition Business Administration
James A . White, 11
Aeronautical Science
David Whittaker
Aviation Technology
Frank Wiltshire
Aviation Technology
Jeffrey S. Zornes
Aerospace Studies

Michael T. Scarlett
Caribbean Association

Christian Fellowship Club,
AIAA

AAAE

William Tallman
Delta Chi

Steven A . Solano
Brian Schott

Victor T. Semper

Omicron Delta Kappa,
Dean's List

Caribbean Association

Alvin Sheriff
M. Douglas Schultz
Touch-n-Go Production,
Crime Prevention Officer

Varsity Basketball,
Caribbean Assocciation,
Brothers of the Wind

Brian Sells

Juan C. Sola

AFROTC,

WERU,

Aviation Management Club,
Peer Mentor,
AAAE,
Omicron Delta Kappa,
Dean's List

Douglas Tappan
Youth Motivator,
AAAE

Bernard Vance
Riddle Riders

Manuel Silva Sousa
AAAE,
Dean's List,
Aviation Management Club

James A. White
FPPA Club,
Senior Class Council

Jefferey Zornes
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Ten of thousands of people
are desperate to come to
the United States to escape
the poverty and hunger of
their increasingly isolated
Communist nation, Cuba.
They are Cuba's boat people, heading north on anything that will float including rafts made of oil drums,
inner tubes, and wooden
planks. Reversing a 28yea r-old policy of not
granting Cubans asylum,
the United States agreed to
admit at least 20,000 a
year. Many did not make it
because of storms, sinkings, or the U.S. Coast
Guard, which intercepted
more than 1,000 of the
craft in one day in early
September 1994.
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.....__ hange is something that occurs every
minute of every hour of every day. ERAU is no
exception. Much has happened in the past that
will affect us today and in our future. Just look at
all that has happened in the past year: Cuban
refugees coming to the U.S., the O.J. Simpson
Case, the Oklahoma City Bombing, Woodstock
'94, Forrest Gump, Health Care Reform, the Haiti
Crisis, the Baseball Strike, Civil War in Bosnia,
and too many other events to name. This world is
forever changing, and we must adapt and change
with it if we want to succeed in it. Whether it be a
student deciding what movie to see or what
course to take, or world leaders deciding what
policies to pass, change goes on. The future
reflects the past, so we must remember the past
and continue to learn from it.

-

by Alix Puech & Beth Graboritz
Division
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WOODSTOCK:

The

sk members of Generation X what the defining food onto the grounds. hence. they could charge ou
point of their collective shared period on Earth rageous prices for their own vending. Those that riske
was in fifty years and their response might be •J smuggling food found that security was quite loose. aft
o
ow! Ask members of the Baby Boom generation. all. 200.000 people smuggled themselves in! Some woul
say that drug use and nudity was everywhere. Of cour;
and they will reply •Woodstock!•
this was Woodstoc
Woodstock in
wasn't it? Everyon
1969 managed to
unite a generation
will remember th
mud.
the
pe
which seemed to be
lost in the oblivion.
formances. and th
people. Some ban
Woodstock 94 atwere more c reath
tempted to do the
than others. Who c
same. but fai led.
forget the light bul
"Three more days of
peace and music"
costumes the Re
Hot Chili Peppers a
was the slogan. To
peared in?
that, promoters Jived
up to their promise.
T he promoters s1~·
Maybe they should
ned the newest talent
available so th ,
have added exorbitant prices, huge
Woodstock wou lo
crowds and mud (oh,
not be a rehash of '6G
the mud) to their list
T he theory worked a·
as well. Some called it
Nine I nch Nail'
stormed the stage 35
M udstock. Greeds tock, and even
mudpeople and ga' e
Moshstock. The latter
the moshpit some·
being all the more
thing to slam to. Pett
true when crowd
Gabriel wrapped u
surfers appeared to
the weekend with flawless performance
Bob Dylan.
All of Woodstock
which ended with the
1
94 was not negative,
c rowd singing along
however. as many
That stopped only af·
young people brought
ter he reappeared anu
home burning memgave his final bo"
ories and more enJoe Cocker led the
1i gh ten e d minds.
alumni of '69 and a1
ASSOCVd ED PRC SS
With about 400.000 It rained, toilets overflowed, food ran short, drugs were everywhere. he exited stage lef:
fans present on Satyelled "Sec you in
urday, the second day People with tickets couldn't get in or had to wait for hours. Woodstock 2019!"
of the event. violence 94 looked like the original 69 festival, right down to the fan s.
By Keith Towers
was inevitable. Especially when half of the
large crowd was crashing, not having to pay the $135
ticket price.
Criticisms abounded when promoters did not allow

d

1

1
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KEITH TOWERS

On stage, Bob Dylan sang
"Just Like a Woman," while
Joe Cocker wailed, "With a
Little Help from My Friends,"
just like 25 years ago. New
comer Melissa Etheridge impersonated Janis Joplin, a late
veteran of Woodstock I.

\SSOC'I \TEO PRESS

Fans from across the United
States enjoy the event of the
year. When it was over, the
rain-drenched and mudcovered lumbered home from
the sloppy fairgrounds looking
like the walking dead, who died
smiling.
Woodstock 179

Most people assume that they
will see stereotypical "bik~rs"
on Main Street. It is not expected to find a mother and her
son. You don't necessarily need
a motorcycle license to enjoy
Bike Week.
An oddity at Bi~ Week piques
the interests of ERA U students
Beat Jund, David Gass, and
Karen Magnussen. Although it
doesn't look it, the vehicle is
still classified as a motorcycle.
180 Magazine

BIKE WEEK:

about
ikers are often thought of as the sort of people Week. T he real action of bike week is on Main Street.
who smoke pot, ravage small towns and be- Here, bikers fro m all over the country and Canada
long to groups like the " H ell's Angels." Some converge to show off their creations. And a Harley is
people figure they are reasonably safe people who have indeed a creation. Despite the fact that Harley only
ne\er discovered
makes a few models
\\hat mufflers are
each year, there are
used for. After
seldom two bikes
spending a few days
that arc the same on
on Main Street, you
Main Street. O ne of
ma\ realized that
the most interesting
bik·e week is far
aspects of the week
more than you ever
would have to be
imagined.
helmet reading.
Nearly every store
What other time
of the year can one
has a large collection
see people who play
of small stickers out
front for sale. Their
doctors and lawvers
messages range from
all year long don
the
mundane
leather and engage
"redneck and proud
in the kind of activof it" to the more
it ies that abound
risque "Lick me!".
during this particuT here is more leathlar week? When was
er for sale at various
the last time that
stores and roadside
you had a chance to
stands that one can
see naked cole slaw
imagine. Overall,
wrestling, or a moBike Week is simpl)
torcycle demolition
a time of year when
derby?
people of all walks of
Y cs, there is an
l i fe converge on
annual event called
D aytona Beach.
the motorcycle
T heir onl: similarity
demolition derby.
is their Jove of a two
For those of you
wheeled
creation
who can't quite
from
Wisconsin,
a
KJ\REN
L
M;\(i'll.JSSl:.N
imagine it, you simply have to go to the Thousands upon thousands ofbikers made their way to Daytona Beach Harley D avidson.
New Smyrna Speed- for the annual Bike Week festivities. With this many Barleys cruising Don't get me wrong,
there a re a few of the
wa). At this event, in and around town it is hard to pick out two of the same bike.
"Japanese
speedster
seven supposedly
bikes"
that
are so
sane people put on
popular
during
the
rest
of
the
year
around
town
during
heli:net~. chest protectors and knee pads, then climb on
their bikes. After this, the) go ramming into one an- bike week, but they're not as popular as the Hogs.
other ~ntil there is only one bike left running. This 8) Chris Farkas
event is one of the biggest crowd-drawers of Bike
Bike Week 181

STRIKES
hen asked "what is the most popular section pions, the New York Rangers. were unable to defend
of a daily newspaper aside from the comics their title this year. and were knocked out of the semi·
section?" most likely the answer will be finals.
Basketball continued to thrive this year with the Sar
"sports." The feats and spectacular performances b)
sports idols not only make for a happ] fandom and Antonio Spurs and Orlando Magic being the premiere
teams to lead th~
healthy economic sitN BA in wins. The lat·
uation for the organter part of the NB\
izations. it gives
season proved to be a
young and old folk
joyous and exciting
alike people to adone for many fans
mire and look up to.
when Michael Jordan
As always, there
returned to basketball
are ups and downs to
after I 9 months of rt:·
every sport throughtirement.
out the year. includIn local sports, the
ing deaths and retirements on the
Daytona Beach Sun
Devils hockey team
negative side, and
improved their rec·
emerging superstars
and great plays on the
ord this year. T he)
positive side. After a
finished fourth with a
record of 18-37-1. de·
tragic year in sports
spite some key pla)·
during '93-'94, it was
time for things to
ers being out with
change for the better.
injuries. Next season
The football season
the team plans on
started off and
joining a new league
continued successfulwith more teams.
1y.
T he
1995
T his year in sports
Superbowl ended the
was a happy one with
Dallas Cowboy's
few exceptions
dreams of a threeamong them being
peat. This year, the
the long-anticipated
San Diego Chargers
decision of Joe Monand San Fransisco
tana to retire. Un49ers stood up for the
doubtedly, more
challenge, and San
sports heroes like
F ransisco emerged
Montana will emerge
\SSOCl.\TU) PRlSS
victorious.
Andre Aggasi amazed everyone, including himself, by winning the U.S . and sports will reBaseball and hockmain the popular and
ey both continued to Open after a year oflackluster play. He did it with ease, racing through loved pastimes of
be on strike and in a four seeded players before beating Michael Stitch of Germany.
America for years to
lockout throughout
come.
early spring until
B) David Gass
negotiations finall~ worked out. Players stepped back
onto the field and ice for the first time in a long while to
play shortened seasons. The 1994 Stanley Cup cham-
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The 1994 baseball season
ended early as team owners insisted 011 capping the player's
salaries, and the players
refused to go along. Perhaps
the most hurt by the baseball
strike were the fans, who had to
go without a World Series.

ASSOU \T£D PRL'iS

Brazil's offense got all the
attentio11 beforehand, but its
defense wound up stopping Italy and winning the World Cup,
soccer's ultimate prize. Brazil
won the final game in overtime,
and their defense kept Italy
scoreless.
Sports 183

Clinton's $30 million crime bill
banned many assault firearms,
and provided money to build new
prisons and hire more police. He
warned that the bill would not
stop all crime from happening.
Newt Gingrich, a conservative
congressman from Georgia, was
elected the Speaker of the House
of Representatives. Gingrich proposes welfare reform and middleclass tax cuts.
184 Magazine

POLITICS:

up the

'

s one of the topics never to be spoken about at the need for health care reform was nonexistent. but
parties or social gatherings, politics continues pushed for a GOP plan for welfare reform. Newt
to be the same. Political parties still battle Gingrich proved to be yet another opponent for the
over the Senate and the House floors over matters President. As the Speaker of the House and having a
ranging from health
R e p u bl ica n dominated Congress
care reform to raising taxes, to raising
for the first time in
theirownsalaries.
years. Gingrich
P olitics in the
made quite a name
Capital of the Unitfor himself. A controversy started
ed States involved
harsh and heavy dewhen Connie Chung
hates as well as sen
from
C B S insitive and tender istervicwed Newt
sues. In the hopes of
Gingrich's mother.
a bright and prosperWhen Chung asked
what she thought of
ous year, P resident
Clinton was able to
the First Lady Mr~.
pass his Crime Bill,
Gingrich responded,
but unfortunately
"She's a bitch," and
lost the battle of the
the media had a field
day. The closing of
health care reform
for which he had
1600 Pensylvania
struggled for an enA venue to cars occurred due to events
ti re year. The bill
would have guaranin the year. They
teed health care to
gave the President
all Americans, but
enough reasons to
failed to come to a
make the longvote in the final
anticipated legislamonths of 1994.
tive decision. Earlier
First Lady H illary
in the yea r. Frank
Rodham Clinton, a
Corder crashed a
small, single-engine
strong supporter of
airplane into the
the reform, vowed to
lake the fight up
South L awn. Between that and the
again. The $30 billion Crime Bill bans
\SSOCl\lWPRa.-;
incident in Oklahothe manufacture, lf the United S tates had a health care crisis this year you could not have ma City, the growing
sale, or possession of proved it by Congress. Despite the exhortations of President Clinton trend of terrorism
any of 19 types of and the First Lady, no significant health insurance reform took place. within the United
assault weapons. It
States prompted the
also allowed the
shut down of the avdeath penalty fo r 60 difTerent Federal crimes, such as cnue. The never-ending cycle of politics continues on
carjacking murders.
in new chapters as we approach another election year.
As one of President Clinton's opponents in the By David Gass
GOP, Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole believed that
Politics 185

A violent earthquake rocked Kobe,
Japan killing more than 5,000
people. Estimates of the damage
were $130 billion, and some
270,000 people were forced to live
in refugee shelters because their
homes collapsed.
Two weeks of record flooding
killed 31 people in Georgia. Hundreds of thousands of dollars in
damage were reported, and 46
counties were declared national
disaster areas. Officials say it will
be years before farmers recover.
186 Magazine

DISASTERS :

7

here are always important events that stand would take years to recover.
out in our memories that will remain there for
Although not considered a "natural" disaster, the
years to come. Sometimes these memories are bombing in Oklahoma City was in the minds and
of happy and joyful thoughts. others of sadness and hearts of Americans across the United States in the
regret. Some are of
spring. Men, worndisasters. and they
- - en, and perhaps
will remain with us
most tragically children, alike were
because they were l
either shocking or
killed in the senseincredible at the
less bombing, and
time. Unfortunately,
rescue workers
there are always disearched for hours
on end to help anysasters in some form
or fashion that occur
body caught in the
every year that eirubble and to remove the dead. P resther take awa\ huident Clinton adman life or destroy
nature and the envid r essed
the
ronment.
deceased's families
and the American
History was made
once again in the
public. In the adsouth, as tropical
dress, Clinton insiststorm Alberto came
ed that it was vital to
into effect, causing
remember and honflooding in Georgia.
or the victims, but to
Over 20 inches of
also continue to live
rain was unleashed
on the way their
by Alberto. and the
loved ones would
want them to. Over
ensuing floods killed
31 people and drove
a month later the
46.000 more out of
building was totally
their homes. Over a
demolished and
three more of the
dozen western states
missing were found
were plagued by fordead. two women
est fires. and thou\SSOCI \ fEO PR L<;S
and a man.
sands of firefighters
scramb led to get Thousands offirefighters fought a summer-long battle against wildfires
These types of disthem under control that burned more than three million acres of woodlands in the western asters will continue
and extinguis h states. Flames scorched well-known locations, including Jackson Hole. in the future, lives
will be lost and nathem. Fourteen firefighter's lives were
ture '\\.ill be scarred.
claimed by the time the fires were put out. Over but there will always be the strength of the human race
hun~reds of thousands of dollars were reported by to keep a fighting spirit.
offic~als, and even after the floods ended, hardship By David Gass
continued. leaving numerous farmers with land that
Disasters 187

CELEBRITIES :

the
ollywood and celebrities attract us to the me- tacular stunts look easy.
Alternative music became mainstream this year. Largdia. We tune the radio. turn on the television.
and go to the movies to see our favorite stars. er, more established companies such as Sony and GefTen
This 1s one of America's national pastimes. Now, due to signed a record number of new artists. By way of comthe computer age. an individual can even go onto the parison. numerous independent labels signed various.
Internet and talk to
more popular artists
their favorites.
over the past year
The 1994-95 year
also. Certain mus1c1will be remembered
ans preferred to sta)
as the year of 0.J.
away from the oligoThe O. J . Simpson
polies of the mus1e
case is known as the
world claiming, "You
trial of the century.
don't need a big label
Due to its noteriet; it
to make music".
can be viewed on maWith vinyl being a
jor networks and cathing of the past.
ble channels. and
some alternat1H
some station~ cover 1t
bands have returned
24 hours a day. The
to this format of
media frenzy over the
recorded music as c1
case should be reway of avoiding
ferred to as the media
mainstream sellout.
circus. and America
General acceptance
as well as the world
of difTcrent types of
are eating it up.
music occurred as
Fights have actually
more people expandbroken out between
ed their horizons.
family and friends
I n summary the
over the 0.J. Simpceleb r ities of our
son trial.
world do more than
In movie news,
entertain us. We want
blockbusters like Forto be a part of their
rest Gump. the Lion
lives, or at least have
King, and Pulp Fica brush with it. With
tion were the talk of
restaurants such a~
the town. Tom Hanks
the Hard Rock Cafe,
received another OsPl anet Hollywood.
car for Best Male Perand
Frida; 's Sporb
\SSOCI \TU> PRE.<;S
formance for his per- Aerosmith's Joe Perry and Steven Tyler have put out 17 albums ill the Pub and Grill we go
formance in "Forest
to sec memorabilia
Gump", last year he last 24 years. With consistent radio and video play, Aerosmith are and hope to glimpse
got
it
for heavywieghts who have influenced new bands over the last two decades. of our favorite stars.
"Phi ladcl phi a".
By Christian Sarna
Technological advancements have pushed movie and video special cfTects
to the edge. Spending over 100 million dollars is not
uncommon in this new age, where computers make spec188 Magazine
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A deaf woman from Alabama
became the first contestant
with a disability to win the
Miss America Pageant. Heather Whitestone signs "I Love
You" to the audience after being crowned.

ASSOClAiED PRESS

A group who embodied the new
popular sound was the Stone
Temple Pilots. A familiar face
on MTV, lead singer Scott
Weiland was arrested on May
22 for cocaine and heroin possession.
Celebrities 189

INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS :

Nelson Mandela rose to be a popular figure in South
istory books have been written entirely on the
subject of international conflicts, often focus- Africa and was elected to govern the country. With his
ing on the death and destruction caused by election, Mandela became the first black South African
countries that cannot solve their problems except b) president, ~hus ending a long white minority rule.
The president of Rwanda's death sparked long-heated
going to war. Although times and technology change,
tension between the
people and their huTutsi and Hutu
man nature do not.
tribes. Afte r the
As we, the human
death, the H utu. the
race, close in on the
tribe of the deceased
21st century. it seems
president, blamed the
that we continue to
Tutsi for the plane
step back in time
crash, and wanted rewhen it comes to
solving problems in a
ve nse. Before the
president's death, a
rational manner. In
rebel group consisting
recent years, howevmostly of Tutsis. ater. times seem to be
tempted to unseat
changing for the bethim, causing the
ter.
With the signing of
H utu to believe that
"The Washington
the T utsis were reD eclaration," Jordan
sponsible. Hutu exand I srael made
tremis ts be~an a
peace after 46 years
horrible senes of
of being enemies. and
mass killings that the
ended the threat of
U.N. labeled as genoyet another war becide.
As the years go b).
tween the two nations. T he document
and the wo r ld beannounced "The long
comes even closer
conflict between the
due to technological
two states is now
advances, the earth
will be a smaller place
coming to an end. ln
this spirit, the state of
to live in. If the hubelligerency between
man race is expected
Israel and Jordan has
to advance, people
been terminated."
wilJ have to step up to
After numerous
the
challenge of fight<\SSOC'I \TED PRESS
refugees fled Cuba Nelson Mandela, perhaps the world's best known political prisoner, was ing for themselves.
and the dictatorship
and for peace.
of Fidel Castro. Pres- elected to be South Africa's first black president. The election marked By Da,·id Gass
ident Clinton ordered the first time that native South Africans were allowed to vote.
U.S. ships to intercept refugee boats
and detain them. With this, Clinton ended 28 years of
favored treatment to the Cubans who tried to enter this
country claiming asylum.
190 Magazine
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The United States went to the
brink of im•ading Haiti, but
Haiti promised to reinstate former president Jean-Bertrand
Aristide. About 21,000 U.S.
troops landed on the island,
charged with keeping the peace.

/\SS()( IA 1 ED !'Rf.SS

The civil war in Rwanda began
with a plane crash that killed
the president. Ensuing tension
between the Tutsi and Hutu
tribes caused over 2 million
people to flee the country and
seek safety in squalid refugee
camps.
International Conflicts 191

CHRISTIA~ SAi

There are some who feel cars
should be banned from the beach,
citing environmental and safety
concerns. On the other side, some
feel that banning cars will hurt
Daytona's tourism industry.

New construction on Beach Street
has caused some traffic headaches
by shutting down the street in both
directions. The construction's
goals are to replace water pipes
and to put down new pavement.
CHRISTIAN SAi
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COMMUNITY NEWS :

The

of
hange has been a term that has been syno- over the country to see their favorite drivers race for
nymous with the local communit) for the past the Daytona 500 cup.
couple of years. and during the year 1994-1995,
There has been concern from people in the commutwas no different. As the old saying goes, the more nity about the continued prosperit) of Daytona Beach.
hings change, the
Since MTV pulled
ore things stay the
their Spring Break
me, as did the combroadcasts, Daytona
unity surrounding
sees less and less
he Daytona Beach
Spring Breakers each
rea.
year. Many residents
Construction conare glad to see more
inued on Internationmature and older vaal Speedway Boulecationers during
\ard. A long and
Spring Break, but are
debated argument was
concerned that the cifinally put to rest conty's commerce recerning a historic
volves around Bike
landmark when the
Weeks and Speed
arch across the street
Weeks. Another serifrom DBCC was
ous problem that has
moved a bit south,
come to light is the iswithout damage, in
sue of cars on the
order to widen the
beach. With an incistreet. New construcdent over Spring
tion began on Beach
Break where a young
1 Street and plans are in
woman was killed by a
the making for a new
car driving on the
beach, many people
drawbridge at the current Seabreeze Bridge
think that cars don't
location.
belong there. Others
believe that the area's
The Daytona Beach
Marriott, the most
tourism industr)
distinct hotel on the
would be further hurt
if cars were banned,
beach, went bankrupt
Ko\Rf\; l Mo\G'lt.:SSE:-1
this year. It also was A concern oflocal merchants is the recent decline in tourism aside from since the driving is
t~e sight of a suspi- Bike and Speed Weeks. Here, L .A. Strohm and Helene Johansson look part of the novelty of
c.1ous explosion that out f or customers during a lull in business at their souvenier shop.
vacationing in Daytied in with the banktona.
ruptcy. It has been bought by a new firm and is now Despite the negative outlook some merchants in the
known as the Adam's Mark Hotel. Speed Weeks came area have about Daytona's future, the city still grows to
an~ went, and along with them, thousands ofRV's and adapt to changing times.
racing fans. Fans swamped the D aytona area from all By Dal'id Gass & Karen L. Magnussen
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Jason Piper, president
of the Soaring Club,
demonstrates the
operation of the spoiler
to prospective club
members. At the Activities Fair , student
groups are able to advertise their clubs' purposes and plans, and
some of them are able
to set up their display
outdoors.

194 c1ubs

INVOUVED!
I

f the old adage of " birds of a feather flock
together' ' is true, then joining a club is the best

way of finding other people like you. Besides the
airplanes, Riddle students enjoy a diverse selection of interesting groups. Embry-Riddle has over
103 clubs and organizations including ten fraternities and two sororities. For a campus of 3,984
students, there is enough variety for everyone.
Every year, new clubs are formed and chartered
by students who feel their interests are shared by
others. With the recent trends in the aviation/ aerospace industry and the dawning of the
computer age who knows what new students will
want to add to ERAU club life? The sky is the
beginning and the future is the limit. Let's wait
and see.
-

Tasheulah Nasah
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RLAYERS
he Riddle Players Drama Club has
been doing its best to bring the theatre
to the Embry-Riddle community. With
a dedicated group of students, a very little
amount of funds and no auditorium , the
Riddle Players were able to put on one performance each semester.
In Fall 1994, the Players performed a rendition of " Love, Sex, and the IRS," a comedy
about two college roommates, John Trachtman and Leslie Arthur. Although they are
both male, the roommates have been filing
their income tax returns as a married couple.
The two lead characters were portrayed superbly by Ian Patrick and John Cunningham.
Directed by Debra Clark the show was a hit,
bringing in the largest audience the Players
have seen yet. With the spring came a production of " Talk Radio," directed by William

T

Leslie. William lent his directoral expertise to
this production about a Cleveland talk radio
show personality, Barry Champlain, who
does not like his audience very much. The
play revolves around one of Barry's shows in
which his sponsors are listening; Champlain
launches into one of his most controversial
discussions ever. This play was a bit of a
change from the usual comedies the Riddle
Players have put on in the past.
The members of the drama club hold auditions at the beginning of every semester and
rehearsals start about six weeks before opening night. Everyone involved looks for the
necessary props and costumes. The Riddle
Players are funded through Student Government and through their own fundraisers such
as car washes.
- /an Patrick

The Riddle Pla ye rs offer two plays a year, one in
each semester. In their Spring production of
" Talk Radio," t h e Players made e ve ryt hing,
from sets t o programs. Their plays attract ma ny
from the local community along with ERACI students.

Glas s boxes are sometimes a valuable asset to a
club. Playe r Ian Pat rick decorate s his club' s
glass box in t he Student Center. The Riddle
Players use their box to advertise upcoming
plays a nd t o display pictures of their last performa nce.

CLUB PHOTO
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Aerospace Society - Ra} fael Roman. Uxmal Diaz Sharon Santos,
Jeroen van Elmpt. Eric \\erhan

DAVOGASS

Alpha Eta Rho Aviation Fraternity

DAVOGASS

Alpha Phi Omega - Front. \teredith Bun:hette, Ali'iOn Ewan. Lisa
Kemon Back: Kaare Erickson, Da\id Bujak, Tim ~ink. Brian \\ilwn.
Damon Griffith, Mike Gowen
CHRISllAN SARNA
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BOOS~ER CLUB
hroughout each season of play, seven to
twelve students and their dedicated advisor
Maryellen Wynn have shown their pride for
Embry-Riddle's intercollegiate teams. This group,
the Spirit Booster Club, aims to promote pride and
school spirit among students, faculty , staff, and
members of the community for Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
The most visible program is the Spirit Contest,
conducted during the Homecoming '94 basketball game
at the Ocean Center. This
year the event was held in
conjunction with Greek Week
and many new entrants gave
meaning to the phrase " Eagle
Pride!". The 1994 Fall Senior
Class took the prize, much of
this due to Owen Busch 's
free-throw success.
In addition to the contest,
they support Eagles Basketball by travelling to each and
every game to cheer the team
on- even to Mount Olive,
North Carolina. The club also
helps out at the Kick-Off and
End of the Season Basketball
Barbecues. The members also
hold a barbecue for fans after
the last home game for the
Eagles Baseball team, and

T

help with the concession stand at all Eagles Socc~
home games. For basketball season ticket holder
the Spirit Club shows its support by holding
dinner at Booth's Bowery, a local restaurant, bi
fore a game.
The Spirit Club raises its own money for roa
trips. They have sold T-shirts and have had rafflt
to provide the means of getting to away games.
- Karen L. M agnussen

The Spirit and Booster
Club provide face paints
before the Homecoming
basketball game. They
hope to promote school
spirit th rough the team col·
ors of blue and gold. Her e
members of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon participate in the
event.
MATTHEW l!IElA
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The Homecoming theme of

" Hard Hat Daze " was
prevalent during the Spirit
Competition. Teams
dressed as construction
crews performed for the
grand prize and plaque
which is posted in Student
Activities.
Leslie Benson and partner
provide spirited entertainment during the Homecoming Spirit Contest as they
are being judged by Maryellen Wynn, Michelle Taylor, Jean Snyder, Sheila
Tamm, and Coach Gregson.

Clf?ISTIAN SARN.O.
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AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

T

he Society of Automotive Engineers is
active in promoting engineering and
technology. National membership in
SAE requires a technical or engineering degree, but the Embry-Riddle branch is open to
anybody. Besides regular meetings, SAE
hosts guest speakers throughout the year.
They have trips to local industries and when
possible a trip to the national SAE design
contest. For this contest, students apply their
knowledge to an actual engineering project a radio-controlled airplane, which is made
from donated materials and the student's
own designs.
This year Embry-Riddle 's SAE chapter
was chosen to host the International Aero
Design East Competition. Forty-eight
universities, some foreign, came to the competition. Each competing team 's aircraft is
required to lift an 8 pound payload, and fly

and land successfully. They are also required
to submit design drawings, a design report,
and and do an oral presentation. This year's
winner was from the University of Akron.
ERAU's team placed a respectable fourth.
SAE's advisor, Dr. Rodriguez says, " This is
an engineering design contest. It's a strategy
to win at least the flight part. It's more than
just building a model. The purpose is to
enhance engineering education by providing
an environment where students can go
through the whole process: design, manufacturing, and testing. '' T he ERAU design
team raises its own money to pay for their
project. Mostly seniors are involved in participating in the contests but undergraduates
who show an interest are also allowed to help
out.
- Karen L. Magnussen

Embry-Riddle's SAE Chapter President Brian
Emmett speaks with a visitor about the 1995
Inte rnational Aero Design East Compe tition. Brian, with several othe r club membe rs, checked
c ompetitors in on the first day of the e ve nt.

Not only did the Aero De sign Competition give
teams the opportunity to test their airplanes, it
gave the m a way to inspect other s chools' ideas
and innovations. Teams had to follow strict
guide lines whe n designing their aircraft.

ALLEN BERG
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Alpha Xi Delta - Front Row: Kawani Brown. Krista Oehler.
Erin Carey Back Row: Jennifer Jacobs, Alta Artman, Amy
Craft. Anita Offersen, Kerry Ahearn

Cffil" IAN SARNA

Aoion Newspaper - Front Row: Mellisa Nagumy. Amy Vidovich, Chad Terautvetter. Sarai Warren, Michael Hall, Jaye
Howell Second Row: Alix Puech, Edward Maharajh. Brian
Gamage, Mark Schaible. John Luke Third Row: Bob Davison,
Anthony Lewis. Tonia Miller, Chris Farkas, Steve Mendryzchowski, James Jalowiec, Wayman Luy Back Row: Dr.
Kevin Althouse, Tim Nink, Rob Ward. David Gass, Arie Moller.
Al Berg. Greg Rezendes. David Pintel, Keith Towers, Tashuelah
Nasah

DAVDGASS

Delta Chi - Front: Chris Hildebrandt, David A. Kolodziej. Chuck
Green. Peter Wszola, Mike Saez. Joe Seitz, Shane Hess Second

ALLEN BERG

Row: Cam Crooker, Bill Tallman. Doyle Cooper, Rich Paulsen,
Matt Dorney. Mike Lltfin. Rob MacGregor Thrid Row: Michael
Lee, Jose I. Ossa, Scott King, Kip Loder. Rich Hunt, Roman
Hlusczyk Back: Mathias Baumann, Amir Abi-Ghanem

Rob Ringuette takes part
in the Great Pumpkin
Launch. In late October,
ERFSEDS held this unique
activity where participants
affix a pumpkin to a model
rocket and then launch it.
ERFSEDS usually has one
of the most prominent ta·
bles at the Activities Fair.
Current members and
prospective members alike
check out the assorted
club articles on display.
ERICG

CHRIS'IAN
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omeday mankind will live on places like
Mars and there are people here at ERAU
who are chomping at the bit to send them.
The Embry-Riddle Future Space Explorers and
Developers Society (ERFSEDS) is the body representing this faction. ERFSEDS is the local chapter and headquarters for Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS), the
international organization founded at MIT and

S

Princeton with the goal of promoting the exploration of and human migration into the final frontier.
Since its founding in 1992, ERFSEDS has established itself as one of the largest and most active
organizations within the University, SEDS-USA
and the space community. The organization hosts
guests like Russian cosmonauts Vera Mairova and
Mikhail Baskov as well as Bob Crippen, Dr. David
Webb, and many other influential figures in the
space program. ERFSEDS
has been asked to build a
ground station for SEDS to
track a satellite now being
built by the University of Alabama SEDS chapter. Club
members enjoy outings to
Kennedy Space Center's
Open House, the GTE Challenger Learning Center, Space
Camp Florida, and several
space shuttle launches. Locally, ERFSEDS promotes its
cause by initiating new SEDS
chapters in high schools and
universities and sponsoring
educational events. ERFSEDS
will continue to inform individuals of what they can do to
ensure the success of the
space program and its
implications today, and in the

next century.
- Mark Schaible
A year of activities behind
them, ERFSEDS members
Joe Pascucci, Cindy Bennett, J e nnifer Quimby, and
Eric Goss await the selection of Organization of the
Year.

KAAlN l MAGNUSSE.N
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TAU DELTA

mbry-Riddle' s Gamma Rho chapter of
Sigma Tau Delta, the International English Honor Society, celebrated the
arts throughout the 1994-95 academic year
in new ways.
As in the past, Sigma Tau Delta combined
forces with the Society for Collegiate Journalists (SCJ) to screen submissions of poetry
and short stories for the third edition of Cre·
alions, Embry-Riddle's literary magazine.
In the fall, Dr. Alan Pratt and Sigma Tau
Delta hosted a Spaghetti Western Film Festival featuring five nights of American classics.
Each film was introduced and discussed by a
guest speaker. Also featured in the fall was an
art exhibit displaying photographs, paintings,
and drawings by ERAU students.
In the Spring, Sigma Tau Delta sponsored
a trip to the Salvador Dali Museum in St.

E

Petersburg. In addition, Vice President Alix
Puech planned a photo contest in which
contestants were issued disposable cameras
and invited to "Shoot Someone" over Spring
Break.
Also noteworthy is the attendance of the
Gamma Rho chapter at Sigma Tau Delta's
International Conference held in St. Louis.
Through funding from SCJ and ERAU's Humanities department, President David Conz
and Secretary Patrick Kokorian were able to
share ideas, poems, and good conversation
with Sigma Tau Delta students and advisors
from all over the world.
As the arts continue to influence EmbryRiddle, Sigma Tau Delta will meet the challenge of offering creative outlets at a technology-based university.
- David Conz

During the national convention in St. Louis, Patrick Kokorian presents an original piece of creative writing titled " Waldenbooks." The conve ntion presents an opportunity to share idea s
with other me mbe rs of Sigma Tau Delta.

Sigma Tau Delta President David Conz inspects
some of the nega tives that were submitted for
the Creations maga zine. Sigma Tau Delta helps
in the production of the literary magazine by
judging e ntries.

CAVIL CC>NZ
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Embry-Riddle Amateur Radio Association ~larcus Bell Ronnie
"Gump Faulkner 1)\\:1.me Pittman Sha\\n P Stok~. Jes.,ica Ross

A

ERFSEDS
oet})

(Emh~·Riddle

jewllh Chait
President)

GASS

Future Space Explon•rs .md Df.'\elopen; So-

Israel Rem

(President) Sharon Zobim (\ice

KARlN L. MAGNUSSEN
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COUNCIL
ach senior class has a party and traditionally gives something back to the University.
The Senior Class Council take charge of
these events. Senior volunteers make up the council who balance their busy schedules to get involved.
Elections are held early each Fall and Spring
semester in order to elect the class· President and
Vice President. They then call a meeting for those
interested to join the council
and various committees are
formed: fundraising, party,
award, and project.
Fall Senior Class President
Chris Roth and Vice President
Owen Busch spearheaded the
project to raise money for a
fountain to be placed outside
the retention pond of the new
athletic complex. Fundraising
included working Parent's
Weekend serving food for Admissions, and the first ever
" Valet for a Day" where students were auctioned off to be
slaves for a day to the highest
bidder. Valets carried books,
deaned houses and cooked
food people who bought them
at a price up to 60 dollars
each.
John Minieris and Tex Riley

E

were elected to represent the Spring senior class
President and Vice President, respectively. "Mel
Poo Bingo·' turned out to be the first fundraiser
its kind ever held on campus. A grid was drawn
the lawn where people gave donations as to wh
the calf was going to hear nature's call. T-sh
sales were a major contributor to each class as Vi
as parking sticker refunds.
- Christian Sarna

Senior Class Advisor Becky
Cooper answers some of Jen
Loo's questions c oncerning
fundraising prior to a Wednesday night Fall Senior Class
Council meeting. The Fall class
raised money for a new fountain.

CHRISTIA
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During the Parent's Weekend
the Senior Class Council serves
food to prospective students. In
exchange for the cooking and
serving, the Admissions Depart·
ment donates money to the sen·
ior class.
Spring Senior Class Vice President Tex Riley watches Leslie
Benson and Candice Wallace pet
the calf for good luck prior to
"Moo-Poo Bingo". The two
women are hoping to win the
grand prize.

Senior Class Council
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AVIATION TECHNICIANS
he Society of Commercial Aviation
Technicians (SCAT), is the only formal
association for Aviation Maintenance
students on campus. It promotes a sense of
unity in the AMT Department, provides real
experience to club members, and provides
knowledge of what is really out there in the
aviation industry. Their motto is "preparing
to lead the way to a safer future in maintenance through the promotion of professionalism and fellowship among aviation maintenance students.'' SCAT also promotes
various events that increase awareness of
existing jobs for AMT students.
On September 30, SCAT ventured to Orlando International to see Delta's Line Maintenance Operations firsthand. During this excursion, members observed how a major

T

The members were taken on a guided tour of
the various aircraft that Delta operates. As
members climbed into the cockpit, into the
avionics bay, or inside a turbine, Delta's team
of technicians was there to answer any questions that the members had. During this trip,
some of the members witnessed Delta· s technicians fixing the thrust reverse on the number one engine of a Boeing-767. SCAT also
had many other trips and activities planned
throughout the semester. Some o f them included trips to the Daytona Beach International Airport Air Traffic Control Tower, the
Kissimmee Warbird Museum, and Atlanta,
Georgia to visit Delta's overhaul facility. One
of the guest speakers included Bob Robbins,
an inspiration for everyone in the aviation
world.

airline dealt with its maintenance problems.

-

SCAT members and their club advisor Mr. Peter
Vos bury are listening to a Delta employee explain maintenance techniques on an engine. Delta has a good relationship with S CAT and invites
them to their facilities in Orlando and Atlanta.

Taking several trips to aviation facilities gives
SCAT members a chance to see their career field
up close and personal. On a trip to Delta, SCAT
members examine a jet engine while trying to
relate concepts they have learned in class.

Patrick O 'Connor

MARK GIDDARIE
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Newman Club - Front Row: Efrain Otiz, Sharon Santos. Phil
DiBona, Matthew Crisci, Stephanie Siplla Back Row: Shawn
Falkner, Father Morris, Mike Fialkowski, Patrick Kokorian.
Patrick Laffey, A.J. O'Brien, Andrew Wong

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity

Pakistan Students and Scholars Association

SCAT209

New inductees Tashuelah
Nasah, Antonio Sevillano,
Karen Magnussen, Taylor
Bracey and Arie Moller
light their candles symbolizing the journalistic integrity which they are sworn
to uphold.
Newly elected president
Mike Hoppin converses
with past presidents Brian
Gamage and Christian Sarna. They discuss possible
projects and express their
concerns about the direction of SCJ in the future.

OAVlDG
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COLLEGIATE JOURNALISTS
hat do the members of the Avion, Phoenix, and WERU have in common? They
dre CRAU's representatives of mass media whose members are eligible to be inducted into
the Society for Collegiate Journalists. The purpose
of this organization is to elevate the cause of mass
communication and foster a unity between the
different staffs.
Activities concerning publications this year for

W

SCJ included the Fall Orientation Issue and the
third annual publishing of Creations, EmbryRiddle's Magazine of Visual & Literary Art. The
Orientation Issue is a special copy of the newspaper designed to introduce incoming students
and their families to Embry-Riddle and the Daytona community. It contains articles about the
University's various departments and services as
well as coupons to local restaurants and businesses. This year's copy of
Creations was compiled during the fall and distributed free
of charge to the student body
in the Spring.
In the Spring of 1995, SCJ
hosted a leadership workshop
guided by Student Activities
Assistant Director, Paul Bell.
At the workshop, 20 students
discussed confrontational issues and completed a leadership profile.
As the nation's oldest honorary society dedicated to collegiate mass communications,
SCJ strives to recognize the
efforts of college journalists.
Despite the lack of a journalism major, Embry-Riddle's
chapter of SCJ has a proud
history of national involvement.
- Christian Sama
SCJ hosts a barbecue at
Ponce Inlet inviting all
members of the three different divisions to attend.
Master chef David Gass
takes orders from WERO
m embers Pete Emerson
and David Conz.
KA!l£N l MAGNUSSlN
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he Stormriders Surf Club is both a
student organization and a sports
team. They currently have about 30
members and meet twice a month. The club
provides a means to promote surfing on a
collegiate level and to teach those who are
interested in learning to surf. Activities include surf trips, camping trips, cookouts, and
fundraisers. During the Fall semester for a
fundraising event they sold beverages for the
Homecoming concert, and in the Spring semester they sold club t-shirts. Just this Christmas, a group of seven club members took a
surf trip to Costa Rica to score epic waves!
Within the club is the surf team. Eight
surfers that were chosen from within the surf
club make up the surf team. The team competes within the National Scholastic Surfing
Association (NSSA), which consists of 15

colleges and universities from within the state
of Florida. The ERAU team consists of six
men, one woman, and one bodyboarder. The
best finish of the year came at Sebastian Inlet
on September 24-25, 1994. The team took
fourth place overall out of 15 teams, and Kiki
Strickland won first place in the women's
surfing competition. Another notable competition came on October 15-16, 1994 also at
Sebastian Inlet. The team finished seventh
with Robbie Ottesen taking fifth place for
bodyboarding and Jacob Krauklis advancing
to the surfing quarter final.
The Stormriders are much more than just a
surfing team. The club is open to anyone who
has an interest in non-competition surfing, or
who enjoys the beach.

Ltilizing a waterproof camera, Pboenix photographer Da,id Moede r captures AeronauticaJ Science
sophomore Andre" Scheller as he rides a breaking
''ave into the shore.

After a solid da) of surfing do" n around Ponce
Inlet, this member of the club \\alks onto the shore
mentaH) revie" ing each move he has made OYer the
last few hours.

T

-courtesy of the Stormriders

DAVIOMOIDlR
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Pbonl# Yearltook - Front Rour. Beth Gr.d>oritz Sally Marshall
Andrea Vara Kim irodemus Karen L ~fagnussen Yeserua Oabe12
Oiad Herman Baell Rour. Dave Moeder Greg Rezendes. Alix Puech
Cluisttan Sama Beat Jund, David Ga.~ Matthew Bielansld Tashuebb
asah

Sentper Flde lis Society

DAVID MOEDER

Senior CIMS ~I, Pall Front Row Jen Loo. Shelley R~ll
Derrick RfJ/il Tso: Rebecca Cooper (Adivsor) Scott New
comer Eric Roy IJeeDee Foster Russ Andrews (Treasurer Shannon
Spl1laoe Carissa Mistler Kim 0 Neal Kim Martin (Secretary) Baell
Row: Ouisdln Sama <lJrls ROth President) Blair Knumon Owen
Busch (Vice President) Andrew St Hilaire

storrru1ders
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Y:EARBOOK

T

he award-winning Phoenix yearbook is an
all-volunteer venture that strives to cover
the year's events in pictures and in text.
From freshman orientation through graduation,
the Phoenix wants to make each book both unique and modern.
T he creation of each year's book begins well
before the Fall semester starts. In the summer
months, the Phoenix sends staff members to a
yearbook convention in Tampa to develop the year's
theme and cover. Also at the
convention, the staff learns
about new publishing techniques and trends. Two additional conventions held in the
Fall and Spring semesters are
also attended by Phoenix
members. This year's conventions were in New Orleans and
New York City. Not many
people are aware of the thousands of hours it takes to put
a book of 200 plus pages together. With the exception of
the mug shoots all color, as
well as black and white photographic work is done by the
staff themselves, including the
developing of film and printing of pictures. Coordinating

darkroom staff, copy writers, copy editors, ar
photographers can be more than a task, it can b
an adventure! The staff is also responsible i
selling and distributing the books when they com
out. The Phoenix staff also takes time out of th
schedules to have fun. They took several trips t
Pleasure Island, and also went to Halloween Hom
Nights at Universal Studios.
- Karen L. M agnussen

David Gass and Tashuelah
Nasah, on a convention in
New York City, get to enjoy the St. Patrick's Day
Parade. Conventions offer
the c han ce to see t he
s ights as we ll as learn
more about publishing a
yearbook.

KAllfN l MAGI'&
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Photo Editor Christian Sama
utilizes the staff's 20mm wide
angJe lens. He takes advantage of local area events like
" Biketoberfest" to teach the
new photographers the different photo techniques necessary for yearbook journalism.
Over the Labor Day weekend
the Phoenix holds a workshop to help get the staff better acquainted. Editor-InChief Beth Graboritz demonstrates her confidence in the
staff as she is blindly passed
around the trust circle.
MA TIEW 8£:.ANSK.

CHRISTIAN SARNI\

Phoenix Yearbook
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Senior Class Council, Spring - Front Row: Stephanie Perkins, Dan Ventry, Kerry Ahearn. Ashley Hendix, Doug Shultz,
Darci Jennings, Rachel Boyd, Leslie Benson, Jennifer Turner,
Ginny Tait, Dawn Papay (Secretary) Second Row: John Howard, Howard Dugger, Frode Johansen. John Minieris
(President). Bill Rondeau. Rob Ohlau. Ken Kovacik Third Row:
Geoff Garrett, Kurt Kuhl Back Row: Tex Riley (Vice President)

DAVID GASS

Sigma Alpha Epsilon - Front Row: Jay Hanson, RJ, Pat
Laffey. Russ Hodge, Steve Sickler Second Row: Dave Crockett, Jim Celani, Pat Erdman, Brandon !>oleski, Jamie Webb.
Dave Fox, Jim Moumighan Back Row: Ian Minaert, Davis
Mock, Matt Wolke. Dan Wheeler, Eric Rambow, George Herrera. John Horton, John Dawson. Paul Johnson, WUI Farazzi

MA
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Society for Collegiate Journalists - Front Row: Mike Connely, Jedn Snyder, Beth Groborltz, Karen L. Magnusscn, Alix
Puech, Dave Conz Back Row: Kevin Althouse. Mike Hoppin,
Brain Gamage. Christian Sama. Arie Moller, David Gass
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ew Tacks" describes sailing at
Embry-Riddle in '94-'95. The
club's fleet of craft has changed
and grown due to donor generosity and a
University grant. With four Hobie 16's, six
sailboards, a 22-foot sloop, and a 100-hp
runabout added to last year's boats, the
club's recreational sailors can now challenge
ocean as well as river waters.
Traveling to Rollins, Eckerd, and the University of Florida regatta sites, our intercollegiate team members, Steve Vincent, Jason Tobin, Kim Swang, Colin Lindberg, and
George Lush averaged fifth place finishes
against the South Atlantic Conference's best
college and university teams. Since all the
classes mix men and women on the boats,
our team is actively encouraging "light" coeds to train for future collegiate and regional

competition.
Tidal wave moments on the Sailing Club's
social register include the three parties which
drew over 600 students to the Sailing Center
each time. T he eighth annual Thanksgiving
invasion of Key West is the windsurfing half
of the sailing club's pilgrimage.
Through eight hours of darkness, a Hobie
piled high with sailboards bumped along behind a Student Activities van sardined tight
with snoring sailors. Warm aqua waters and
too-light breezes welcomed the motley crew
for three days of shredding, telling tall tales
around the campfires and snorkeling in the
Conch Republic. Browned and weatherbeaten, they returned to unfinished papers
and finals week cramming, sporting tropical
grins and Hog's Breath memories.
-Dr. Jim Cunningham

The Sailing Club does more than just joy ride around
Oa)lOna Beach and hold masshe parties. the) aJso
compete. They travel to events all over the state of
Florida, racing against other colleges for sport and
comradeq.

At the fall Activities Fair, me mbers of the Sailing
Club recruit pros pective members. President
Bryan Rosko has worked ha rd over the last fe w
years t o involve more people in both sections of
the club.

' ' N
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Windsurfing/Sailing Club
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Avion staff r e lax on the ir

newly relocated office couch.
Shawn Glidden, Rob Ward,
Tim Nink, and Rob Reichenbach moved it down to the
Student Center to watch Star

Trek Generations.
Staff members Stephen Mendrzy chow ski, Arie Molle r ,
Mark Schaible, David Gass,
Tim Nink, Mike Hall, Brian
Gamage, and Melanie Lear
show off their spirit at the
homecoming game.
DAVD
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NEWSPAPER
he Avion, Embry-Riddle's award-winning
newspaper by students for students, keeps
the ERAU community informed of news
and events. The Avion is comprised of a volunteer
staff of students that share a love for aerospace
and journalism.
The newspaper is funded through the SGA and
~ is free to ERAU students faculty, and staff. It is
distributed weekly through the Fall and Spring,

T

and biweekly in the Summer. What makes the
Avion a great publication is that the staff produces
a paper every week without the benefit of having a
journalistic background or program.
The newspaper is not all work, though. After
gruelling deadlines and large workloads, the staff
often spends leisure time together. The staff consists of friends who follow traditions such as visiting Bernkastles on Friday evenings, going to the
movies, and having barbecues. A select amount of
staff members are sent to conventions every semester, often held in New York City and
Dallas. During these conventions, the staff learns how to
improve the Avian and expand its horizons, as well as
see the sights. The newspaper
continues to advance in technology with the Avian Online.
Other changes include a color
front page weekly and spot
color throughout the paper.
With a high tech computer
system and the leadership of
David Gass in the Summer,
James Jalowiec in the Fall,
and Chris Farkas in the
Spring, the Avian has advanced in leaps and bounds.
- David Gass
At the Spring Banquet in
the Chart House, Spring
Editor-In Chief Chris Farkas gives Rob Reichenbach
a staff member Appreciation Award.

DAVID GASS

Auion Newspaper
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BANCE SQUAD
t's been three years since G-Force came
into existence and they have developed a
team spirit that is essential to their routines. They put in lot of hard work, but a
great deal of fun and energy is portrayed to
their audience. Although the team was smaller, it was a dedicated group, and they even
had the ERAU male population represented
by a 32 year-old graduate student!
G-Force performed at the Homecoming
game this year and followed the theme " Hard
Hat Daze" with a " constructive " performance. They wore flannel and construction
hats to complete the effect. They also did
performances at the ERAU tournament and
some home games at the Sand Trap. G-Force
also performed at the Special Olympics
Olympic Village at DBCC to entertain the
athletes as they participated in the sports
events.

I

T Hl~TE

Fundraising is another area the team are
working hard in. Last year, they were fortunate to receive ERAU funds to purchase
dance jackets, and this year they bought their
first professional dance uniforms. T hey are
very proud of them and debuted them at the
last home basketball game this season. They
also have had car washes, obtained sponsors,
and sold baked goods.
G-Force's goal is to attend dance camp, to
purchase more uniforms, and to hire their
own private choreographer. The future looks
very bright and they intend to continue to
support ERAU for many years to come. GF orce would like to extend thanks to Patty
Elizee for creating this squad, and also to all
the students, faculty , and staff who support
them at their performances!
-by Belkys B. Diaz

C!NT!

TASHUt LAH NA "-H

The G-Force Dance Team p erforms their routine
at many community functions. Here t hey are
s howing off their tale nt at a local arts fes tival led
by Jamie Reichlin.
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Being a member of the s quad requires a great
deal of discipline and ability as well as finesse .
Rebecca Ha re s plits at a performance at Daytona
Beach Community College.

Society of Women l!oginttrs - Frolll Rou \ice President Michelle
Stercula Rachel William; President) \teredith Burcheue (Treasurer)
Alison Ewan (Secretary) &cJz Row Daneen Leidig Rebecca Hare.
Amanda Ellis J Mison Badm Jessica Ross

A.

Coleman·McNalr Aviation Aasoc:llltlon • Vera Jenkins,
Tremayne Days and Ayanna Mishoe

TASHUELAH N.6.SAH

G-force Dance Squad
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EMBRY·RIDDLE RADIO
f you did not experience WERU this year, you
were taking correspondence courses. WERU
took full control of its Student Center speakers
and its dorm broadcasting capabilities to reach out
to the student body. Along with providing the best
in college music, we gave away concert tickets,
like the Black Crows, CD· s, tapes, posters, etc and
kept the student body informed with timely news
and public service announcements.
WERU is the fastest growing division at Riddle. With an
eighth of the space and not
even half of the budget of the
other divisions WERU has
been able to survive and at
times even thrive. In no other
division will you find so many
types of people working together. The organization has
buried racial and ethnic barriers and uses music as its unifying tool.
WERU sent three representatives to the International
Broadcasting Systems yearly
convention in New York City
in early March where they
gained insight into this dynamic industry. The experience consisted of all day seminars, free concerts, and
tormenting taxi cab drivers on
the way.
To better service its broadcasting public WERU is mov-

I

ing to McKay Hall. The station has outgrown its
facilities and needs to move to perform professionally. Eventually, WERU will not only be forc1:
on campus but in the community at large. WERU
is committed to personal growth and serving the
community in anyway it can. If this fits your
criteria, it's time to put on the headphones andjom
WERU.
- Mike Hoppin and Antonio Sevillano

The weekend prior to Spring fi.
nals , WERO hosts their big
bash. Rich Ford pre pares the
food from the grill. Vegetarian
burgers proved to be the more
popular food consumed.
CHlltSTIANSA
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Clubs

With great pride summer
general manager Mike
Hoppin and SGA Division
Head Antonio Sevillano
converse outside of their
newly acquired office in
McKay Hall.
Fun, yet challenging! Nick
Fanelli hosts an afternoon
show during cafeteria
hours and attempts to
choose a selection from
WERCJ's diverse collection
of Compact Discs.
DAVID GASS

.,1i.'
I

•

••

~
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Less than one mile from the
Embry-Riddle campus is International Speedway Bou1ev a rd, a strip of road
crammed with all kinds of
restaurants, gas stations, ho·
tels, and malls. In short, it is
a tourist's paradise and a
perfect place for race fans to
find everything they want
and need during the busy
week of Nascar racing. In
additon, because of all the
different types of restaurants and its close proximity
to campus, the area is ideal
for Riddle students to take
time out to get whatever
kind of food they want.
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ive life to the fullest. Live every day like it was

your last. That's what college life is all about. At this
time in our lives we can do anything and we can be
anything. The responsibilities of life haven't even
begun to weigh us down, so we are free.
As we finish another year, we remember all the
places we have been and all the people we have
met. They are clea r in our minds now, and we want
them to be clear in 10 years from now. We want
this book to remind us of those times, and we want
to be able to show others everyth ing we achieved
in our years here.
This last section represents the people and
companies who have supported us the most
throughout our time here and who will continue to
support us. It is also a tribute to those who have
passed away; we w il l never forget them or the
difference they made in our lives. Lastly, this
section is for the parents of the graduates. It gives
them a chance to show their pride and love for
their son or daughter with a personalized ad.
To those who have a few years to go, good luck.
Take full advantage of the time you have left before
these years pass you by.

- by Beth Graboritz
Division
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CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF

'95

Four years of calculus, aerodynamics,
meteorology, aircraft performance...
Don't you wish you could do it all again?!

AEROSPATIALE
GENERAL AVIATION

(800) 999-111 0

You Have The Right To Recover • Talk With Someone Who Cares

Rue & Ziffra, P.A.
John D. Rue is a former Claims Adjuster, Claim Office Manager and
Attorney for a National Insurance Company.
MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT ATTORNEY
Free Consultation in Our Office, at the Hospital, or in Your l lome

NO FEE
• Bicycle Accidents
• \Vatercraft Accidents

NO RECOVERY
• Motorcycle Accidents
• Auto Accidents

PERSONAL INJURY
• Drivers~ Pedestrian Passengers
• Wrongrul Death
H we can be of service to you, please call
any time 24 hours.
DAYTONA AREA: 788-7700

NATIONWIDE: 1-800-526-4711
632 Ounlawton • Port Orange, FL
Sponsor and owner of the John D. Rue
United States Racing and Endurance
Motorcycle Team
You may ob1a10 free " n nco mfonnattoo rcgardll!S lhc quah ficalions and upcricoce of any (lh1s) lawyer or law firm by callina or
writing 10 lhc lawyer or law fum during regular business hours.

Four Complete Departments

futhem

PAINT
WALLPAPER
ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
PICTURE FRAMING

W.R. RUNDLES, M.D., P.A.
Sweet Water Medical Surgery Clinic
D1plomate. American Board of Surgery
5 795 Taylor Branch Ad.
Port Orange, FL32127

239 S. Seagrave

Daytona Beach

253-8107

FREE ESTIM ATES
FAX 9041253 2878

OFFICE 904/2 S3 '1212
HOM E 904/76(). t 848

904. 756-0064
Day or Night
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AAA FENCE & PORTABLE BUILDINGS
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_Th_
HALIFAX
CLUB

Top Floor • FiJSt Union Bank Bu~ding

444 Seabrene Blvd
Daytona Beach. FL 32118

DAVID F. VEDDER
IMMIGRATION LAWYER
• Permanent Residency
• Investor Vises

• Worit Authorization
• Criminal Oo(onao
Of Aliona

• Deportation
• Employer 1-9
Compliance Proceodinga
• Na turelizat.ion
• All Immigration Matto,..
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253-3676
648 SO. RIDGEWOOD AV.

DAYTONA BEACH
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FlightSafety's
New-Hire program
matches the latest
advances m typespec1fic simulator
technology Wlth the
reqwrements of your
airlmeem

Now living out their
ambitions, Robert
Goldman and
colleague David

Erstfeld accelerated
their airline careeni
through FSI's NewHiro Program.

First Officer Robert Goldman landed at ASA by being at
the right place at the right time. But he didn't rely on
luck. After earning his commercial pilot certificate and
his instrument and multiengine ratings, the time was
right to shape his own career path. So he turned to
FlightSafety's Regional Airline New-Hire Program - the
right place to be if you've got the qualifications, but
need our airline connections.
The process was as simple for Robert
as it has been for over 1750 other pilots
we've placed in the right seats of
airliners. After a two-day evaluation, we
arranged Robert's interview with ASA,
one of some 20 cooperating airlines in
our New Hire Program. ASA and Robert
both liked what they saw, so he walked
away with a job offer contingent on completion of typespecific training, which we provided on an Embraer
simulator at our Atlanta center.
As Robert says, "The great thing is, you don' t spend
your money for training until you have the job and know
the aircraft you need to train for."
If you like the career path we've helped over 1750
pilots follow, give us a call. We'll help you write your
own story.

Over a thousand pilot.
have landed m the nght
1e•ui of aulmen
through the benefit of
FSl I type-speclfiC
sunulator tra11ung and
our New-Hue program
aUili nona with some
twenty airlines

t
~~ y . . . . . . i
Fl•19htSa'

For more information
on how to take control
of your career, please
call us in Orlando,
Florida:
(800) 829-4992.
Tel (407) 657-6100
Fax (407) 657-0207
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Safeguard
BUSINESS SYSTEMS

COMPUTER CHECKS & FOAMS
AUTOMATED PAYROLL SERVICES
ONE WRITE PEGBOARD SYSTEMS

LOCAL: 904-788-5013
TOLL FREE: 1..000-342-0175

DAVE BROWN

COLOR CODED FILING SYSTEMS

THE
GOOD
LIFE AT
A GREAT
PRICE!
• Studio & 1·2·3 bedrooms
• luxury appliances
• All corner apartments

· 2 Sparkling pools

Volusia Construction Company, Inc.
UNDERGROUND UTILITIES

952 Big Tree Rd., P. 0 . Box 4578, South Dayton a, FL 3212 1

• Tennis courts
• Shorvlong term leases
· Only 2·112 miles to Embry-Riddle
• Furnished apartments available
• Cable TV available
• laundry fac1ht1es
• Special summer storage rates
• Convenient to shopping

- . Ask about our two and three bedroom specials

MONAHAN &SONS

6 Aviator Way
Ormond Beach. Florida 32174- 983
(904) 677-5302

CHARLES M . MONAHAN

EllAU

GARMCo IS AVIATION INSURANCE
1 800 777 1452
1 404 292 5008
(Tom Meers - 1980, Pres.: General Aviation Risk Mgmt Co.)

-

...'\.I . -- '+
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875 Derbyshire Road
Daytona Beach, Florida 32117

252-6406

EMBRY - RIDDLE
GREAT GAMES

AERONAUTICAL

Great g,1me• ,~e Sid•""''nde< make money
lo< you s.a.,,. nder •S t~ perfect a<lditlOO to
any family lun cet>ter. area<!& or m•n• rnod;,ay
111s an octeat supplement to video games One
ol the nice things about tt 1s that 11 will s1111 be
operattng and mak•ng you money IOng after
a I the video games hive been repjaced
Do youself a
and cMei< into S.Oew•nder and our tun l•ne of amusement games
and seMces With over tweoty years 1n the
industry we can help you with every aspect c,
your game operatoon We ha\'9 been oomg
rectemptJOn lo< rwertty years and we w be
happy to help you enNance your ope<ation
with rectempt•on centers. stock and opera11n9
techniques
Ca us 1octay. you II be glad you diet

UNIV:ERSJTV;,-

.. "'-

'"'*

FOR OUTSTANDING'
,
'
ACHIEVEMENTS THIS
SCHOOL YEAR!

Bob's SPact Racers. Inc.
427 15th Street
Daytona Beach, Flonda 32117
Telephone 904·677·0761
FAX 904-677-0794
~

Bobs Sga:e ~ '99..

S.0.-•l'llC* A~

~ O-."!\t'$

s.-u 1910

Gamed Goel 5Qlil:e ~

Route 5
Moultrie, GA 31768

MAULE

AIR, INC.

Phone 912-985-2045

Fax: 912-890-2402

NEW "MAULE" TRAINER-MO DEL MXT-7-160 AND - 180A
• 160 H.P. OR 180 H.P. LYCOMING ENGINE
• SENSENICH FIXED PITCH PROPELLER
• 4 PLACE
• 800 OR 980 POUND USEFUL LOAD
• 130 OR 135 MPH MAX. CRUISE SPEED
• 40 MPH STALL SPEED
• 40 GAL. FUEL CAPACITY
·MOST ECONOMICAL NEW TRAINER AVAILABLE
• RUGGED-BRED FROM A LINE OF BUSH PLANES
• STABLE-FORGIVING - EASY TO FLY
• EASY MAINTENANCE - PARTS AVAILABLE
•MADE IN USA

$44,995.00
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

IT'S PERFORMANCE THAT COUNTS!
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You can't fly into the future
on the wings of the past.
Until now there has been no
"new", no innovation and no
excitement in flight training aircraft.
The new Katana from Diamond
Aircraft combines the joy of flying
and the economics of training
together for both student and operator. The Katana is exactly the
aircraft to rekindle the flame of the
training market.
From the moment you open the
modern canopy you know this is
not an ordinary trainer. The wide
interior provides an environment
that is inviting to students and
instructors alike. It's an environ-

Diamond
AIRCRAFT

ment that is conducive to learning.
The Katana is not only new and
exciting but also performs with a
120 knot cruise, 730 fpm climb, a
range of 523 nautical miles and a
520lb useful load. The Katana's
profile perfectly matches its mission with performance that
exceeds that of aircraft with twice
as much horsepower.
For more information on flight
training in the Katana or Katana
O\\•nership please contact Diamond
Aircraft at 1-800-226-93 79. We
are confident you will \Vant to
become a part of our rapidly growing family.
In U.S.: 7395 S. Peoria St., Englewood,
Colorado 80112-4112
Canada: 690 Crumlin Sideroad
London, Ontario NSV 1S2
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SEOS Displays Limited
Congratulations to the Faculty and
Student Body

l'-i@
!J'

Spruce Creek Aviation, Inc.

Sprvc:e Creek Airport
1 Beech Boulevard Daytona Beach, FL 3212.i
(904) 761-1711

Spruce Creek Aviation would like to
invite you to fly the
cleanest and best equipped
airplanes around.
Tomahawk

Let's keep the world in focus

I.F.R.
Full I.F.R./D.M.E.
Full I.F.R./D.M.E.
Full I.F.R./D.ME. & Loran
Full I.F.R./D.ME. & Loran

Wanio~

Cessna 172
Arrow
SeIQ&nole

MARATHON
~e

..
Cflight
•

JET CENTER

604 MAIN ST., DAYTONA BEACH, 252-0577
1-800-874-2115

Congratulations & Happy Landings

CONG RA TULA TIONS
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS

305-743-4222

"Create A Print"
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Architect

ARCHITECTS IN ASSOCIATION ROOD AND ZWICK, INC.

661 Brevard Avenue

Cocoa, Florida 32922-7807

M C001568
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GuHstream Aerospace Corporation
salutes the Embry-Riddle graduates who
represent the future of aviation.
DAYTONA BEACH - AIRPORT
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Telephone. (912) 965-3000
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Proudly Serving ERAU
Students, Families, Staff and Alumni
For Nine Years

904-257-4030

- Copiers
-Facsimile
- Formula for lower Cost
Guarantees
- The Copytronics Duplicator
Pion, featuring 2-hour
emergency service
- Florida's largest independent
copier dealer

-

DAYTONA BEACH
YOUR CENTRAL FLORIDA FUllrSERVICE FBO
Proofd~ 24·Hour-A -Day

fuel. Ground

,.

Support. Alrflne Operation.$, P11o< Suppllies.
On-S~ Aubtla. Maintenance.

...

~

And

_,_

ARING 130.1

(904) 255-0471

-

~ a erospatiale

~

MINOlJA
AUTiiORIZED DEALER

788-5500
BEST OF LUCK TO THE
1995

GRADUATING CLASS

®w.u.-rn

NO APPOINTMF.NI' NECESSARY

MEDICAL Tll.uMENr

from

ZEV COHEN

& ASSOCIATES, INC.

CENTEa
Uttmed Pbyslclam le Nuaw le
TedlnoloelstsOn Duly Full llme

• MINOR INJURIES • Acure ILLNESS
•SCHOOL .t CAMP PHYSICALS
•ON SITE U.B AN'O X-RAYS

•WORKER'S COMPENSATION

Dr. Jerry L. Waikins, General
Practice .t EmeTgency Medicine
Dr. Honorio Sia, Acute Care
Dr. Johnna Mantinco, Family Pncti<:e

Monday· Friday 8:00 Lm. • 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 Lm. - 6:00 p.m.
Swxlay 12:00 noon - 6:00 p.m.

• f'IU!.EMPLOYMEm' PHYSICALS

We're Here For You ...
Seven Days A Week

253-6051

CENTRALLY LOCATED

55 SETON TRAIL (904) 677-2482
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32176

ENGINEERS

PLANNERS SURVEYORS

J JJO &Ulll« Rd (W of Novo Rd)
Daytona /Jcodl

puts you
in the pilot's
seat. .. for just
$1.58 an issue.
Introduc ory offer validfor
new subs ribers only!

'l'I ]hether you're a student. private or
VV professional pilot. no other publication brings you as much of the beauty,
the fascination and the excitement of flying as FLYING.

only $18.97-· that's just $ 1.58 an issue.
You'll save 55% off th e ann ual newsstand
Filled with thrilling, full-color pho- cost of $42.00 and enj oy conven ient home
tographs from top aviation photographers. delivery!
FLYING flies everything from prototypes
To start your mon ey-savin g subscription ,
you can't yet buy to yesterday's aircraft.
simply fill out and retu r n the FLYING
Every month. you'll hear from the world's coupon. You r satisfaction is gu aran teed
best aviation writers on the latest in air- or your money will be refunded on a ll
craft. avionics and accessories ... you'll unmailed copies.
find guidelines on how you
can fiy safer... analysis of other
pilots' mistakes (and what to
SEmd a whole year of RY/NG do to avoid them) ... plus
I 1~t big issues - tor only $18.97.
authoritative information you
need when shopping for airplanes. avionics financing or
-NAM-E~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~-4~
203
pilot training. All this and
ADORES$
hundreds of other facts and
-c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~insights to make every hour
ZIP
STAIE
you spend in the air safer and
0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED ::l BILL ME
more satisfying.

r------·-------,
II

Twelve months a year you'll
enjoy the thrill of FLYING for

I
I
I
I
I

DYES'
"' '"'

,.

odd $7 po< y•

QC

~

Send to:
FLYING, P.O. BOX 51377, BOULDER, C080322-1377
W1 uid y•

mo ng ,

1te
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You're scheduled to depart Den\'er's
Centennial Airport with full fuel. !l 1>ass<'ngers.
and luggage. And it's hot You couldn't take off
with light et unless mu offloaded fu<'I. or
e\·en wors<'. passengers.
The Jn ) turbine a rplane in this class
capable of performancl' like that is the
Sui r King Air 350.
The 350 carries more than twice the full fuel
pa) load of its nearest jet r;\'al rd pro' ides
spacious. rfficienl comfort for as many as 9-1 1
exccutires.
In fact, there arc manv things the 350 can
do that its competitors cant For one thing,
it cankrnd \\ith that same full fu»I and payload.
So if your schedule calls for numerous short
flighL'i. rou ha\e thr llcxibility to load all till' fuel
and passengNs you need\\ itho.Jt tradc·offs.
The Brl'chcn't Super King ·\ir 350 is
also covered by the most extC'nsive sen ice

Sl'PER lil\G AIR 8.50
Departure from Denver Centennial (APA)
Elevation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 5,883 ft.
Temperature . . . . . . . .
95'f
Basic Operating Weight . . . . . . . .. 9,262 lbs.
Passengers/luggage: 9@ 200 lbs .
. .. 1,800 lb~ .
Fuel . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3,611 lb'
Gross Takeoff Weight ......•...... 14,673 lb>.
Max. C~rtllled TalceotrWeighl . .
.15,000 lbs.
Max Certified Landing Weight . . . . .15,000 lbs
MISS!On exampl~ uses II/CA starulW definitions for all data.

and support network in the \\ orld In fact,
t 1rr 's ~rohably a Becchrraft Ser\'icc Center
within an hour's flying timl' from ''hen'
)OU are right no\1 in th l .S
For ewn more com1wlhng rt.'asons \\ hyyour
corporation should consider this uH·r dible
airplane. rall l-300·835-7707.
fr!; l\/or }tlS! An AIR!. 'R:\IT.

Its A Bm Ill R>\ff.

...• .,.,,...,,..,.. Aircraft Com any
'i?eechcraft ,,,7 aw/ter
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Busin~

Home
Health
Life
and Auto
Insurance.
Our Strengths are Yours.

r.mr

INSURANCE

RONALD BATRAW, M.D., FAAOS
Y.c~ NvJ,.c~ ~"""
~v
·---i.

Oipiomole . Ameficon 8oord ol Orthopedic; Surgery
Se<Ve• on Medocal Stotts of Memonol Hospotd-flogjef & Ormond 8eoch

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY &SPORTS MEDICINE
ESTA8USHEO 1987

X-RAYS TAKEH ON PREMISES

Hilb, Rogal and Hamilton Company
of Daytona Beach Inc.
115 North Hidgewoocl Ave.
(/IJ

Daytona Beach. FL 32114
904-252.:1701

For Appointments. Please Call

446-BONE

672-BONE

(446·26631

FAX 904-445-8111

(6 72·26631

- - - - 3 LOC..Jf1ons fo r Your O:mv c niC'nCt ' - - - - ~10

Palm Harbor Otllce Pa1k

26 Olhce Park Or Pilm

When heading to your favorite place in the sun • ••

·.

COd\I

r.1tmou1I Cude

Ormond Beath fl

r.ted1til Arts 8 Lt1h11nq

700 E f,1oody 81~0 Bllnnell

AOPA
It's Continuing
Education For Pilots.
join the more than 325,000 pilots who trust AOPA for
accurate aV1at1on informauon and adVlce everyday.
• Toll-free Pilot Assistance Hotline for training information and expert aV1at1on adVlce.
• AOPA Ptlo1 Magazine
• Flight safety seminars.
• Low-cost educauonal matenals
• $10 off the retail pnce of FM wnuen exams at Drake
• Affordable financing for aircraft purchases and training
(for quahfymg members).

loaaNIOM.aNC>NDft~

If you're a pilot you belong.

Call 1-800-USA-AOPA
(1-800-872-2672)

73 W. GRANADA BOULEVARD
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174

GOLF
PROQRES ~V E OOL F CO R ~

l'AMIL Y OWNEO • OPERA TEO SINCE ti Tl

C U S TOM G OLF CLUB MANUFACTURERS
•ALL TYPE CLUB REPAIRS • LESSONS, SWlNO ANALYSIS
VIDEO LESSONS • CUSTOM FITTED Cl.UBS
• SELECTED OOLP: ACCESSORleS

JAMES G. HULL, 0 .0.
FAMILY MEDICINE

MOffoFAI

~
~

830-530
SAT

CERTIFIED IN
904-673-8333
FAMILY PRACTICE
HRS. BY APPT
ON MEDICAL STAff: HUMANA. PMC. MEMORIAL. HALIFAX

..

•t•H•
='""f'~

~
,

~ A~l'OINTMtNTS SUCGUTlO

761-GOLF

6'53)]

761-(4653)

70t 418 SAM MS AVI. OUNLAWTOH 8Ul1Nl99 PA ..t<. PO"T 0AAH01.
OUHLAWTOH A V£. • II.HIND ~•T
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Congratulations Class Of '95
from

Congratulations to the
1995 Senior Class!

Radiation Oncology Assoc.
Herbert D. Kerman Regional Oncology Center

Peoples Gas
"Florida's leading natural gas utility"

Daytona Beach, FL 321 14
904-254-4210
Terry S. Bloom, MD.
Ann E. Spangler, MD.

Service. We Guarantee It.

CARL GERKEN, AIA

MAKE~ s THE

nothing gives us
greater pleasure
than helping
our customers
grow financially. And our people have commitment to servicH that can make a big difference to
your future banking needs.
We can be your resource for financial growth.
With faster, stn~amlined procedures. Personal
attention you won't get from any other bank. And
service so good we guarantee it in writing.
Come in soon and talk to us. You'll discover that
at First Union. our service makes the difference.

Ted Yaeger, MD.
Russell Hinerman MD.

GERKEN, PIERCE AND SMITH
ARCHITECTS INCORPORATED

OUR !»ERVICE ~~;~~~t

ROGER A. PIERCE, AIA

1

DIFFERENCE

~

430-2PM

DANA M. SMITH, AIA

a

ORMOND BEACH, FL

MAITLAND, FL

904-673-1810

407-628-8991

RAMAD~INN
DAYTONA SPEEDWAY
Newly Renovated Rooms
Free Transportation T o and Fro m Campus
U NO's Chicago Bar & Grill

"The Place to Stay"
1798 W. lntomational SpeedWay Blvd. · Daytona Beach, FL 32114

..
..."11 C•~•ll.......
~ ~-···
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AVIATION GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Thanks the students and faculty
for their use of our equipment.

.C ongratulations To

You can depend on Starline throughout
your career to provide you with the latest
maintenance and support equipment!

TheClassof'95!

5412 N. Rockwell
Bethany, OK 73008

Greater Orlando
Aviation Authority

405-495-7827
405-789-5395 (FAX)

A4,

•ASSOCIATED
...._ AVIATION
~ ~ UNDERWRITERS

7111:

EMBRY-RIDDLE
AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
AFFORDABLE
ELEGANCE
FROM$34Q

310 So. Nova Road
253-1644

i~~ 2i~~·~f §1
904-461-7048

Resume special for Embry Riddle students
Includes:

$25.00

• typeset one (1) page
• 30 copies on linen pa pe r
• 30 blank matching envelopes
a lso availa ble . ..
Ndmc Cdrds for Grddu d(ion ffn v ifa lion

Minuteman Press
1301 Beville Road, Daytona (next to Burger King)

in all endeavors througout life!
•
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Congratulations
to the

1995 Graduates
of

Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University
Best wishes for a prosperous
career in aviation

JET
STREAM
AIRCRAFT
P. 0. Box 16029, Washington Dulles International Airport,
Washingotn DC 20041-6029

/

An innovative new service for
pilots looking for flying jobs and
flying jobs looking for pilots.

Congratulations
from

Glob'I • \h1on

Co\1'1U1Ml •

.

RfGiO~AI • N111iONl\I

Cn1 w L111~iNr1

C'RC-10
•

Cli11n1rn

FliGHI h~IRlJUiO!\

ConpOAAlf
HiGH fou • Lou. fou

An economical service designed to provide all

aviators the chance to be seen by comparues that
are looking for qualified pilots. • lJPAS data
is also maintained on CompuServe. • Pilots
who have access to a personal computer have
the option and convenience of updating their
records online . • You don't need to own a personal computer to subscribe to our service.

UNITED ENGINEERS
Daytona Beach, FL

UNIVERSAL PILOT APPLICATION SERVICE, INC .
1 .- 800.- PILOT APPS

0NliNf ro rliE F-liq~rliNE
~

A u.lioll~ ou. ... 1d \1.b'>idi~11' of

11i1

Ai11

Li"'

Pilol\ A\\OCl\1io'< h11111111\1io"'' '
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AVIATION
INSURANCE
1 800 777 1452
1 404 292 5008

60-' l\L\IN STREET. DAYTONA BEACH

(Tom Meers -1980, Pres: General Aviation Risk Mgt. Co.)

CONGRATULATIONS! !!

1Yl"'1 252-11577

I
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FT. LAUDERDALE EXECUTIVE AIRPORT

, Aptal Service Complex.
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INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE PROGRAMS

\S

, .,

•

Convnuter Arline
First Officer Program - $8900
Ceuna402
Turbo-Prop
First Officer Program · S16K/Sl8K
Turbo· Prop

6 Month Program
Includes Housing or Per Diem
250 Hours
100 Hours
Includes f-lous<ng 0< Per ~m

- Add/Ilona/ Program1 Avolloble Col, Fox, 01 Write for a ftM liochur•
AVTAR lnternohonol, Inc . PO. Box526626 • Moomi. Fl 33152-6628

I ·800·AVTAR-S6 • 305/593-a808 •

fQI( 305/593-8552

US A

Gl~I~~EN\\'ICH
AIR SERVICES
Team Greem' JCh
salutes the
Graduate::. of F.mbry-Riddle { ' ni\'er!>it)
as
Future leader) in th<:: <t\'iation i11du:>lry.
GREENWICH AIR SERVICES IS A WORLD LEADER
IN THE REPAIR AND OVERHAUL OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES

P.O. Box 522 187 Miami FL 33152
(305) 52fr7000
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3 Month Program
Includes Housing or Per Die'TI
150 Hours

Comme1ciol Jet Progrom
100 Hr. S22.8K/ 300.,.. S35K
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A t B•ny•n. our/tam otprolts·
1ton1ts do much more than pump fuel
ind han9ar '""'" Raltd among /ht
TOP FBO'S tn the nallon. we ar1
tomm1/ltdlopnmdm9ourtuslomers
the Imes/ aviation StfVICI 1va1labl1
Our llteptlonal maintenance
and avionics l1thn1cians along 1<-1/h
011r fme crew and customer semce
personntl mv1te you to t1perience
semce thJI will truly tktttd yotlf
e1pectat1ons

', ~ ,-.305·4913t70 • Armcl308
)Jn''::::.e in South Florld4 -~N 1/11 · II"''"'" /'rnfi·"""'"L<
AIR S ERVICE

l

(J.~
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DASSAULT
FALCON

JET

East 15 Midland Avenue
Paramus, New Jersey 07652

Attorneys For Bikers
MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT ATTORNEYS
Free Consultation in Our Office, at the Hospital, or in Your Home

NO RECOVERY
• Motorcycle Accidents
• Auto Accidents

NO COSTS
• Drivers, Pedestrians, Passengers
• Wrongful Death

NO FEE
• Bicycle Accidents
• Watercraft Accidents

If we can be of service to you, please call
any time 24 hours.
DAYTONA AREA: 788-7700
NATIONWIDE: 1-800-526-4711
Main Office

632 Dunlawton • Port Orange, FL
The hiring of a lawyer 1s an important dcc mon that should not be
based solcy upon advcrttsemcnts. Before you decide, ask us to send
you free wntten mformauon about our qualificauons and cxpencnce
Allan L. Ziffra, P.A .

... to meet tomorrow's challenge
DISC

~

For over ten years, supporting the FAA with\ar Tr < \1 r\ < .... • torn 11ton J chn« • ,._\ ~1 \Cl''
I n!(1111·1·nr1>\ ,ltld fr< hmt,11 ~··r"< • • ~\'tt'n" '>.11t·' and
lntl·~r.1tu>r'I

• It unm~ '-l)" 1<. P'

DIVERSIFIED INTERNATIONAL SCIENCES CORPORATION
f
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INTERNATIONAL
AVIATION

We help E-RAU grads
reach new heights

HPN • PSI • SAF •TES

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Building 1500, Perimeter Road
Palm Beach International Airport
West Palm Beach, FL33406

Telephone: 407-478-8700
Operations Fax: 407-233-8556
Maintenance Fax: 407-233-8549

• Direct access from
1-4/1-95 via S. A. 400

• Competitive fares

• Affordable parking

• Restaurants, shops

•Continental • Delta •Gulfstream • USAir

Gleim Publications
of Gainesville, Florida

Thanks the students,
alumni, faculty,
and staff
for their use of the
We would like to congratulate all of
the 1995 Graduates.

GLEIM PILOT
TRAINING BOOKS
and SOFTWARE

Best of luck in your future!

•for FAA Written Tests
•for FAA Practical Tests

101 Porpoise Bay Road
Daytona Beach, FL 32119

''The Books With The Red Covers"

904-756-2804

(800) 87-GLEIM

Congratulations
1995 Graduates
from

SCHOLASTIC
ADVERTISING, INC.

Yearbook Advertlslne Specialists

In the East
1-800-964-0777

BMI

In the West
1-800-964-0776

661 Beville Rd. #117
Daytona Beach,·FL 32119
(904) 788-1887

Mooney, the best value in a high perlonnance single.
MOONEY
Expanding the envelope."
xm

<~1111;ict 1our local \ 1mnl'I /~rn / 'ialt."> l<t:pri:.t.'lllal1w. !
1~6 ~OH.
\11Xllll'I I >mtl 'i;i],, ~u d °x'"1U'. IA'llk·r li>LJI\ x hre1m·r Field l\em1lll', T\ ~~)2,1{
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At.,.i~.on ..,.Jnv'.1· fU'P'S Assoc aton

Congratulations Seniors
from your

Student Government Association

and from

HERFFJONES
The Official Class Ring Co. of E.R.A.U.
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For Class Ring information call Linda Johnstone
E.R.A . U. Student Government Association
Daytona Beach, FL
904-226-6045
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School's out Start your engines.
Lycoming's Reciprocating Engine Division
congratulates the Embry-Riddle cl~ of '95.
i

ii:}:; •t•l ~I Lycoming
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Aec1proca1ong Engine Otv1sion/Subs1d1aryof Textron Inc
652 Oliver S!rect. WoltNnsport. PA 17701

7171327·7278 Fa>< 7171327-7<122

-----------------'

I've always had faith
in you and look forward
to our future together.
Your Lady
Jennifer

Congratulations Sinclair.
We are proud of
your accomplishments.
Judy, Joe, Matthew,
Rich &Karen

Con_gratufations Afston,
On your acrompCisfiments
clurin_g tfie fast four
years of ftarcl work-.
God 6fess you in your
future endeavours.
Love always, Mom & Dael
Louceta & AresteCe.

We are all proud of you A. J., you have worked
hard to reach your goal of being a commercial pilot.

Congratulations on completing this giant step toward your goal.
Your Loving family Dad, Mom, Tim, Fletch,
Gram G., Gram and Gramps, Uncles,
Aunts, and Cousins.

fllthou5h the last tou? 11u1.1s hiwe con.1e and 5one,
it's still hfl.7d to 6elieve 6ecau.se the tin1e didn't seer~1 that lon5.
\j-ou tzeached an i>npo?tant 1oal in lite and >nade all ofi 11ou1 tt:vnil¥ pwud.
'l.he sk¥'s the fo,nit tV1d soon ¥ou.'ll 6e soa'lin1 hi1h a6ove an11 clou.d.
NoN ¥ou htwe to 1e;nw16e1 no >ntttte'l 1tJhat the fiutu?e 1-tttllf hold:
1jou accomplished J-ntln¥ successes in 11ou'l sho?t lite, some dazin~ and so>ne 6old,
6u.t all ot 11ou'l achieven-101ts in lite irou. 'll see:
¥ou me ou'l pucious son tV1d 11Je Nill al1w1.¥s love and 6e pzou.d ot tltee!
~o~,
ij
/11om and '?Jad.

i
I i

-

C

on~?zat; u..lat;Lons? SefZ~Lo!

Good luck in the future and in all your endevors!
Never forget:
Coliseum/Sundays
Checkers
Robotech
Wet n: Wild
Humans

Pleaurc Island
The "Sting" of the Scorpion
Hakuna Matata
11
Ren1inds me of something
James used to say"

~~om 11ou~ ~~Lends at the ~hoenlx ljea~6ook

'far call a'f har pa·t ianca, caclvica, and halp
·t hraughaul ·tha ya car~

c C:::_G_-~

Eric Anderson . . ffiagna cun1 Laude!!
We wanted Bou to know how proud we are
of Bour accon1plish1nents and to praise the Lord
for his bountiful provision of wisdotn and knowledge.
'You are special, and ~~ou are loved!
mom and 'Dad

Beth9
To the love of our life.
Best of lu~k in the future.
Congratulations!
Love9
Mom. & Dad

This last year at Embry-Riddle has been a long and difficult one for me, both academically and emotionally. At times. ii
has been extreme I) hard to balance school. ROTC. and yearbook \\ithout going crazy. To all of you who put up with
me. thank you. I know f don't say it often enough, but I appreciate everything that everyone has done. I'd like to
recognize some special people" ho ha\'e made a difference in my Ii

e this year and who deserve praise for their efforts.

Alix Puech: Thank you for the effort you put into this book. l know how hard you worked without ever receiving an}
ad.nowledgment. l sincere!; hope you find\\ hat you're looking for in your last semester at Embl)-Riddle. Good luck
and keep in touch.
Oa\ id Gass: Hakuna Mata ta! I ne\ er did get a chance to put that in ast year's book. but I guess you don't need me to tell
you to sta; relaxed. You\e been a great help this year in the photo department and writing stories. Never stop learning
and never stop teaching others \\hat you knO\\ ! You ha\'e m; address, so you better \Hite.
Christian Sarna: In the past four years. we've created a strong bond between us that I hope will never break. If you ever
need a friend, just pick up the phone and call or write me a letter. I'll be here. Ma; you find happiness in all that you do
in life.
Karen Magnussen: Thanks for doing a great job on sports. You were one of the fev.. people \\ho l could count on
consistent I: to get the your section done and to help out with all kinds of ;earbook stuff. Good luck getting the book
done in the summer- you've taken on a tremendous responsibility as editor in the summer and I knov. how hard it is to
finish the book with so fc\" people to help. Good luck for the rest of your time at Embl)-Riddle and in life.
Jessica Ross & Matthew Bielanski: Good luck! Need I say more? Work together and be v.illing to learn a lot!
Remember. the reason you t\\O are going to be the editors of next year's book is because ;ou have the qualities of a
leader. You have the enthusiasm, the determination, and the dedication to put out another outstanding edition of the

Phoenix Yearbook. Ne\ er let anyone tell you an; different. Believe in yourself and your abilities and no problem \\.ill be
too big to be solved. Once again, good luck.
\1ark Schaible: I couldn't have made it through m; last semester \\ithout you. You were always there when l needed you
and you put up with my moods when I got stressed out. I'll never forget all those really late night dinners after software
engineering or the time

\\C

spent together after the end of the semester. You're the best and greatest. I lo\ e you. bab:-
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As t.his year concludes")

fu.~ ~\.'<\."\.\..~

/O_r the future have been s~t \.\.\.\\) \.'\\.\)\."'-\,)~
ith the completion of the
new buildings the 1994-95
school year is ending. The
sights and sounds around campus have
changed drastically. What once was a
parking lot is now a $7,000,000
engineering building, what used to be a
sandy, empty lot is now our new field
house. The uansition from the old
campus to the new one was not and
will not be an easy one. We have
mastered the new parking, the new
pathways, and buildings shaking as
bulldozers rumble the very foundation
causing the new noises. Now we will
have to learn the new classrooms, new

W

good number of us are still wondering
personnel, and new operations.
what is going to come of them. Dealing
The plans for the future have been
initiated. President Sliwa is leading the with the unknowns of our lives is what
university into a new century. This is a makes this experience so invaluable.
on-going process which everyone must
Chris Sarna and Karen Magnussen
participate in.
As we reminisce over the last year, it
is important to not get locked into the
past. What we are here for is our
future. While many of us know what is
going to happen once they graduate, a

DAVID CASS

The first of the new structures to be
completed, the Chapel sits between
the Student Center and McKay Hall.
Its location is convenient for many
students, especially those who live
on campus.
CHRISTIAN SARNA

Dr. Ira D. Jacobson, President Steven
Sliwa, and Dr. David Hazen examine
the plans of what is ERAU's largest
building. All three men had crucial
roles into the Engineering Building's
funding and design.
CHl!' 1AN $ARNA

The three people who were the driv
ing force behind the new athletic
complex's construction, Leslie Whit
mer, Coach Steve Ridder, and J.B.
Caldwell proudly converse as the fi.
nal plans are initiated.
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Closing

The pride of many students and fa.
culty, the Engineering Building is an
impressive sight to those driving on
Clyde Morris Boulevard. The first
classes are scheduled for Fall 1995.
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P rin ti ng: raylor Publishrng Company. based
in Dalla.... printed this 28th \'olume of EmbryHiddle Aeronautical Umversitys Phoeni:r
yearbook Thi ... year.., book. whose theme j..,
Planning for the Future, was a fall delivery
book. The book wa-. printed on 100 weight
paper. Questions and comments can be
directed to the Phoem:r office. at 90'± 22660-±8. located on the ...econd floor of the J.
Paul Riddle Student Center at 600 South
Clyde ~lorris Blvd .. Daytona Beach. FL
321 l't-3900.

Cover : The cover idea came from Alix
Puech and wa-. created by a Taylor
artist. A quarter binding of White
\ell um and :\[aroon Lexi tone were
utilized along with an embossed top
mylar stamp.

Typography: The following fonts were
used throughout the body copy of the
book: Ballardvale, Bondom, Garamond
Condensed. Korinna. Time:. Roman,
and Weidemann. All photo credits were
1n ,\\ante Garde, all folios were in
'.\ouveau. and all capt10ns were in
\\"eidemann Bold.
Graphic~: AJI graphics were created inhouse by individual section coordinator::.. IB\1 computers were used along
with CorclDRAW! 5.0.

Expen ses: As a division of the Student
Government Association the Phoenix is
primarily funded by SCA fees. Ahout
$70.000 was budgeted for Planning for
the Future. ' .\11 revenue was earned
through advertising and book sales.
The cost of each book was $:30.
Compani es: \Jl portraits were taken by
B&B Studio::. Inc., 15 Wild Olive
\venue. Daytona Beach, FL 32118.
They can be reached at 255 4126. All
commercial ads were submitted by
Scholastic Advertising, 2371Westridge
Drive. Snellville. G \ 30278.
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